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Abstract
This thesis presents an approach for a vertical infrastructure inspection us-
ing a vertical take-off and landing (VTOL) unmanned aerial vehicle and
shared autonomy. Inspecting vertical structure such as light and power
distribution poles is a difficult task that is time-consuming, dangerous and
expensive. Recently, micro VTOL platforms (i.e. quad-, hexa- and octa-
rotor) are rapidly gaining interest in research, military and even in public
domains. The unmanned, low-cost and VTOL properties of these plat-
forms make them ideal for situations where inspection would otherwise
be time-consuming and/or hazardous to human. There are, however, chal-
lenges involved with developing such an inspection system, such as flying
in close proximity to a target while maintaining a fixed stand-off distance
from it, being immune to wind gusts and exchanging useful information
with the user. To overcome these challenges, we require an accurate dy-
namic model of the air vehicle, high-update rate and accurate state esti-
mation and high performance controllers to be implemented on a vehicle.
Easy-to-control and intuitive interfaces are required for the human opera-
tor.
The contributions of this thesis fall into three main areas. Firstly, an ap-
proach to vehicle dynamic modeling is evaluated in simulation and exper-
iments. Secondly, state estimators such as complementary filter and an
Extended Kalman Filter, are demonstrated, as well as estimator-free ap-
proaches such as image based visual servoing (IBVS) validated with mo-
tion capture ground truth data. Thirdly, an integrated pole inspection sys-
tem comprising a VTOL platform with human-in-the-loop control, (shared
autonomy) is demonstrated. These contributions are comprehensively ex-
plained through a series of published papers.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Robots of the future have the potential to play significant roles in our lives. They
could perform household chores, provide services to the disabled, surveillance, rescue
personnel in hazardous environments and assist in inspection tasks.
For example, robots could be used for practical tasks such as inspecting for bridge
or streetlight defects. Inspection is an important task for safety of structures but is
a dangerous and labor intensive job. According to the US Bureau of Transportation
Statistics, there are approximately 600,000 bridges in the United States and 26% of
them require inspection.
Echelon, an electricity company, reported that there are 174.1 million streetlights
in the US, Europe, UK, and France1. These streetlights also require inspections every
year. Accurate observations of pole decay plays an important role in performing in-
spection and maintenance of poles2. Most in the United States are made of pine and
they are vulnerable to attack by fungi, termites, and carpenter ants. Millions of poles
must be inspected regularly to avoid pole failure. Sound, bore and visual inspection
are commonly used inspection methods. A skilled inspector can estimate important
information about a pole by striking a pole with a hammer. The effectiveness of this
method, however, may vary depending on type of pole and the abilities of the inspec-
tor. Visual inspection by human workers is usually considered the first step but its
accuracy is very low. Currently, these inspection tasks are done by licensed inspectors.
They ascend the pole with rope, ladder or cherry picker and then examine the pole by
12007 Echelon, Monitored Outdoor Lighting, http://www.echelon.com
22013, United States Department of Agriculture, http://www.rurdev.usda.gov
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taking pictures or striking it with a hammer. Based on experience and perception, they
can detect internal voids or holes. These inspections are significantly inaccurate, labor
intensive, high risk for the workers involved, time consuming, and therefore expensive.
VTOL platforms can efficiently perform these missions since they can reach places
that are high and inaccessible such as outsides of building (roof or wall), high ceil-
ings, the top of poles and so on. However, it is very challenging using these plat-
forms for inspection because there is insufficient room for error and high-level pilot
skills are required. The research in this thesis is concerned with enabling low-cost
semi-autonomous flying robots, in collaboration with low-skilled human operators, to
perform useful tasks close to objects.
This research project presents an inspection system with a vertical take-off landing
(VTOL) platform and shared autonomy. The term ‘shared autonomy’ indicates that the
major fraction of control is accomplished by a computer. The operator’s interventions
for low-level control are prohibited but the operator provides supervisory high-level
control commands such as setting the goal position. In order to perform an inspection
task, a VTOL platform should fly in close proximity to the objects being inspected.
This close-quarters flying does not require global navigation (explorations of large
known or unknown environments) but instead requires local navigation relative to the
specific geometry of the target, for instance, the pole of a streetlight. Such a system
allows an unskilled operator to easily and safely control a VTOL to examine locations
that are otherwise difficult to reach.
The goal of this research project is to complete an inspection task in 10 minutes
and collect high-resolution inspection images which are good enough to determine
cracks or decay on a pole. We require that the vehicle flies as close as possible to
the pole in order to obtain high-detail imagery of pole surface. This parameter can
be computed with a user parameter offset, the length of an airframe and radius of a
propeller. We select 1m and 0.8m for the laser-, vision-based inspection systems in
chapter 5 and chapter 8 respectively. Note that this stand-off distance is from the pole
centre to a sensor such as camera or a laser scanner. The effective distance should take
into account of the pole radius and the distance between the outer circle of a propeller
and the sensor.
A key part of this research is developing a system that allows a VTOL platform
to autonomously hover with respect to a pole without any human interventions for a
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given stand-off distance. These vehicles are not trivial to fly, especially close to solid
unforgiving structures and beyond line of sight. In addition, maneuvers should be
smooth for inspection tasks even with strong wind disturbances.
This thesis makes a number of reasonable assumptions. First of all, the pole radius
is known and it is uniform along the pole. Secondly, roll and pitch angle while flying
are less than 30◦. A pole’s radius may vary from bottom to top tip, however, the
variance is subtle and gradual.
The targeted final demonstration of this thesis is the emulation of a real inspection
task at a fixed altitude and stand-off distance. We hover the vehicle with respect to the
target and then provide only yaw rate commands. This causes the vehicle to fly around
the pole (circumnavigation) at a fixed horizontal distance, while capturing inspection
imagery data.
Such an inspection system allows an unskilled operator to easily and safely control
a VTOL in order to examine locations that are otherwise difficult to reach. Moreover,
it does not require long setup time (less than 10 minutes) and large space for operation.
1.1 Objectives and Contributions
To address the issues presented above, this research project seeks to answer the primary
research question:
How can an unskilled operator safely control a VTOL platform in a close-
quarters environment for inspection tasks?
Many VTOL researchers have demonstrated impressive semi- and fully autonomous
operation in large and open spaces. Close-quarters navigation, however, is concerned
with operation in very confined spaces and small errors could lead to collisions with
unforgiving structures and catastrophic damage to the VTOL platform.
In theory, a highly skilled operator could pilot a VTOL vehicle to high and diffi-
cult to reach locations. However such skills are rare and a pilot needs line of sight.
Therefore we need to address the human centric questions:
How can an unskilled operator control a VTOL platform easily and safely?
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How can an unskilled operator be informed about the situation directly and
intuitively?
The vehicle thus takes responsibilities for control, ensuring that the human operator’s
desire is satisfied. Therefore we need to address the vehicle centric questions:
How can a VTOL platform maintain a safe stand-off distance from a target
while hovering?
How can a VTOL platform be made immune to disturbances such as wind
gusts?
How can a VTOL platform deliver useful information to a human opera-
tor?
1.1.1 Contributions
To address these questions, this thesis presents the following contributions:
• A method for identifying the dynamics model of a VTOL platform.
• A fast (100Hz) and robust feature extractor which provides raw information
about the state of the vehicle with respect to the object it is inspecting.
• Methods of estimating relative position and velocity state using extended Kalman
filters and complementary filters.
• Vision and other sensors based control algorithms to allow accurate control while
flying in close-quarters.
• Demonstration of an integrated pole inspection system using high-speed vision-
based control of a VTOL platform with shared autonomy.
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1.3 Thesis outline
This thesis is divided into three parts:
1. An introduction to VTOL platforms and relevant research (Chapter 2)
2. The scientific contribution of this thesis in the form of nine published papers
(Chapter 3–9)
3. Discussion, conclusions and future work.
The first part describes the major research challenges of flying robots and com-
prehensive literature review of the state-of-the-art research in flying robot including
significant contributions to the field over the last five years. Specifically introduced
are robotic inspection systems, visual-inertial aided state estimation on flying robots,
shared autonomy applications and properties of the VTOL flying platform. This chap-
ter also provides insights into relevant exteroceptive sensors and a summary of signif-
icant state-of-the-art systems underlying to important characteristics such as sensors,
state estimators and applications. From this part we learn challenges and require-
ments of VTOL platform development and survey trends in current research in terms
of widely used hardware, sensors and estimator for VTOL platforms.
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The second part (Chapters 3–9) presents the core contributions of this thesis in the
form of nine published papers. A summary of the part two is presented in Table 1.1
with the corresponding papers. Chapter 3 presents the fundamental contributions of
this thesis [1][2]: system dynamic modeling and identification which leads towards
control and state estimation. Other contributions are built upon this chapter. The learn-
ings about this system are returned to the community through extensive documentation
and open source. Quantitative performance evaluations of control and estimation are
presented using a motion capture device. Chapter 4 demonstrates a vertical pole in-
spection system using a VTOL platform based upon the previous chapter. This system
utilizes a laser range finder and a complementary filter for state estimation [3]. Chap-
ters 5 and 6 introduce a front-end vision module including line feature tracking [4] and
feature prediction using an image Jacobian [5]. Chapter 7 presents position [6] and
image [7] based visual servoing approaches for vertical pole inspection using a VTOL
platform. A complete vision-based pole inspection system is presented in Chapter 8
[8]. Estimation of inherent scale ambiguity of a monocular camera using an additional
sensor is discussed in Chapter 9 with the paper [9].
Table 1.1: Summary table of publications
Chapter Contents Papers
3 System dynamic modeling and identification of a VTOL
platform
[1][2]
4 A vertical pole inspection system using a VTOL platform and
a laser range finder
[3]
5, 6 A frond-end vision module for line feature tracking [4][5]
7 Position and image based Visual Servoing for a VTOL
platform control
[6][7]
8 A complete pole inspection systems using a VTOL platform [8]
9 Scale estimation of a monocular camera using a downward
sonar sensor
[9]
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The third part of the thesis comprises the conclusion (Section 10) and supplemen-
tal material in the appendices (Section 10.2). The final chapter of the thesis consists
of a summary of the research presented in the earlier chapters, a recapitulation of the
research contributions and future work. The appendices cover a history of VTOL plat-
forms, a survey of state-of-the-art VTOL platform research, engineering aspects such
as WiFi and CPU performance, and the health and safety assessment for the experi-
ments conducted in this research project.
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Chapter 2
Literature Review
This chapter reviews a number of topic areas related to the overall goals of this re-
search project. We discuss research in non-flying climbing robots which have been
proposed for difficult inspection tasks. Next we introduce relevant state-of-the-art
VTOL research and fundamental principles of a VTOL platform. The implications
of 10 relevant landmark case studies are discussed in this subsection which addresses
dynamic modeling, state estimation and control. The final subsection presents a sur-
vey of shared autonomy approaches and reports the advantages of human-in-the-loop
systems.
2.1 Climbing robots for high and inaccessible places
In this subsection, we present a survey of climbing robots and their advantages and
disadvantages. Inspecting structures, such as light and power distribution poles, is
a time-consuming, dangerous and expensive task with high operator workload. For
example, there are many street lights in the world which need to be inspected periodi-
cally. The options for inspecting locations above the ground are quite limited, and all
are currently cumbersome. Ladders can be used up to a height of 5∼7m but are quite
dangerous for workers. Robotics and mechatronics researchers have demonstrated a
variety of climbing robots. Considerable growth in sensor technology and integrated
circuit technology has accelerated small and lightweight robotics development. Typ-
ically, these robots are inspired by reptiles, mammals and insects, and their type of
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movement varies between sliding, swinging, extension and jumping as shown in Fig.
2.1.
The flexible mechatronic assistive technology system (MATS) robot has 5 Degrees-
of-freedom (DOF) and a symmetrical mechanism [10]. Although the robot shows good
mobility features for travel, however, it requires docking stations that are attached to
hold the robot on the wall, ceiling, or anywhere the robot wants to go. Bio-mimicking
Gekko robot, StickyBot [11], doesn’t require docking stations since it has hierarchical
adhesive structure under its toes to hold itself on any kind of surfaces. It has, however,
limitations for payload and practical applications. A bridge cable inspection robot [12]
is more applicable than the Gekko robot in terms of its relatively fast climbing speed
and heavier payload. It has wheels connected to a cable and they create contact force
to climb the cable. A climbing robot with legged locomotion robot was developed
by Haynes et al. [13]. This robot was designed for high-speed climbing of a uni-
formly convex cylindrical structure, such as a telephone or electricity pole. Surface
attachment mechanism robots can also carry out risky tasks instead of human work-
ers. Nevertheless, these robots require complex mechanical designs and complicated
dynamics analysis. Their applications are limited to specific shapes of structures or
surface material. NASA’s Jet Propulsion Laboratory recently has demonstrated a rock
climbing robot utilizing a hierarchical array of claws (called microspines) to create an
attachment force of up to 180N normal to the surface [14]. This robot also can drill a
hole with self-contained a rotary percussive drill while it attaches to the surface.
2.1.1 Advantages and disadvantages of climbing robots
As we introduced in the previous section, we summarise the advantages and disadvan-
tages of climbing robots and then compare them with VTOL platforms. Since climbing
robots are in contact with the surface they can perform contact-based high-precision
inspection with high performance sensors. They are also able to perform physical ac-
tions on the surface, nor just inspection. These climbing robots could not only replace
a worker undertaking risky tasks in a hazardous environment but also increase the effi-
ciency of such tasks.
However, climbing robots require complex mechanical designs and complicated
dynamic analysis. Their applications are also limited to structures with specific shapes
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(a) MATS (b) StickyBot (c) JPL’s Rock climbing
robot, Lemur IIB
(d) RiSE V3 (e) A cable inspection robot
Figure 2.1: A variety of climbing robots
and with specific surface material. They require setup time and climb slowly, so the
inspection task can be time-consuming.
VTOL platforms on the other hand offer a number of advantages when used for
infrastructure inspection. They have relatively simple mechanical designs (usually
symmetric) which require a simple dynamic analysis and controller. VTOL platforms
can ascend quickly to the required height and can obtain images from many angles
regardless of the shape of the structure. Recent advances in sensor, integrated circuit
and motor technologies allow VTOL platforms to fly quite a long time with the pay-
loads they can carry. Minimal space is required for operations. They are low-cost and
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Table 2.1: Comparison of climbing robots and flying robots
Property Climbing robots Flying robots
Ascending/climbing
speed
Slow Fast
Mechanical complexity Complex Simple
Dynamic analysis Complex
Simple
(Aerodynamics are complex)
In situ contact Always
Possible with additional mechanisms
(increase complexity)
Cost High Low
Operation time Long Decent
Setup time Long Short
Inspection precision Accurate Useful
hardware and software resources are readily available.
2.2 Introduction to VTOL platforms
Flying robots are an alternative to the climbing robots just presented above. There
are a wide variety of flying robots in terms of designs, sizes, configurations and so
on. The terms Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) or unmanned aircraft (UA) refer
to flying vehicles without a pilot on board. Instead they are fully autonomous, semi-
autonomous or fully manual remote controlled. UAVs typically have fixed-wing or
rotary designs. Micro aerial vehicles (MAVs) are a class of UAV which are small size
(usually small enough to be hand-carrying). Vehicles that can take and land vertically,
such as a helicopter, are refereed to as VTOL aircraft. They have rotary or jet thrust
designs and human pilots can be on board. Multi-rotor/multicopter platforms fall into
MAVs and VTOL aircraft classification. They are small in size and can take off and
land vertically with more than two rotors. In this thesis the term “VTOL platforms” is
used to refer to multicopter MAVs.
In this section, the operation principles of VTOL platforms, dynamic modeling,
challenges in development and state-of-the-art VTOL platform researches are pre-
sented. A survey of state-of-the-art research is presented using 10 landmark case stud-
ies to address the issues of dynamic modeling, state estimation and control topics.
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Figure 2.2: The quadrotor (left) is particular instance of a VTOL platforms which has four
propellers. The hexarotor (right) and octarotor are also popular VTOL platforms which have
six and eight propellers respectively.
2.2.1 Operation of VTOL platforms
VTOL platforms have useful properties. They have a relatively simple mechanical
structure. It requires the frame, fixed-pitch propellers at the end of its arms, and the
electric motors. Tricopters or traditional helicopters require swash plates or servos in
order to control their attitudes. In a standard VTOL platform, adjacent propellers will
spin in opposite directions. Therefore, total rotational torque on a VTOL platform is
going to be zero and it ensures the vehicle is balanced. If all propellers are exactly
identical and rotate at the same speed, all the thrust forces are balanced to the gravita-
tional force as well and the VTOL platform is able to hover at a constant height. But in
practice errors in speed and propeller shape and external disturbance causes the vehicle
to diverge rapidly from stationary hover. A quadrotor/quadcopter or quad, is a specific
instance of VTOL platforms that has 4 propellers as shown in Fig. 2.2. Hexarotor or
octarotor are also VTOL platforms with more propellers and they can generally carry
more payload and fly longer.
A quadrotor has 4 rotors that generate a thrust force and rotation torque. Propellers
in counter-rotating pairs theoretically keep the aircraft in balance. Fig. 2.3 (a)–(d)
shows translational movement of the VTOL platform. The vehicle must pitch down
(positive rotation about the y-axis) in order to move in the positive x-direction as illus-
trated in Fig. 2.3(b). This is achieved by increasing the thrust of rotor 4 and reducing
the thrust of rotor 2. Similarly the VTOL platform must change its roll angle in order
to move left or right as shown in Fig. 2.3(c)(d). When all 4 rotors rotate at the same
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Figure 2.3: An operation example of a quadrotor (top-view). The bar below the figure shows
the speed of the rotor.
high-speed, the VTOL platform flies along the z-axis corresponding to Fig. 2.3(e)(f).
Finally, faster rotation of a counter-rotating pair yields yawing motion shown in Fig.
2.3(g)(h).
2.2.2 Dynamic modeling of a VTOL platform
There are a variety of types of multirotors such as quad-, hexa- and octarotor that have
different numbers of rotors. The main differences between quadrotors and hexarotor
dynamics models are due to the number of rotors which introduce two more terms for
the computation of the total thrust force and torque. The number of output signals of
the control mixer is 6 which corresponds to each rotor. Other than that the fundamental
principles are similar. In this section, dynamic modeling of a quadrotor is presented
based on [15].
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Figure 2.4: Both coordinates are governed by the right-hand rule.
A VTOL platform must tilt first towards the direction it wants to move. This im-
plies that translational and rotational dynamics are coupled. Controlling a VTOL plat-
form is relatively difficult due to its under-actuated characteristic. Under-actuated sys-
tems refer to mechanical systems that have fewer actuators than configuration space
dimensions. For high-performance controller design or good state estimation, accurate
dynamic models are required [16][17][18].
Aircraft like helicopters or multi-rotor craft are affected by many physical effects
during flight. Aerodynamic force effects due to the propeller rotation and blades flap-
ping can act on these systems. Changing propeller rotation speed will cause inertial
counter-torque. In addition, when the aircraft rotates or moves forward, gyroscopic
effects and friction influence the entire system. Therefore complete dynamic modeling
of these systems is complex and challenging for real-time control. The VTOL platform
(the quadrotor) dynamic model presented here makes some simplifying assumptions.
When a VTOL platform moves slowly back and forth, the effect of the angular mo-
ment on the translational dynamics can be neglected. We assume the frame of a VTOL
platform is rigid and ideally symmetric. Fig. 2.4(a) shows the body frame, {B}, and
the earth fixed frame, {E},. r =
[
Pi,Pj,Pk
]T
is the position vector of the body frame
with respect to {E}. Fig. 2.4(b) shows a VTOL platform frame, where d represents
the distance from the centre of a rotor to centre of the vehicle. The dynamics of a
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rigid body under external forces and torques can be represented with Newton-Euler
equations [19]. [
m I 0
0 J
][
v˙B
ω˙B
]
+
[
ωB×mvB
ωB× JωB
]
=
[
FB
ΓB
]
(2.1)
where m is the total mass of a VTOL platform, J ∈ R3 is the inertia matrix, ωB and
vB denote the angular and translational velocity of the body respectively. I ∈R3 is the
unity matrix, FB and ΓB are the force and the moment vectors acting on the body.
J=
 Jxx 0 00 Jyy 0
0 0 Jzz
 I=
 1 0 00 1 0
0 0 1
 ωB =
 ωxωy
ωz
 (2.2)
FB =
 FxFy
Fz
 vB =
 vxvy
vz
 ΓB =
 τxτy
τz
 (2.3)
The ωB×mvB term from (2.1) might be ignored when the VTOL is moving smoothly
and slowly. The thrust, Ti and the drag force, Di are proportional to the square of the
propellers rotation speed, Ω. i denotes the number of the rotors. Note these are simpli-
fied expressions of aerodynamic forces and [15] and [20] present more sophisticated
models.
Ti =CTρAr2Ω2i (2.4)
Di =CDρAr2Ω2i (2.5)
where CT is the thrust coefficient, CD is the drag coefficient. A, ρ and r denote the
blade area, the density of the air and the radius of blade respectively. We represent
the orientation of the vehicle with respect to the Earth-fixed frame with Euler angles
[21]. Euler angles are φ , θ and ψ which indicate roll, pitch and yaw angle respectively.
They denote rotations along XB, YB and ZB and are given by
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Rx(φ) =
1 0 00 cosφ −sinφ
0 sinφ cosφ
 ,Ry(θ) =
 cosθ 0 sinθ0 1 0
−sinθ 0 cosθ
 ,Rz(ψ) =
cosψ −sinψ 0sinψ cosψ 0
0 0 1

(2.6)
Then the rotation matrix which rotates a vector defined in {B} to a vector in {E} can
be defined as follows
ERB = R(φ ,θ ,ψ) = Rz(ψ) ·Ry(θ) ·Rx(φ)
=
cosψ cosθ cosψ sinθ sinφ − sinψ cosφ cosψ sinθ cosφ + sinψ sinφsinψ cosθ sinψ sinθ sinφ + cosψ cosφ sinψ sinθ cosφ − sinφ cosψ
−sinθ cosθ sinφ cosθ cosφ

(2.7)
We define the notation aRb which rotates a vector defined with respect to {b} to a
vector with respect to {a}. From (2.1), the forces on the VTOL platform in {B} can
be transformed to {E}.
ERBFB = mgEz− ERB
4
∑
i=1
Ti (2.8)
where Ez denotes the z axis unit vector of {E}.
The moments acting on the system with respect to {B} can be achieved by adding
the effect of the propellers. Therefore the torque about the VTOL platform on each
axis is,
ΓB =
τxτy
τz
= J ω˙B+ωB× J ωB (2.9)
=
 d(T4−T2)d(T1−T3)
D1−D2+D3−D4

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Finally, (2.8) and (2.9) form translational and rotational dynamics with respect to
the earth-fixed coordinate {E} and they can be written
x¨E
y¨E
z¨E
φ¨
θ¨
ψ¨

=

(cosφ sinθ cosψ+ sinφ sinψ)
1
m
4
∑
i=1
Ti
(cosφ sinθ sinψ− sinφ cosψ) 1
m
4
∑
i=1
Ti
g− (cosφ cosθ) 1
m
4
∑
i=1
Ti
θ˙ ψ˙(
Iyy− Izz
Ixx
)− JR
Ixx
θ˙Ω+
τx
Ixx
φ˙ ψ˙(
Izz− Ixx
Iyy
)− JR
Iyy
φ˙Ω+
τy
Iyy
φ˙ θ˙(
Ixx− Iyy
Izz
)+
τz
Izz

(2.10)
where JR is the rotor inertia.
The dynamic model presented only considers thrust force (vertical force acting on a
VTOL platform) and drag moment (moment about a rotor shaft caused by aerodynamic
acting on a blade). However VTOL platforms also experience other aerodynamic ef-
fects such as hub force, rolling moment and blade flapping. It is challenging to de-
termine parameters in practice. For example, the thrust coefficient, CT , and the drag
coefficient, CD, are not constant values but complex functions of the motor speed and
aerodynamics (environmental conditions). Accurate CAD models or instruments (i.e.
a thrust test rig or a gimbal) can be utilized but it is time-consuming, with redundant
work required for mechanical modifications (i.e. additional payloads).
The parameters can be estimated with system identification techniques. (logging
input command and actual test flights with motion capture devices which can provide
sub-millimeter accuracy position estimate). We will discuss this more in the Chapter
3.
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2.2.3 Challenges with robotic VTOL platforms development
There are conflicts and thus challenges in using VTOL platforms for indoor and out-
door navigation. For example, VTOL platforms have fast dynamics and they are prone
to latency in sensing and state estimation. To overcome this, onboard processing is
required but it conflicts with payloads and energy consumption. (i.e. in order to use
powerful sensors and a high-performance heavy computer, vibration and short flight
time cannot be avoided). In this subsection, conflicting properties such as payload
and flying time of VTOL platforms, indirect position estimation and key issues in fast
dynamics are discussed.
2.2.3.1 Payload and power
All aircraft have a maximum payload which limits their capability. Particularly for
VTOL platforms, increased payload causes a significant decrease in the total flight
time. As shown in Fig. 2.51, flight time is not proportional to a payload; rather it has a
nonlinear relationship. A multi-cells lithium polymer (Li-Po) battery is often used for
the power source of VTOL platforms and the discharging curve of Li-Po is nonlinear
due to battery dynamics.
This challenge makes it difficult to equip VTOL platforms with high performance
sensors and powerful onboard computers due to their heavy weight and high energy
consumption. Robotics researchers have demonstrated that off-board-computing se-
cures more flight time. Bouabdallah demonstrated a vision-based VTOL platform
control, which used WiFi connection to stream image data to a ground station [15].
After image processing on a high performance laptop, commands were sent back to
a flying vehicle over radio frequency (RF) datalink. Kemp presented visual control
of a VTOL platform using edge extraction in indoor environments [22]. A VTOL
platform transmitted image data over RF and then processed it at the ground station.
These approaches show impressive achievements in terms of control and state esti-
mation, however there are problems in transmitting data over a wireless connection:
limited communication range, potential drop out, system and communication delays
and signal noise.
1MikroKopter flight time, www.mikrokopter.de/ucwiki/en/FlightTime
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Figure 2.5: Flight time versus payload table of the MikroKopter Quadro XL with Li-Po
5000mA/ 4cells.
To overcome this challenge, researchers have been using onboard processing ap-
proaches. However, algorithms requiring high computation power such as full dense
3D reconstruction may not be suitable for onboard processing of flying vehicles. Fur-
ther to this, low weight sensors typically have low performance. For example, a URG-
04LX Hokuyo light-weight laser scanner (weight: 0.14kg) has 4.5m maximum range
at 10Hz but the S300 SICK laser scanner (weight: 1.2kg), which is commonly used
for ground robots, has 30m maximum range at 60Hz. A VTOL platform cannot be
equipped with the long-range SICK laser scanner, high-resolution IEEE1394 stereo
cameras or high-end inertial measurement units (IMU). Instead, a lightweight short-
range laser range finder, a CMOS low-resolution mono camera and a MEMs based
IMU sensors are commonly used by VTOL platforms. Low performance sensors pro-
duces noisy measurements and result in inaccurate state estimation. This leads to a
challenge in control, state estimation and navigation given a limited computational
budget.
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2.2.3.2 Indirect position estimation
It is desirable for the robot to determine its own state by observing its environment.
Ground robots obtain a position estimate through dead-reckoning with wheel encoder
readings. For aircraft, however, it is impossible to measure position directly using a
wheel encoder. The Global Positioning System (GPS) is an option for positioning air-
craft. Adopting GPS as an external positioning system gives more opportunities to per-
form tasks because it provides an absolute position of a vehicle. Recently many VTOL
platforms are being used for military missions, surveillance operations, civil engineer-
ing inspections or movie filming even outside research institutions. Unfortunately, the
accuracy of GPS position data is ±2m under good conditions (CEP 95, open sky,
more than five satellite detection, no reflections, etc.) and much worse in challenging
environments with multi-path or poor satellite geometry. GPS may be insufficient for
positioning VTOL platforms. Even the most sophisticated satellite navigation equip-
ment cannot operate in most indoor environments, nor can it operate underground, in
lift shafts, close to outdoor buildings, nor even in downtown areas because the GPS
signal is susceptible to blockage by tall buildings. Its efficiency is also impaired by
other signal disturbances and it cannot penetrate deep within the earth [23][24].
An inertial navigation system (INS) is an alternative. An INS uses motion sen-
sors such as accelerometers, gyroscopes and magnetic compass measurements and a
computer for tracking the position, translational velocity and orientation. However,
this system suffers from integration drift caused by small errors in the motion sensors
measurements.
In order to overcome these shortcomings of GPS/INS, researchers have often com-
bined GPS with an INS that incorporates additional sensors such as vision and a laser
scanner in order to estimate more accurate states including position, translational ve-
locity, orientation in the outdoors [25][26][27]. Kanade et al. developed a vision-based
autonomous helicopter based on GPS control [28]. They presented real-time 3D vi-
sion algorithms for motion recovery and structure from motion by fusing combined
GPS/INS and vision data. Guided missiles such as cruise missiles also make use of a
combined GPS/INS systems to find a target, with extremely high levels of accuracy. A
spacecraft uses advanced GPS/INS systems to determine position even above the GPS
stellation (100,000km).
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Figure 2.6: Laser scan-matching process using ICP. Red points are previous scans and green
points the current scan. ICP aligns the two data by searching the closest point of each laser
point can provide a transformation between two successive laser coordinates [29].
A laser range finder emits light rays and determines the distance based on the
speed of light and the time of flight principle. Laser range finders can be specified
for maximum measurable distance, accuracy, frequency, angular resolution. Numer-
ous researchers have adopted iterative closest point (ICP) based laser scan-matching
for indirect position estimation. A laser range finder takes a reading and then moves
some fraction of the full angular resolution and takes another reading. ICP then seeks
the translation and rotation between these consecutive readings using singular value
decomposition (SVD). Finding accurate correspondences between two readings is the
crucial part in terms of accuracy and computational costs, ICP is still widely utilized
for a lot of robotic applications.
Scan-matching using a laser range finder can give relative position estimation but
may be susceptible to 3D motion because a scan-matcher only measures a cross-section
(as shown in Fig. 2.6).
Cameras are good sensors for flying robots in the sense that they are not only
lightweight but provide useful information-rich data. Intensive computations are, how-
ever, required for processing which in turn increases payloads or demands a high-
bandwidth datalink (introducing latency).
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Figure 2.7: Visual odometry for Mars rover Curiosity. This allows Curiosity to detect slippage
or estimate accurate states by sensor fusion techniques.
Recent advances in integrated circuit (IC) technologies allow computers to provide
more calculation per unit power and weight. Robotics and vision researchers have
demonstrated real-time camera motion estimation approaches running on low-power
consumption, lightweight computers.
For example, visual odometry is an option for indirect odometry as well [30][31].
The camera motion is computed by using sequential images from a camera (mono) or
multi-cameras (usually two with the known baseline of the metric distance between
cameras). Interesting features (e.g. points, lines or both) are extracted and matched in
order to establish correspondences: tracking. These tracked features are then utilized
for computing the transformation of consecutive images.
The visual odometry technique has been used in Mars Exploration Rovers as shown
in Fig. 2.7. Visual odometry uses images from the mast cameras to look at the terrain
before and after a small driver step. The rover, Curiosity, observes a few hundred
features and how they move across the step. By tracking those features, the rover can
estimate how far it moved, or slipped or twisted during the drive. There is an inherent
challenge in the monocular visual odometry: scale ambiguity.
Engel et al. published a paper, “Semi-Dense Visual Odometry for a Monocular
Camera” showing impressive results in challenging environments [32]. The key idea
underlying their success is to use partially inverse depth map for camera motion track-
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(a) (b)
Figure 2.8: (a) Semi-Dense VO. Tracked camera pose (black), and the estimated depth map
(gray). Blue denotes the depth map for the initial image pair. (b) A video frame (Left) and
color-coded semi-dense depth map (Right).
ing. This inverse depth map consists of a Guassian probability distribution of inverse
depth for each pixel.
ri(ξ ) := (I2(w(xi,di,ξ ))− I1(xi))2 (2.11)
where the wrap function w maps each point, xi in the reference image I1 to the respec-
tive point w(xi,di,ξ ) in the new image I2. ξ is a 3D pose of the camera and di is the
estimated inverse depth for the pixel in I1. The camera pose can be tracked by mini-
mizing ri() with respect to ξ . Then the inverse depth map is calculated every image
frame and propagated to the next frame. Engel et al. argue that the advantages of using
semi-dense inverse depth mapping include accuracy of dense tracking, simplicity and
computational speed. In addition, a monocular camera is small, light and cheap and
thus it is more suited for mobile and robotic applications. However, the inherent scale-
ambiguity of a monocular camera creates research issues and this will be discussed
further in Chapter 9.
2.2.3.3 Underactuated, underdamped and fast dynamics
A VTOL platform is underactuated, underdamped, coupled and highly non-linear sys-
tem. Underactuated implies there is a lower number of actuators than DOFs. For
example, a quadrotor is able to translate along the 3 axes in the inertial coordinate, and
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rotate around three axes (pitch, roll, and yaw), and the total DOFs is 6. The control
inputs, however, are the speeds of four motors, which are able to control the torque
around three axes of rotation as well as thrust along the vertical axis (parallel to the
gravity vector). A quadrotor has to rotate in order to access the remaining two de-
grees of freedom, and it couples the rotational and translational dynamics. Although a
VTOL platform is an underactuated system, which is naturally unstable, this system is
controllable and more efficient in terms of weight, size and cost than a fully actuated
system.
The system can be unstable when it starts to rotate because there is not enough
aerodynamic drag force to stop rotation. Hence accelerometer, gyro sensors and other
exteroceptive sensors are commonly used with an estimator, such as a complementary
filter or a Kalman Filter in order to measure the states of the system and provide addi-
tional damping. An understanding of this topic is essential for stabilizing underdamped
VTOL platforms and the thesis discusses this through the literature review in Section
D.2 and Chapter 3 and 5.
Aerodynamics and fast dynamics of VTOL platforms are also challenges. A VTOL
platform experiences a ground effect when it flies close to the ground (∼ at half rotor
diameter) [15][33]. The rotors produce more thrust force per a rotation due to thrust
augmentation (vortices) near the ground than at a large distance from the ground. Un-
even thrust force of each rotor causes uncertainty of sensor measurement and unex-
pected behaviors of VTOL platforms (usually yawing). VTOL platforms also experi-
ence other aerodynamics such as drag moment, hub force, rolling moment and blade
flapping. It is difficult to accurately measure these factors because it requires sophisti-
cated fluid and mechanical dynamics analysis. These aerodynamics might be omitted
for gentle and slow flying but have to be considered for aggressive maneuvers. More
details of aerodynamics is not covered in this thesis but blade flapping is discussed in
the dynamics case study presented in Section D.1.
Unlike ground mobile robots, VTOL platforms have inherent fast dynamics which
make the system diverge in a short time. The total latency in a system is also an issue
together with fast dynamics. Bachrach et al. artificially imposed a 150ms delay to
the position estimator and the position RMS error increased from 6cm to 18cm as
shown in Fig. 2.9 [34]. This implies accurate and low latency state estimation with
high performance controllers are the key factors for stable flying. In order to achieve
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Figure 2.9: Comparison of the hover accuracy with 150ms artificial delay. Blue shows the
x-y position plot without artificial delay and green denotes position plot with 150ms artificial
delay to a state estimator. This figure clearly shows fast dynamics of a flying vehicle and how
important accurate and fast state estimation is.
this, a precise dynamics model for state prediction, high-performance sensors, onboard
processing for high-update rate sensing and state estimation and robust controllers for
disturbance rejection are required. Again, these requirements increase the total payload
that reduces a flying time.
2.2.3.4 Safety
In order to create the uplift force, four propellers rotate at high speed around 3000-
10,000rpm. This might cause severe injury to the operator and serious damages to
the VTOL platform itself if the system is out of control, or possibly even while under
control. As shown in Fig. 2.10, there are very sharp and fast-spinning multiple blades.
A safety guard or hull is a mandatory for safety regulations. Otherwise the VTOL
platform and human operator should be physically isolated by a wall or cage. The
weight (150g from Fig. 2.10) and shape of the equipment affects dynamics of a VTOL
platform, introduces more error in sensors due to vibration and reduces the total flying
time.
High capacity lithium polymer batteries (2,200mAh, 4cell and 5,000mAh, 4cell)
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Figure 2.10: Although there are still gaps, this safety guard can minimize injuries to people
and damage to the VTOL platform by preventing propellor contact with surrounding objects.
have been used for VTOL platforms. Mishandling of these batteries can lead to fire,
explosions and even toxic smoke inhalation, so their use requires understanding of
lithium polymer batteries and how to handle them safely.
The Civil Aviation Safety Authority (CASA) provides very comprehensive legis-
lation and guidance regulations through 193 pages document.1. All flying tests must
follow these regulations in Australia and all experiments conducted in this thesis meet
these regulations. The self-risk assessment is presented in Appendixes F.
2.2.4 A survey of state-of-the-art VTOL platform research for in-
spection tasks and visual servoing
This section presents different approaches to resolve some or all of the problems that
have been described in the research literature. Related approaches are grouped together
and discussed from the point of view of: dynamics modeling, state estimation and con-
trol. Although this section only describes a summary that is relevant to the topic of this
thesis, i.e. inspection systems using flying robots, an extensive survey of 10 landmark
state-of-the-art VTOL platform studies (2008–2013) is provided in Appendix D.
VTOL platforms offer a number of advantages when used for infrastructure inspec-
1http://www.comlaw.gov.au/Details/C2012C00006
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tion. They have relatively simple mechanical designs (usually symmetric) which re-
quire a simple dynamic analysis and controller1. VTOL platforms can ascend quickly
to the required height and can obtain images from many viewpoints regardless of the
shape of the structure. Recent advanced sensor, integrated circuit and motor technolo-
gies allow VTOL platforms to fly for a useful amount of time while carrying inspection
payloads. Minimal space is required for operations and their costs are relatively low.
The popularity of these platforms means that hardware and software resources are
readily available.
These advantages have accelerated the development of small and light-weight fly-
ing robotics for inspection. Voigt et al.[35] demonstrated an embedded stereo-camera
based ego-motion estimation technique for the inspection of structures such as boil-
ers and general indoor scenarios. The stereo vision system provides a relative pose
estimate between the previous and the current frame, and this is fed into an indirect
Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) framework as a measurement update. The inertial mea-
surements, such as linear accelerations and rotation rates, played important roles in the
filter framework. States (position, orientation, bias, and relative pose) were propagated
with IMU measurements through a prediction step and the covariance of the predicted
pose were exploited to determine a confidence region for feature searching in the im-
age plane. This allowed feature tracking on scenes with repeating textures (perception
aliasing), increased the total number of correct matches (inliers), and efficiently re-
jected outliers with reasonable computation power. They also evaluated the proposed
method on several trajectories with varying flight velocities. The results presented
show the vehicle is capable of impressively accurate path tracking. However, flights
tests were performed indoors in a boiler mock-up environment where disturbances are
not abundant, and using hand-held sequences from an office building dataset.
Based on this work, Burri et al.[36] and Nikolic et al.[37] demonstrated visual in-
spection of a thermal power plant boiler system using a quadrotor. They developed
a Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) based visual-inertial stereo Simultaneous
Localization and Mapping (SLAM) sensor with state updates at 10Hz. A model pre-
dictive controller (MPC) was used for closed loop control in industrial boiler environ-
ments. In contrast to the boiler inspection work, our research project ultimately aims
for flights in outdoor environments where disturbances such as wind gusts are abundant
1These may be different with aerodynamic effects and agile maneuver.
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and the scenes include natural objects.
A teleoperated UAV (TUAV) project from European Clearing House for Open
Robotics Development (ECHORD)1 demonstrates haptic teleoperation of an UAV [38].
The aim of this project is to allow unskilled users to safely operate a VTOL platform
using a haptic force feedback device for industrial inspection tasks. They utilized a 2D
laser scanner in order to generate a 2.5D obstacle map (stacking of 2D maps in the ver-
tical direction). With this obstacle map, reactive obstacle avoidance [39] enables the
vehicle to keep a safe stand-off distance to obstacles. A user can feel disturbance forces
such as resistance to motion in the direction of obstacles or wind gusts. ECHORD’s
project uses a laser-based inspection system similar to that presented in chapter 4. We
also adopt a laser scanner to localize a VTOL platform with respect to a target. Our
project differs from ECHORD’s in that we aim to inspect a homogeneous shaped target
such as a pole.
Ortiz et al.[40] and Eich et al.[41] introduced autonomous vessel inspection using a
quadrotor platform. A laser scanner is utilized for horizontal pose estimation with Rao-
Blackwellized particle filter based SLAM (GMapping), and small mirrors reflected a
few of the horizontal beams vertically downwards for altitude measurement. These
technologies have been adopted from the 2D ground vehicle SLAM solution into aerial
vehicle research [42] and are often incorporated within a filter framework for fast up-
date rates and accurate state estimation [43]. While such methods are well-established
and optimized open-source software packages are available, one of the main drawbacks
may be the laser scanner. Compared to monocular vision, a laser scanner is relatively
heavy and consumes more power, which significantly decreases the total flight time.
Instead, we propose a method using only a cost-effective single light-weight camera, a
geometric model of the target object, and a single board computer for vertical structure
inspection tasks.
Using a vision sensor for inspection tasks is an attractive choice since we can col-
lect imagery data of objects being inspected and vision data also can be utilized for
state estimation and control. This research project adopts a visual servoing technique
that is often used for a task-oriented robotic applications [44]. Visual servoing implies
the use of vision sensors for closed-loop control of robots. For example, the task is to
control the pose of the robot’s arm using visual feedback such as point features or line
1http://www.echord.info/
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features. There are two broad branches of visual servoing: position-based and image-
based. Position-based visual servoing (PBVS) uses measured visual features, camera
calibration parameters, and prior knowledge about the target in order to determine the
pose of a camera with respect to the target. In contrast, Image based visual servo-
ing (IBVS) omits the pose estimation step and the control is computed directly from
image-plane features. It is a challenging control problem since the image features are
a non-linear function of camera pose, and the controller generates desired velocities
which the non-holonomic platform cannot follow.
IBVS has been developed for decades [45; 46; 47] and has been exploited in a
wide range of robotic applications including industrial manufacturing, road vehicle
guidance, camera control for an object tracking and fruit picking [48]. The popularity
of IBVS may stem from its simplicity (controlling in the image plane) and robustness
to control errors.
Numerous IBVS approaches have been used to control VTOL platforms. Mahony
et al.[49] presented dynamic simulations of a VTOL platform using an IBVS control
design which tracks parallel line features. Lee et al.[50] integrated IBVS and adap-
tive sliding mode control for a VTOL platform and Mcfadyen et al.[51] demonstrated
collision avoidance approach using IBVS. However, they often utilized off-board pro-
cessing and motion capture devices to provide velocity feedback or to control some
degree of freedom. Accessing accurate state estimation can improve control perfor-
mance and decouple unobservable states. By contrast, the research project presented
in this thesis demonstrates deployment of VTOL platforms in outdoor environments
where motion capture systems are not available. We rely solely on visual feedback,
inertial information and a sonar altimeter to control the VTOL platform.
2.2.5 High-update rate visual sensing technology
High-update rate sensing refers to above 100Hz sample rate for visual sensing in this
section. Other sensors such as an IMU or a laser scanner are able to run at faster rates
since they provide relatively less information than vision. Vision sensors measure rich
information however this must be processed in order to extract useful data. For these
reasons, ordinary vision sensors, 30Hz∼60Hz have been widely used in robotics and
vision community. Recently high-update rate sensing techniques in lightweight aerial
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Figure 2.11: A down facing sonar and an IR high-speed camera are used for altitude and
bearing, range measurement. A strapped-down Nintendo Wii camera faces forward and this
measures three structured IR markers in order to detect states.
robotics are gaining momentum with considerable growth in sensor and integrated cir-
cuit technology. Now we are able to process rich information with a palm size mini
computer. For example, an iphone 5 (2012) is 1280 times faster than the Apollo Guid-
ance Computer, AGC (1969) in clock speed1. Processing memory (RAM) and storage
memory (flash) are even bigger (250,000 times and 2 million times respectively). Fi-
nally an iPhone is 286 times lighter than the AGC.
This high-update rate allows quick response to disturbances and yields robust smooth
maneuvers. Recent results have demonstrated the advantages of using these fast sam-
ple rate sensors. Curler et al. [52] presented preliminary results toward multiple flying
vehicles that utilize structured infrared LEDs and a 100Hz infrared camera for state es-
timation and control. This infrared camera is able to return the sizes and pixel centroid
locations of point features. There are three structured IR markers and these defined
distances between markers are used for bearing and distance estimation.
Honegger et al. [53] demonstrate a open source and open hardware based an em-
bedded optical flow sensor. This sensor provides a metric velocity estimation at 120Hz
indoor and 250Hz outdoor by using a 168MHz ARM Cortex M4 processor, a CMOS
camera, a sonar sensor and a gyroscope for distance scaling. The standard optical
flow algorithm is adopted and all software and hardware resources, and off-the-shelf
products are available online2.
Handa et al. present an interesting study on the topic of high-update rate sensing
1Observation Deck, http://observationdeck.io9.com/
2PX4FLOW, https://pixhawk.ethz.ch/px4/modules/px4flow
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Figure 2.12: PX4FLOW sensor with mounted lens and a sonar sensor (left). The dimensions
are 35mm×45.5mm. The estimated velocity from the sensor is integrated (right). No ground
truth is available for this result.
Figure 2.13: Synthetic photorealistic images at different shutter timings. The left is 100Hz and
has minimal blur but is noisy. The right is 20Hz shutter speed and motion blur dominates.
[54], “Real-Time camera tracking: when is high frame-rate best?”. They investigate
how application-dependent accuracy requirements, robustness and computational cost
may be optimized as frame-rate varies. A ray tracker application, POV-Ray, creates
synthetic scenes with corresponding depth maps then it can add noise effects, motion
blur, or change frame-rate and resolutions (See Fig. 2.13).
Then tracking algorithms such as the pyramidal LK are applied for point feature
tracking. As shown in Fig. 2.14, it is clear that the higher frame-rate yields less
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Figure 2.14: Left figure is error plots for different frame-rates under perfect lighting conditions.
Right is error plots for different image resolutions denoted by different colors.
tracking error but it requires more computational time that produces more error. Image
resolutions also affect tracking error as they are associated with computational power.
Handa’s research shows trade-off between frame-rate and image resolution and provide
a guide line for application-dependent requirements.
2.2.6 Exteroceptive sensors for VTOL platforms
This section describes exteroceptive sensors usually used for VTOL platforms based
on the previous VTOL platform introduction. The advantages and disadvantages of
them are also discussed in order to provide guidance for choosing appropriate sensors
for particular applications. Table 2.2 shows the properties of each sensor. It is noted
that this table may be highly controversial since there are a variety of specifications
for each sensor. This table is based on the sensors which are usually used for robotics
communities.
We also classify exteroceptive sensors in terms of accuracy, update-rate and their
weight as shown in Fig. 2.15. A sensor locates the top-left corner would be an ideal
case which can provides high-accuracy, high-update rate with low-weight payload but
it is rare in practice. Instead we can achieve good performance by fusing a camera
and an IMU sensor. From this, we also can see a sensor combination similar to that
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Property Laser Mono Stereo 3D camera GPS/IMU
Cost (USD) 2K∼5K 695 2.5K 150 4.8k
Weight(g) 140∼370 45 342 200 68
Range(m) 4∼30 — 0∼30 0.5∼3.5 Wide
Accuracy(m) 0.03∼0.05 — 0.001∼6 0.01 2.5
Environments In/Outdoor In/Outdoor In/Outdoor Indoor In/Outdoor
Computation Mid High High High Low
Table 2.2: Exteroceptive sensors pros and cons summary table. This table is based on the data
of: Hokuyo 3LX and 4LX, PointGrey Dragonfly2 camera, Bumblebee stereo camera, Stripped
Kinect, Xsens MTi-G. Note that the accuracy of stereo vision disparity varies depending on the
situation and is not an absolute value.
discussed in Section D.4.
2.2.6.1 A laser range finder
Over the past decades many avionics and robotics researchers have presented accu-
rate and precise navigation systems with ground robot platforms in outdoor and indoor
environments using a laser scanner and camera. In addition, laser scanner-equipped
flying robots have demonstrated impressive progress toward autonomous navigation.
However, as described in the previous section (Section D) these sensors have disad-
vantages when they are used with a VTOL platform. Disadvantages of a laser range
finder are:
• Restricted motion planning results from sensing only a cross-section of the world.
• Reprojection is required due to fast changes in attitudes of the VTOL platform.
• High power consumption.
Note that recently researchers have introduced spinning the laser range finder with
additional devices in order to overcome the cross-section scanning property of laser
range finder [55]. However, this approach significantly shortens the total flight time
due to power consumption from the additional devices. As a static mounted laser range
finder can only provide partial information on the 3D environment such as horizontal or
vertical flat range data, robots lose a number of navigation possibilities. For instance,
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Figure 2.15: Exteroceptive sensors classification in terms of accuracy, update-rate and weight.
The red, green and blue axes denote the corresponding property.
a mobile robot equipped with a horizontal scanning laser range finder may overlook
certain objects that have surfaces which are not flat, such as tables or chairs. This leads
to the robot colliding with objects. This can cause more significant damage to flying
vehicles than ground robots.
Moreover, if a VTOL platform can see obstacles in all directions, a scan matcher
will be accurately constrained by a previous scan. However, if it is unable to find dif-
ferences between consecutive scans, a position estimation will diverge. For example,
there are few differences between successive scans in long hallways as illustrated in
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Figure 2.16: Different FOVs of two sensors. A 3D camera has horizontal and vertical FOVs
but a depth measurement is limited in range. Although a laser range finder has only a cross-
section sensing of the world, it can measure greater distances than a 3D camera. Note that
this characteristic of the laser range finder can cause inefficient motion planning of a VTOL
platform. A VTOL platform must measure the unknown space it will pass through or it will
collide with obstacles.
Fig. 2.17. Since VTOL platforms operate in a 3D environment, they can obtain laser
scan data at different heights. Consequently the 2D cross-section can vary enormously.
Significant changes in attitudes require reprojection to the ground plane with respect
to estimated angles. These factors lead to a higher rate of error compared to ground
vehicles. Advantages of a laser range finder are:
• Accurate range measurements
• Relatively high-update rates (up to 40Hz) and low bandwidth is sufficient for
data transfer.
• Long range measurements are available.
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Figure 2.17: The figure shows examples of the position covariance estimation of a scan
matcher. Left illustrates a well-aligned high peak of position covariance with a previous map in
an all direction visible environment. Right shows expanded position covariance when a VTOL
platform navigates along a hallway.
(a) Note that a laser scanner generates an
inconsistent map to the bottom left of the
figure.
(b) Large changes in attitudes of VTOL
platforms result in reprojection of laser
scan with estimated angles.
Figure 2.18: Challenges of laser scanner.
2.2.6.2 Mono camera and stereo cameras
The disadvantages of a camera or stereo cameras combined with a VTOL platform:
• Relatively narrow horizontal field of view compared to a laser scanner.
• Require high computing performance.
• Sensitive to lighting condition changes.
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• Unmeasurable scale and scene degeneracy issues on a monocular camera.
While a vision sensor is denser and provides more information than a laser scanner, it
also has inherent challenges. The horizontal field of view (FOV) of a normal camera
is much narrower than a laser scanner. Usually horizontal and vertical FOV angles
are within 50◦−60◦. This characteristic limits autonomous navigation. To overcome
this the robot needs to move and to observe through a different view of the world.
Therefore wide-angle cameras with more than 100◦ visibility in horizontal and vertical
angles are often adopted for mobile ground robot systems. Typically image processing
requires one or two orders of magnitude more of processing power than for laser data.
From numerical comparison, if a laser scanner has 180◦ FOV and 0.1◦ resolution with
60Hz, the total amount of data is about 432kB/sec. A low resolution color camera of
320x240 pixels at 30Hz produces about 7MB/sec of data.
Despite these drawbacks of vision sensors, they have been widely utilized robotics,
vision community due to their advantages of:
• Light-weight and low-cost
• Information-rich data provides more functionalities such as feature detection,
loop closure and object recognition.
• Low-energy consumption and passive sensing.
• Good reliability due to their mechanical simplicity.
This section has explored many exteroceptive sensors and discussed their advan-
tages and disadvantages. In addition, classification of these sensors by accuracy and
rates may provide insights or guidelines for choosing right sensors for robotic applica-
tions. In this research project, we chose a laser range finder and a monocular camera
with inertial sensor for the pole inspection task. The laser range finder was able to
provide easy-to-access and reliable short-range distance observations that accelerated
the development of the inspection system. This also allowed us to focus on control
and state estimation module development. There were issues in disturbance rejections
stemming from the low-update rate of the laser range finder and short flight time due to
high power consumption. We then switched to a light-weight, low power consumption,
high-update rate camera with inertial sensor in order to ensure longer flight time, better
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disturbance rejection and low cost. Furthermore, as shown in Fig. 2.15, it is clear that
fusing a vision sensor and an inertial sensor can yield accurate and high-update rate
performance.
2.3 Shared autonomy
The state-of-the-art VTOL platforms researches can achieve fully autonomous navi-
gation in unknown environments. Unfortunately, the approaches are often performed
with a uniform structure, verified 2D SLAM algorithms and the same sensor configura-
tions such as a horizontal scanning laser range finder to achieve an acceptable level of
accuracy. These approaches often assume static and designed environments which lim-
its their practical application. Therefore, a shared autonomy based navigation scheme
can overcome these challenges by incorporating an operator’s abilities such as cogni-
tive knowledge (decision making, reasoning and memory) and perception.
This shared control is an example of a teleoperation schemes and is often used
for operations that are being automated to achieve better outcomes for performance
and reliability. A good example of a situation in which human intervention is still re-
quired is piloting airplanes. Pilots are still required for initialization, the monitoring of
systems, detection of abnormalities, and intervention when necessary, even in highly
automated airplane systems. Teleoperation control is characterized by how much hu-
man intervention is allowed in order to control a robot (Sheridan B. [56]). The five
diagrams are listed with respect to the degree of automation in Fig. 2.19. Conven-
tional manual control (system 1) is fully controlled by a human operator and there is
no computer-aided functionalities (the most left diagram of Fig. 2.19). Another type
of manual control (system 2) is a sensing and acting computer-assisted teleoperation.
Note that the decisions of these two systems are determined by a human operator. Sys-
tems 3 and 4 have two control loops which close through either a human operator or a
computer. The control loop of system 3 is closed through a human operator with some
computer interventions. In system 4 the control loop is closed through a computer but
there are still human interventions. These systems are known as ”Supervisory Control”
systems. System 5 (the diagram on the far right of Fig. 2.19) is a fully autonomous
system, where a human operator can observe but cannot intervene in the process.
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Figure 2.19: These diagrams show the spectrum of control modes. The dashed line indicates
the loop is controlled by a human operator and solid line indicates the loop is controlled by a
computer [56]
Curiosity, a car-sized robotic rover exploring on Mars from NASA’s Mars Science
Laboratory, is a good example for the shared autonomy1. For the past year, Curiosity
has been driving on Mars following instructions from human rover planners. But re-
cently, MSL team has developed a new capability that will let Curiosity driver itself on
Mars. This is called “autonomous navigation”. Humans are still in the loop and they
tell Curiosity where to go as shown in Fig. 2.20(b). Curiosity then decides how to get
there and it takes pictures from the navigation cameras, along with the hazard cameras.
It is able to combine that information, so as to define a safe route to reach the destina-
tion human operators have selected, Fig. 2.20(a). That capability will permit human
operators to drive Curiosity much farther than before. For example, when human oper-
ators sent a “Go straight” command, Curiosity turned its camera around to view what
is ahead. The rover did not simply travel in a straight line, rather it actually curved
to the right to autonomously avoid small rocks directly in front of it, as shown in Fig.
2.21. The priority of the Curiosity’s obstacles avoidance module takes precedence of
1NASA JPL Mars Science Laboratory, http://mars.nasa.gov/msl/
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(a) (b)
Figure 2.20: Shared autonomy of Curiosity. (a) Terrain mapping using two cameras: navi-
cam and hazard cam. Red and green denote high and low risk areas respectively. (b) Human
operators send commands to Curiosity. There is a significant telecommunication delay: one
single command takes around 13min 48s to be delivered on Mars.
Figure 2.21: Curiosity path planning with shared autonomy. With the knowledge of terrain and
it’s own position, Curiosity amends the original path ordered by human operators for safety
reasons.
over human command and it modifies the original to make it safer.
Similarly, we adopt a shared autonomy scheme in this research project. The system
is modeled on Sheridan’s “Supervisory Control” architecture, specifically system 4, in
which the control loop is closed through a computer but there are still human inter-
ventions. A typical attitude-stabilized multi-rotor has four user-controllable degrees of
freedom (DOF), namely horizontal position (x,y), height (z), and heading (ψ). These
are usually controlled indirectly with joysticks where the stick positions are mapped to
rates (e.g. the ‘throttle’ stick position is mapped to climb rate), or to angular velocity in
the case of yaw. These commands are in the body coordinate frame, making it hard for
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Figure 2.22: (left) illustration of how vehicle induces yaw motion. γ is an angle for the yaw
motion and dx and dy are distances between the pole and the robot in x-, and y-axis. (right) re-
duced dimension task space for operator commands which is sufficient for inspection purposes.
an operator to control position in the 3-dimensional Cartesian world coordinate frame.
We propose reducing the operator’s cognitive load and required level of skill by
reducing the DOFs that the operator must control, see Fig. 2.22, and letting the sys-
tem control the remaining DOFs automatically. Additionally, some of the DOFs are
controlled in a more direct, intuitive manner rather than indirectly via rate or veloc-
ity commands. Since the proposed system can self-regulate the stand-off distance and
keep the camera pointed at the target, the operator is left with only two DOFs to con-
trol, namely height and yaw rate. Height control is simplified by operator providing
height set-points.
Yaw rate commands are used to induce a translation around the pole, allowing the
operator to inspect it from different angles. Changing yaw angle makes the quadcopter
circle around the pole (red bar indicates the front rotor). References for the x and y
position controllers are dx and 0 respectively. The robot hovers by keeping dx distance
at time t. The operator sends a yaw command and the vehicle rotates by the angle γ
which induces a lateral offset dy at time t + 1. The vision-based controller moves the
robot to the right to eliminate dy and keeps dx distance at time t + 2 — the result is
motion around the target object.
The proposed system would allow an unskilled operator to easily and safely control
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a VTOL platform by reducing controllable DOF but can still examine all locations.
The VTOL platform has the ability to maintain a stand-off distance from a target. This
functionality allows a human operator to move the vehicle around a pole with only two
DOFs: height and yaw rate. The VTOL platform keeps the current height and a user
only needs to send a desired height position. The operator can inspect different views
by commanding only yaw rate. What happens under the hood is that the commanded
yaw rate in turn yields errors in left or right motion. The VTOL platform then moves
to left or right in order to keep the camera oriented towards the target.
This section has presented the fundamental principles of the shared autonomy by
providing examples and demonstrating how we incorporated this idea into our system.
Even though a shared autonomy approach was proposed decades ago, there are still
many robotic or automation applications that require a human’s high-level cognitive
abilities. As a consequence, human-in-loop shared autonomy systems will continue to
play important roles in supervising, monitoring or assisting autonomous platforms.
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Chapter 3
VTOL platform dynamic modeling
and system identification
This chapter describes dynamics modeling and velocity, position control schemes to-
wards the goal of shared autonomy in close-proximity a VTOL platform flying. Dy-
namic modeling is significant for controller and state estimator design. These models
are often used for controllers simulation or parameter tuning. They are also useful for
states propagation, and prediction of the next states. More accurate dynamics models
can provide less state drift and accurate prediction with double-integrators. As shown
in the previous chapter, it is possible to mathematically model dynamics of VTOL plat-
forms and these approaches are widely used [57]. Another way to identify dynamics
of a system model is logging input/ouput information and finding a relationship be-
tween them. This approach, system identification, has several advantages. It is easy
and fast to model, a latency is also included in a model, and the model can be used for
simulation and controller design.
The contributions of the first of the published papers presented in this thesis are as
follows.
• Demonstrating dynamic modeling of a VTOL platform using system identifica-
tion techniques.
• Introducing a multi-rate and multi-sensor velocity and position state estimator.
• Raising an amateur-grade VTOL platform to a research level by providing sci-
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entific documentation and source code.
• Evaluating state estimator and controller performance by ground truth data from
a motion capture device.
In this paper we describe an approach based on classical techniques such as nested
controllers and a complimentary filter-based state estimator which have the advan-
tage of computational simplicity, and was one of the early attempts to apply these
techniques for a VTOL platform. We use a cost efficient amateur-class VTOL plat-
form with a built-in low-cost inertial sensor and a 10Hz short-range laser range finder.
Nevertheless our approach was competitive in performance with the-state-of-the-art in
2011, as shown in Fig. 3.1 and was published in the IEEE International Conference on
Robotics and Automation (ICRA) [1] and Australasian Conference on Robotics and
Automation (ACRA) [2] respectively.
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Figure 3.1: Performance comparison while hovering in 2011. Standard deviation of position
errors are compared. Since all cited papers provide ground-truthed metric data, it is possible to
evaluate system performances.
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Chapter 4
Vertical infrastructure inspection
using a laser-based VTOL platform
with shared autonomy
This chapter describes the application of the system introduced in the previous chapter
to the problem of infrastructure inspection. The application is vertical infrastructure
such as a pole using a laser range finder based platform. The platform must keep a
stand-off distance, close enough to a pole, for an efficient inspection task. Since this
system is capable of state estimation, velocity and position, and control, the VTOL
platform is able to stably keep 0.7m distance with respect to a target without human
interventions. The robot is waiting commands from an unskilled operator in the air:
hovering. The operator only needs to provide two DOFs, (yawing and height), in
order to fully circumnavigate the pole whereas full manual control requires four DOFs:
pitching, rolling, yawing, thrust, for a VTOL platform control. These control signals
are demanded acceleration and it is more difficult to properly control a VTOL platform
than position control. The following denotes contributions of the published paper [3]
in this chapter.
• Demonstrating fully circumnavigation for a vertical infrastructure inspection.
• Developing a target tracking software using Split-Merge algorithm and a Kalman
Filter.
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• Reducing an user controllable DOFs allowing easy to control a VTOL platform
for an inspection task.
• Developing a graphical user-friendly interface monitoring the states of the robot
and streaming live view.
• Evaluating performance with motion captured ground truth.
A Split-Merge algorithm together with a Kalman Filter based line tracker provide
the VTOL platform position: relative position with respect to the pole. Estimation are
fed into a complementary filer for sensor fusion.
(a) Raw sensing reading (b) Split-Merged line segments
Figure 4.1: The laser data line segmentation
As shown in Fig. 4.1(b), there are many outliers and are rejected by using the
bootstrapping and scoring approach. In this paper, we make assumptions: known pole
width, small (≤ 30◦) angle of attack which is the angle between the rotor’s plane of
motion and the relative velocity of the air flow.
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Figure 4.2: Ground truth trajectory with different views for a pole inspection flight. An operator
only provides yaw commands during the experiment.
The operator then commands only goal height and yaw rate to move the VTOL
platform around the pole at different heights. The system keeps the laser range finder
oriented towards the pole and maintains the stand-off distance. Fig. 4.2 displays the
perspective-view of the trajectory for a flight where the pole was circumnavigated. A
circle with the goal radius is shown with the red line, and we see the system tracks the
desired stand-off distance well. Note that the results presented in Fig. 4.2 are coarser
than the results based on Image-based visual servoing presented in chapter 7 (see page
137). There are significant differences in sensor, flight platform and processing be-
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tween the two sets of results. In this chapter, we utilized a 10Hz laser range finder
as a main sensor whereas the later system used a fast camera acquires 100Hz image
data. This order of magnitude faster sensor allowed state estimation with low latency
which yields better disturbance rejection and control performance. A high-end amateur
level quadrotor platform was used in this chapter and significant reverse engineering
was required to utilize this platform for research purposes, e.g. system identification
of input and output of flight controller and accelerometer calibration. The later work
used a research platform, a hexarotor firefly from Ascending Technology. We discuss
this further in chapter 7. Lastly, off-board processors were utilized for states estima-
tion and control commands calculation in this chapter. Horizontal laser scan data was
transferred to an off-board computer running the scan-matching algorithm and com-
plementary filters. Velocity commands were then sent to the vehicle. This off-board
processing approach introduced an additional latency in loop and this degraded control
performance [58]. All sensor data were processed on-board in chapter 7. The approach
we took in this chapter for circumnavigation is simple, intuitive, and leverage the hor-
izontal controllers to maintain stand-off distance. It is also feasible to incorporate any
circular trajectory controller but this leads to the challenge of estimation of the vehi-
cle’s yaw angle with respect to the target.
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Vertical Infrastructure Inspection using a
Quadcopter and Shared Autonomy Control
Inkyu Sa and Peter Corke
Abstract This paper presents a shared autonomy control scheme for a quadcopter
that is suited for inspection of vertical infrastructure — tall man-made structures
such as streetlights, electricity poles or the exterior surfaces of buildings. Current
approaches to inspection of such structures is slow, expensive, and potentially haz-
ardous. Low-cost aerial platforms with an ability to hover now have sufficient pay-
load and endurance for this kind of task, but require significant human skill to fly.
We develop a control architecture that enables synergy between the ground-based
operator and the aerial inspection robot. An unskilled operator is assisted by on-
board sensing and partial autonomy to safely fly the robot in close proximity to the
structure. The operator uses their domain knowledge and problem solving skills to
guide the robot in difficult to reach locations to inspect and assess the condition
of the infrastructure. The operator commands the robot in a local task coordinate
frame with limited degrees of freedom (DOF). For instance: up/down, left/right, to-
ward/away with respect to the infrastructure. We therefore avoid problems of global
mapping and navigation while providing an intuitive interface to the operator.
We describe algorithms for pole detection, robot velocity estimation with respect
to the pole, and position estimation in 3D space as well as the control algorithms
and overall system architecture. We present initial results of shared autonomy of a
quadcopter with respect to a vertical pole and robot performance is evaluated by
comparing with motion capture data.
Inkyu Sa
Queensland University of Technology, Brisbane, Australia, e-mail: i.sa@qut.edu.au
Peter Corke
Queensland University of Technology, Brisbane, Australia e-mail: peter.corke@qut.edu.au
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1 Introduction
The options for inspecting locations above the ground are quite limited, and all are
currently cumbersome. Ladders can be used up to a height of 10–15 metres but are
quite dangerous: each year 160 people are killed and 170,000 injured in falls from
ladders in the United States1. A person can be lifted in the basket of a cherry picker
up to a height of 15 m but vehicle access is required and the setup time is signif-
icant. Beyond that height a person either climbs up the structure or rappels down
from the top, both of which are slow and hazardous. Inspection from manned ro-
torcraft is possible but is expensive and only suitable in non-urban environments.
In recent years we have seen significant advances in small VTOL platforms, in par-
ticular quadcopters, driven by advances in power electronics, MEMS sensors and
microcontrollers. These systems are low-cost and have sufficient payload and en-
durance for useful inspection missions. They are also low-weight which reduces the
hazard due to their deployment.
This paper presents a shared autonomy system for inspection of vertical infras-
tructure — tall man-made structures such as streetlights, electricity poles or the
exterior surfaces of buildings — using a vertical take-off and landing (VTOL) robot
platform. Shared autonomy indicates that the major fraction of control is accom-
plished by the onboard computer. The operator provides “high level” commands in
a reduced DOF task space, while the robot is responsible for stable flight, distur-
bance rejection and collision avoidance. This allows an unskilled operator to easily
and safely control a quadcopter to examine locations that are otherwise difficult to
reach.
(a) (b) (c)
Fig. 1 (a) The Cyphy Lab MikroKopter research platform. The pole can be seen on the left of the
image. (b) A dangerous situation to inspect or repair a street light2. (c) Sufficient space is required
for vehicle access and it is a time consuming process to setup operation.3
1 May 2009 Consumer Reports magazine.
http://www.consumerreports.org/cro/magazine-archive/may-2009/may-2009-toc.htm
2 Baltimore museum of industry. http://www.thebmi.org/
3 Facelift. http://www.facelift.co.uk/
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The presented VTOL flying robot has functionalities of pole detection and task-
space operator command input. Implicit in the inspection task is the requirement
to fly close to structures with which a collision would significantly damage the ve-
hicle. Air flow around tall structures results in eddies that induce disturbances on
the vehicle which must be robustly rejected to ensure safety and task performance.
This requires accurate and fast velocity and position estimation and an appropriate
control methodology.
This paper is organised as follows: Section 2 presents relevant research on quad-
copter and bio-inspired climbing robots suitable for inspection. Section 3 explains
the methodologies: system modeling and identification, velocity estimation and
nested controllers, pole detection algorithm, shared control scheme. We present our
experimental results in Section 4, and important technological trends and conclu-
sions in Section 5.
2 Related work
Robotics and mechatronics researchers have demonstrated a variety of climbing
robots for vertical infrastructure inspection. Typically, these robots are inspired by
reptiles, mammals and insects and their type of movement varies between sliding,
swinging, extension and jumping. The MATS robot has 5 DOF and a symmetrical
mechanism that showed good mobility features for travel, however, it requires a spe-
cial docking stations to hold itself [1]. A bio-mimicking robot, StickyBot, has a hi-
erarchical adhesive structure under its toes to hold itself on any kind of surfaces [2].
RiSE V3, a legged locomotion climbing robot, is designed for high-speed climbing
of a uniformly convex cylindrical structure, such as a telephone or electricity pole
[3]. A bridge cable inspection robot [4] has wheels held against the cable to create
a contact force required to move along the cable. These types of robots could not
only replace a worker undertaking risky tasks in a hazardous environment but also
increase the efficiency of such tasks. However, they require complex mechanical de-
signs, special materials and complicated dynamics analysis. Their applications are
limited to specific type of structures, such as cylindrical-shaped poles. VTOL plat-
forms are a feasible alternative to achieving the same goals as climbing robots and
involve a much simpler mechanism. Recently, [5] demonstrates embedded stereo
camera based egomotion estimation for structures inspections such as a boiler and
general indoor scenarios. Although IMU guided feature matching and stereo based
camera pose estimation show impressive real-time achievements, it might need in-
tegration of control theory to fly in close quarters.
3 Methodologies
This section describes the key approaches of our system: shared control; modeling
and system identification; pole detection; velocity estimation and nested controllers.
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3.1 Shared Control and Task Frame
Sheridan. [6] introduced a spectrum of approaches for remote operation of a sys-
tem. At one end is “conventional manual control” (system 1) where the system is
fully controlled by a human operator and there is no computer-aided functional-
ities. At the other end is “fully autonomous system” (system 5) where a human
operator can observe but cannot intervene in the process. Our proposed system is
modelled on Sheridan’s “Supervisory Control” architecture, specifically system 4,
in which the control loop is closed through a computer but there are still human
interventions. This approach allows the high-bandwidth flight control and obstacle
avoidance loops to be closed on board the robot with the “high level” commands
from the human being treated as requests that will be implemented if safe to do so.
A task frame (TF) refers to a coordinate frame that can be attached to an object
in the workspace [7]. There is a geometric transformation between the world coor-
dinate and TF. The advantages of a TF is that actions which are difficult to express
in the world coordinate can be easily specified in the TF. For an inspection task
the TF is associated with the operator’s current view of the infrastructure and pro-
vides an intuitive control framework to the user in which to express desired motion
commands. Figure 3(a) shows the world coordinate W and the task frame T.
A VTOL platform has four DOF (roll, pitch and yaw angles, and throttle) and
significant operator skill is required to control position in 3-dimensional Cartesian
space. One aspect of this skill is that the roll and pitch angles induce forces on the
vehicle, and with relatively little aerodynamic damping these inputs are effectively
Cartesian accelerations. The level of skill required is greatly increased when flying
next to a large and unforgiving structure in the presence of wind-induced force dis-
turbance. Manual piloting also requires the vehicle to be in the pilot’s visual field of
the pilot and sufficiently close that its orientation in space can be determined.
Pole Detector Position 
estimator
Velocity & 
position 
Control
Quadrotor
Position
Attitude of quadcopter
Operator
Supervisory 
command
Fig. 2 Hierarchical multi-loop shared control architecture. The inner loop receives a desired goal
by the outer loop. Control, Position estimator loops have different update rates for a purpose.
Arrows indicate data flow directions and specify inputs.
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(a) (b)
Fig. 3 (a) World frame W and the task frame T. W is the centre of the pole and T denotes a
camera coordinate which is equal to a user’s point of view. An unskilled operator can easily control
the robot because it can localize with respect to the pole.(b) Reduced controllable task degree of
freedom(DOF).
For an unskilled operator we need to reduce the number of DOF that must be
controlled and make the DOF intuitive and task specific. As shown in Figure 3(b),
for a pole inspection task, the operator controls only 2 DOF: distance along the pole
and angle around the pole. This is sufficient for inspection of the entire pole area
and easy to control.
3.2 Modeling and System Identification
The quadcopter is an under-actuated force-controlled flying vehicle. This force ac-
tuation implies that rotational and translational motion can be modeled as a double
integrator from command to attitude angle or horizontal position [8],[9]. In our work
we use the MikroKopter open-source quadcopter4 for which there is few engineering
documents or published dynamic models [11]. The vehicle has an onboard attitude
controller which uses rate and angle feedback from gyroscopes and accelerometers.
We identified the dynamics of the closed-loop attitude by recording pilot commands
and MikroKopter attitude estimates, for manual flight. We fit an autoregressive mov-
ing average model with exogenous inputs model (ARMAX) using recursive least
squares to this time series data giving a linear discrete-time (at 50ms) first-order
4 MikroKopter. http://www.mikrokopter.de/
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model
F(z)pitch =
0.148
z−0.7639 , F(z)roll =
0.145
z−0.7704 (1)
as the angle response to angle demand.
Translational motion is driven by the thrust force component in the horizontal
plane and can be modelled as a double integrator. There is relatively little transla-
tional aerodynamic damping, though blade flapping does add some damping [10].
For stability additional damping is required and this necessitates velocity estimation.
3.3 Velocity Estimation and Nested Controllers
The key to stable control of such systems is providing artificial damping through
feedback of rotational and translational velocity. In order to introduce damping we
require a high quality velocity estimate: smooth, high update rate with low latency.
Computing velocity using differentiation of the position from the pole detection
and pose estimator results in velocity at 10Hz with a latency of 100ms. This sig-
nificantly limits the gain that can be applied when used for closed-loop velocity
control. Instead we use the MikroKopter acceleration measurements (AccRoll
and AccNick) which we read at 20Hz with low latency and integrate them to
create a velocity estimate. We subtract the acceleration due to gravity using the
MikroKopter’s estimated roll and pitch angles
x¨Q =
ax+gsinθ
cosθ
, y¨Q =
ay−gsinφ
cosφ
(2)
where ax,ay are the measured acceleration from the flight control board converted
to our coordinate system, and θ ,φ denote the pitch and roll angles respectively.
{Q} is a coordinate frame centred on the vehicle with axes parallel to the world
frame. Acceleration and attitude are returned together in the flight-controller status
message at 20Hz.
As any estimator that relies on integration is subject to substantial errors due
to drift, even over quite short time intervals, we therefore fuse these two estimates
using a simple discrete-time complementary filter [12] as shown in Figure 4 and
Fig. 4 Complementary fil-
ter for velocity estimation.
Compared to a Kalman filter
the computation is simple,
and there is only one tuning
parameter, K. v˙x and v˙y are
obtained from a onboard IMU
sensor. vx and vy are from a
laser range finder.
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Fig. 5 Velocity estimator and control structure for translational motion. The Kvel for the velocity
loop is 27 and KP=0.8, KI=0.1 and KD=0.7 for the position PID controller.
described by
vˆxk+1 = vˆxk +(x¨Qk +K(vxk − vˆxk))∆t (3)
where vˆxk is estimated velocity, vxk is obtained from differentiation of the laser-based
pose estimate and is computed at a slower rate than x¨Qk so the filter takes the most
recent value, and K is a gain. Complementary filters have been used previously for
UAV velocity estimation, such as to fuse velocity from low-rate optical flow with
high-rate inertial data [14].
The block diagram of our nested controller is shown in Figure 5. The inner-
loop is a velocity controller with proportional and integral control with feedback
of estimated velocity from the complementary filter, Equation (3). The outer loop
is a position controller with proportional control. This structure is equivalent to a
proportional-integral-derivative, however the nested structure decouples the differ-
ent sampling rates of the position sensor and the velocity sensor. The inner-loop
runs at 20Hz and the outer-loop at 10Hz. As we showed in [11] this simple control
architecture gives performance that is comparable with other published results that
are using 40Hz laser scanners and 1kHz IMU sample rates.
3.4 Pole Detection
We use an Hokuyo model URG-04LX laser range finder (10Hz and 4m range) to
detect the pole. As shown in Figure 6 the laser detects the 15cm radius pole as a
straight line rather than a circlular arc, and we believe this is an artifact of filtering
firmware in the laser range finder. We use a Split-Merge line extraction [15] routine
on the raw laser data, followed by target discrimination (see Algorithm 1), tracking
and filtering to estimate the range and bearing of the pole with respect to the robot.
We score each candidate using a previous detected averaged position.
Sk = dist(P¯, P˜k) (4)
where P˜k ∈ R2 is the kth candidate position, and P¯ ∈ R2 is the average position. All
candidates are sorted by decreasing score and the one with the maximum score is
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Fig. 6 Top view. Red dots
are raw laser scan data and
the yellow circle denotes the
scan data corresponding to
the pole. The white dot is the
centre of the sensor.
selected. For bootstrapping, we assume that a pole, P, is located within discoverable
boundary (P < α ,β ,γ) at system startup (see Algorithm 1) .
4 Experimental Results
In this section, software and hardware implementation are described in depth. We
also present results of estimator performance evaluation while hovering which in-
cludes velocity, position and ground-truthed circle trajectory around a pole.
4.1 Software and Hardware Implementation
The ROS framework is used to integrate modules (see Figure. 7), where blue boxes
denote the ROS nodes which are individual processes. The onboard Overo Gumstix
runs the standard ROS laser scanner node and publishes the topic /scan over WiFi to
the base station every laser scan interval (100ms). The ROS pole detector subscribes
to this topic, and estimates 2D pose (x,y) which it publishes as topic /pole pose2D .
The ROS serial node communicates with the MikroKopter flight control board over
the ZigBee link. Every 50ms it requests a DebugOut packet which it receives and
the inertial data (converted to SI units) is published as the /mikoImu topic. This node
also subscribes to the /mikoCmd topic and transmits the command over the ZigBee
uplink to the flight controller. Note that the overall software system latency is about
170ms and the system response delay is about 200ms. Technical documentation
and this software are available online5.
Our MikroKopter L4-ME quadcopter carries an Overo Gumstix which runs
Ubuntu Linux and ROS6. An Hokuyo model URG-04LX laser scanner (10Hz and
5 ROS QUT Cyphy wiki page http://www.ros.org/wiki/MikroKopter/Tutorials
6 Robot Operating System, http://www.ros.org/wiki/
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Algorithm 1: Pole detection algorithm
while ! (Find a pole) do
if (l.length[i] <α) && (l.distance[i] < β )&&(l.angle[i] <γ) then
l[i] is the pole;
Find a pole = TRUE;
else
i=i+1;
end
end
Continuous : find the best candidate satisfying less strict conditions.
while ! (Find the best candidate) do
if (c.length[j] <δ ) && (c.distance[j] <ε)&&(c.angle[j] <ζ ) then
Put c[ j] in the candidate list;
else
j=j+1;
end
Calculate scores using Sk = dist(P¯, P˜k); //Equation 4
Ascending sorting of the candidate list and pick the best score,c;
if c > ξ then
pole=c;
Find the best candidate=TRUE;
end
end
Note that constant parameters α < δ , β < ε and γ < ζ .
ξ denotes the score threshold.
4m range) scans in the horizontal plane and the “laser hat” from the City College
of NewYork7 provides altitude as well. The total payload mass is 0.18kg and a
Lipo pack (4cells, 2200mAh), provides the system power. The advantage of the
MikroKopter is a competitive price. This platform is 6.4 times more cost effective
than the similar level “Pelican ” platform8.
4.2 Estimation and Control
The performance evaluation of the velocity estimator is performed by comparing
the measured velocities with the ground truth — a sub-millimetre accuracy g-
speak/VICON motion capture system9. The ground truth velocities are obtained
by calculating the first derivative of the position and the estimated velocities are
generated by the proposed complementary filter, Equation (3). Note that during
takeoff, the quadcopter moves a little horizontally due to poor trim but returns
quickly to the desired hovering position. Figure. 9 shows the estimated horizon-
tal velocities compared to the ground truth. The standard deviation values are
7 City College of NewYork Robotics Lab, http://robotics.ccny.cuny.edu/blog/
8 Ascending Technologies, http://www.asctec.de/
9 Oblong,g-speak motion capture platform. http://www.oblong.com
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Fig. 8 Hardware integration. The laser scanner is attached to a USB Hub since the Overo Gumstix
USB host only supports High Speed USB. The Zigbee module is used to transmit IMU data to
the ground station and receive commands. The WiFi connection connects the ROS nodes on the
Gumstix to the ground station. For safety a manual pilot transmitter is linked to the quadcopter
system.
{σvxσvy} = {0.0495,0.0375}m/s. Note that these values are calculated over the
flight interval between t = 30s (takeoff) and t = 70s (landing).
The vehicle position was estimated using the laser-range-finder, pole detector and
Kalman filter and used in a PID controller to maintain the pole at a fixed range and
bearing angle — hovering with respect to the pole. Ground truth data obtained from
the g-speak system is shown in Figure 10. The reference position of the vehicle is
(0.8,0,0.6)m. The standard deviations of the ground truth position are {σxσy,σz}=
{0.0483,0.0455,0.0609}m. These are again computed over the flight interval.
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Fig. 9 The lateral velocities estimation results with respect to the pole while hovering. Solid line
denotes the ground truth and dash indicates the complimentary filter velocity estimation output.
Thick solid line is the reference.
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Fig. 10 x,y position estimation with respect to the pole while hovering with the ground truth. Solid
line denotes the ground truth and dash indicates Kalman filter position estimation. Thick solid line
is the reference. Median filter is used to estimate z position estimation.
If we yaw the vehicle while maintaining the pole at a fixed bearing, the result is
motion around the pole as shown in Figure 11. Figure 12 shows the ground truth
circle trajectory with the proposed shared control. A current limitation is that yaw
angle is estimated from the vertical gyro and drifts with time. A video demonstration
is available on our YouTube channel10.
10 YouTube QUT Cyphy channel. http://youtu.be/F1vljjPIglg
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Pole center
dx
(a) time= t
dy
(b) time= t+1
dx
time = t
(c) time= t+2
Fig. 11 Changing yaw angle makes the quadcopter circle around the pole (red bar indicates the
front rotor. References for x,y position controllers are dx and 0 respectively. The robot hovers by
keeping dx distance at time= t. (b) An operator sends yaw command and it introduces dy distance
at time= t+1. (c) The robot moves to right to eliminate dy and keeps dx distance at time= t+2.
5 Conclusion and Future work
We have described our progress toward a shared control scheme that allows an un-
skilled operator to control a quadcopter easily and safely for a useful class of tasks.
Translational velocity estimation is crucially important for quadcopter control and
we have presented computationally efficient state estimation and control algorithms
which allow for smaller onboard computers. We have demonstrated ground-truthed
comparison of lateral velocity, position estimation while hovering and presented cir-
cle movement around a pole, done with a platform of less than one fifth the cost and
with a laser scanner that scans four times more slowly than other comparable results
in the literature.
We used an amateur-class quadcopter, and to achieve a high level of performance
required understanding the dynamics of the quadcopter through system identifica-
tion and reverse engineering. This platform has many advantages such as cost effi-
ciency, high payload, open source firmware and a large user community. Our knowl-
edge about this platform are returned to the community through open documentation
and software available online11.
We have a large program of ongoing work. We are augmenting gyro-based yaw
angle estimation with a magnetic compass and a visual compass. We are moving
to a higher performance onboard computer which allows us to move computational
11 ROS QUT Cyphy wiki page http://www.ros.org/wiki/MikroKopter/Tutorials
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Fig. 12 The ground truth trajectory with shared control. An operator sends only yaw commands
using a joystick and the quadcopter keeps the desired distance, dx, dy, dz =[1, 0, 0.6] in metre, with
the pole. Red denotes the reference. Note that only the ground truth trajectory is presented due to
difficulty in estimating yaw angle with a low performance gyroscope.
processes to the robot and eliminate the complexity, limited range and unreliability
of the communications link. We are investigating upward looking sensors so the
robot can manoeuvre around pole-top structures. Finally, we are investigating high
update rate monocular camera (up to 125 Hz) with wide-angle field of view for fast
estimation of robot and task-relative state.
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Chapter 5
Fast visual sensing toward disturbance
rejection
Previously, we used a 10Hz a laser range finder. In this chapter, a fast visual sensing
approach and full state estimation are presented. Compared to the previous chapters
which make use of a laser scanner, a fast camera is exploited as a primary sensor.
As addressed in Section 2.2.6.1, a laser scanner is a active sensor and often has a
slower sample rate than passive sensors. This sample rate plays a key role in state
estimation and control. Unfortunately a faster sample rate laser scanner consumes
much power and this reduces flight time significantly. As an alternative, a passive
sensor such as a camera can be used for fast sensing. ‘Fast sensing’ refers to above
100Hz for the visual sample rate whereas ordinary perspective cameras operate the
range from 15Hz to 60Hz. Fast sensing techniques in lightweight aerial robotics are
recently gaining momentum with considerable growth in sensor and integrated circuit
technology. Intuitive knowledge of this fast update rate is that more observation in
the given time allowing quicker response to disturbances and yielding more robust
smooth maneuvers. As discussed in Section 2.2.5, researchers have demonstrated the
advantages of using these fast sample rate sensors.
This primary vision sensor is used for horizontal state estimation such as velocity
and relative position with respect to a target. Since there are unobservable states for
the front-looking camera: height and yaw. Two additional sensors, a ultrasonic and a
down-looking camera, are used for full state estimation. The main contributions of the
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presented paper [4] are as follows
• Developing a fast line tracker for horizontal state estimation.
• Developing a visual compass that estimates yaw rate by using a Planar Homog-
raphy.
• Running all processing on an onboard computer in real time.
• Evaluating performance with motion captured ground truth.
In this paper, a pinhole camera model is applied for horizontal position estimation
as shown in Fig. 5.1. Z can be simply computed given D, f and Ih.
Object Ih
f
Z
D
Image plane
Obj
Camera
Figure 5.1: A pinhole camera model. Z is the distance from the object to the camera centre
along the optical axis. f and D are the focal length and the size of the object(m) respectively.
Ih denotes the size of the object in the image plane(m).
Since signal-to-noise ratio of gyro sensors are poor and biases must be subtracted,
accumulating yaw rate coming from a low-quality IMU sensor is not particularly useful
for yaw angle estimation. Instead we use a Planar Homography based visual compass
as shown in Fig. 5.2. The key for the visual compass is how to manage outliers, which
introduce errors in yaw angle estimation. Two approaches are adopted: geometrical
checking with forward and backward transformation and Random sample consensus
(RANSAC) filtering.
Although this chapter only presents fast visual sensing and state estimation, it paves
the way for control and disturbance rejection which will be resolved in the next chap-
ters.
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Figure 5.2: The visual compass pipe line. P and M are a feature vector and a matching pair.
H denotes a homography matrix. There are seven steps including feature extraction, matching,
RANSAC, forward and backward transformation and computing the homography matrix. Blue
and red denote inliers and outliers respectively. Note that we can see perceptual aliasing (the
same helmet pictures in the different locations). The proposed system is able to detect outliers
by geometrical checking.
We made the transition in sensor from laser scanner to vision in this chapter. As
state above, there are many advantages to using vision as the primary sensor over
a laser scanner. However, it is harder to process and exploit vision for closed-loop
control. A vision sensor’s output data, for instance, is several orders of magnitude
greater than that of a laser scanner for the exact same sample rate. In addition, robust
image filtering or algorithms are required in cluttered environments. In another words,
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of a vision sensor is more sensitive than that of a laser.
This may yield less reliability of the vision-based inspection system than the laser-
based one.
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Abstract
This paper introduces a high-speed, 100Hz, vision-
based state estimator that is suitable for quadrotor
control in close quarters manoeuvring applications.
We describe the hardware and algorithms for es-
timating the state of the quadrotor. Experimental
results for position, velocity and yaw angle esti-
mators are presented and compared with motion
capture data. Quantitative performance compari-
son with state-of-the-art achievements are also pre-
sented.
1 INTRODUCTION
The last few years have seen impressive results in
quadcopter control using feedback from motion capture
systems[Mellinger et al., 2011], [Lupashin et al., 2010]. Mo-
tion capture systems are essentially special-purpose high-
speed multi-camera vision systems that triangulate the po-
sition of retro-reflective markers on the vehicle many hun-
dreds of times per second. High spatial precision provides
direct measurement of much of the vehicle’s state vector
which combined with the high sampling rate allows high-
performance quadrotor control. For operation outside a mo-
tion capture system the controller generally has to deal with a
suite of inferior sensors: altitude from barometric pressure
which has low sensitivity and can drift; attitude from gy-
ros and accelerometers which drift; and translational veloc-
ity from cameras and/or laser range finders. Much work has
therefore focused on sensor fusion techniques[Achtelik et al.,
2011],[Bachrach et al., 2010] to optimally estimate the vehi-
cle state as well as sensor offsets and scale factors.
Low-cost high-frame rate cameras are now available and
can be combined with small powerful multi-core computers
to provide vision system capability that approaches that of a
motion capture system. Instead of multiple fixed high-speed
cameras observing the robot it is now possible for one or more
high-speed cameras on the robot to observe the world. The
accuracy of a motion capture system comes from the very
wide baseline between cameras and the size of the quadrotor
Down camera
Front camera
Single board 
computer
Figure 1: The MikroKopter with 1.9GHz dual core Celeron
and 16 GPUs cores, front and down cameras.
precludes this — multiple cameras, if used, are close to be-
ing co-located and this limits the ability to estimate 3D struc-
ture unless vehicle translational motion and bundle adjust-
ment methods are used. A motion capture system also sim-
plifies the vision problem, using pulsed infrared illumination
and narrow pass band filters on the cameras to greatly sim-
plify the image processing problem, essentially a black scene
with several bright objects — a vision system on a quadrotor
observes a complex world with clutter and variable lighting
conditions.
Our work is concerned with inspection of vertical infras-
tructure — tall man-made structures such as streetlights, elec-
tricity poles or the exterior surfaces of buildings — using a
vertical take-off and landing (VTOL) robot platform[Voigt et
al., 2011]. We wish to automate the vehicle control and al-
low a ground-based teleoperator to provide “high level” com-
mands that correspond directly to the important task-domain
degrees of freedom such as shown in Figure 2. To achieve
this we need to estimate the state of the quadrotor, position
and velocity, with respect to these task-space DOF.
This paper presents three contributions. Firstly we show
the feasibility of high-speed onboard vision-based state es-
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(a) time = t
dy
(b) time = t+1
dx
time = t
(c) time = t+2
Figure 3: Changing yaw angle, combined with a planar translation controller that keeps the pole in front of the quadrotor,
causes the quadrotor to circle around the pole (red bar indicates the front rotor. Reference values for the translation controller
are x∗ = dx and y∗ = 0. (a) initial pose, (b) after (instantaneous) yaw command, (c) after translational controller converges.
timation with a frame rate that approaches that of a motion
capture system. Secondly we describe vision algorithms for
estimating the states relevant to a pole inspection task: range
and bearing of the pole relative to the vehicle and yaw angle in
the inertial frame. Finally we evaluate the accuracy and time
performance of these algorithms by comparison with motion
capture data.
The problem definition is given in Section 1.1 and then the
two visual state estimators are described: Section 2 addresses
the pole tracker and Section 3 describes the visual compass.
We present results in Section 6. Conclusions and future works
are presented in Section 7.
Figure 2: Reduced degrees of freedom (three) required for
pole infrastructure inspection task.
1.1 Problem definition
The task-domain degrees of freedom are shown in Figure 2.
Rotation around the pole can be simply achieved by yawing
the vehicle while maintaining the pole at a fixed bearing angle
— the result is motion in a fixed radius orbit around the pole
as shown in Figure 3. This requires the ability to measure the
bearing angle of the pole with respect to the vehicle and also
the absolute yaw angle of the quadrotor. We propose to use
vision for both tasks: the bearing angle is estimated by the
pole tracker described in Section 2 and the yaw angle by the
visual compass described in Section 3.
Motion along a radial line from the pole, toward or away
from the pole, is based on feedback of pole distance which is
also estimated by the pole tracker.
Currently vertical height is sensed using an ultrasonic
rangefinder but for high-altitude outdoor work this would
have insufficient range and we propose to use visual odom-
etry from the pole instead — this is an area of future work.
2 Pole tracking
Our pole tracker is based on tracking the two edges of the
pole over time. This is an appropriate feature since the pole
will dominate the scene in our selected application. There
are many reported line extraction algorithms such as Hough
transform [Hough , 1959] and other linear feature extractors
[Daming et al., 2010] but these methods are unsuitable due
to their computational complexity. Instead we use a simple
and efficient line tracker inspired by [hager et al., 1998]. The
key advantage of this algorithm is its low computation. For
320×240 pixel images every iteration is finished in < 10ms
and only use 55% of the CPU (see Figure 14(b). There are
three steps: boot strap, line searching and line model fitting.
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We make use of Canny edge detector and Hough transform
for boot strap. Once two candidate pole edges are detected
(based on length and orientation) a fast tracker takes place of
these time consuming algorithms while the vehicle is flying.
The near vertical lines are represented in homogeneous form
`= (a,b,c) such that `(u,v,1)T = 0.
The tracker operates on horizontal gradient (Sobel kernel)
images. For a number of points (ul ,vl) vertically distributed
along the edge we search along horizontal lines (u,vl) where
u ∈ ul +[−d,d] and locate maxima. These maxima are input
to a robust line fitting algorithm using RANSAC[Fischler et
al., 1981] which updates the model of the line for the next
iteration. (see Algorithm 1 and Figure 4).
Algorithm 1: Line tracking algorithm
// bootstrap
while number of lines < 2 do
if (l.length[i] >α) and (|l.angle[i]-90|< γ) then
l[i] is a pole edge;
initialise model `i = (ai,bi,ci)
else
i=i+1;
end
end
//tracker
while tracking lines continuously do
I = next frame
Ix = horizontal Sobel derivative
for i = 1 to 2 do
for vl = 10 to 240 step 20 do
ul = (−bivl− ci)/ai
(u¯k, v¯k) is maximum of pixels along line
(ul−d,vl) to (ul +d,vl)
end
`i = (ai,bi,ci) = RANSAC fit of points (u¯k, v¯k)
end
estimate pole range and bearing from `1 and `2
end
Note that constant parameters α = 200 and γ = 5.
To convert detected lines to range and bearing we assume a
simple pinhole camera model. Given D, f , Iw and Ih, we can
estimate the distance between a image plane and a object as
Z =
D · f
Ih
(1)
where Z is the distance between an object and an image plane
(metre), D = size of an object (metre) in this case the known
diameter of the pole, f = focal length (metre), Ih = size of an
object on a image plane (metre) and is based on the horizontal
distance between the edges and the known pixel size. The fo-
cal length of Playstation EyeToy(normal mode) is 3.204mm
(determined by calibration) and the pixel dimension is 12µm
for 320×240 resolution. Note that when the camera is close
(a) An image (320×240) of the
pole from the front high speed
camera.
(b) Boot strapping phase: verti-
cal yellow lines indicated the de-
tected pole edges.
(c) A line tracker detects inliers (red and magenta dots) and
creates the best line model for each vertical line then updates
the next searching line model(cyan and green).
Figure 4: A tracker processing sequences. (a) Grab an image
→ (b) Boot strapping→ (c) Track lines
to the pole the diameter will be underestimated since the pro-
jected edge points correspond to tangents of the pole.
The distance between the lines is noisy due to pixel quan-
tisation and somewhat insensitive to distance. Currently we
apply a first-order Kalman filter to Ih to smooth the signal.
The problem is complicated by the soft edges of the pole —
the intensity falls off gradually due to the curvature of the
pole. We calculate a bearing angle:
α = arctan(
Iy
f
) (2)
Iy =
f ·Y
Z
(3)
where Iy is the distance from the image center to the pole
center on the image plane (metre), Y is the distance from the
image center to the center of pole in world coordinate (metre).
The overall time profiling and total elapsed average time is
presented in Figure14(a).
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Figure 5: Yaw angle drift over time. The dotted line is yaw
angle estimated from IMU and the solid line is the output of
the visual compass. This result is obtained while hovering
under manual pilot control; taking off and landing with as
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3 Visual compass
The quadrotor’s inbuilt yaw angle estimator integrates the
yaw rate gyro which results in considerable errors due to drift,
even over quite short time intervals as shown in Figure 5. A
magnetic compass is drift free but very prone to disturbances,
particularly from the magnetic fields of the quadrotor’s high
current motors. [Scaramuzza et al., 2009],[Scaramuzza et al.,
2008] presented feature based approaches to estimate rota-
tion omnidirectional images on a car like vehicle, but hey as-
sume an omnidirectional camera with optical axis normal to
the ground and assume a non-holonomic constrained vehicle.
[Antone et al., 2000], [Bazin et al., 2012] proposed a vanish-
ing point based rotation estimation approach, but such geo-
metrical characteristics may not be present in our application
environment. We used instead a down-looking light-weight
camera to estimate yaw angle[Meier et al., 2011]. There are
four steps to estimate yaw angle:
1. Feature detection: Compute key-points that include im-
age location and descriptors using GPU.
2. Matching: For each keypoint find the closest corre-
sponding point in descriptor space, Mt .
3. Estimate homography matrix, Ht using RANSAC to
determine inliers and outliers from Mt . We use the
OpenCV findingHomography function.
4. Yaw angle calculation: Estimate incremental yaw angle
from elements (Ht(0,1) and Ht(1,0)) of the homography and
accumulate to calculate total rotation.
There are however issues of false matching at take off which
introduce large estimation error and we use an initial value
from IMU once for a boot strap in the air. This integrative
process, step 4 above, is also subject to drift but the rate is
far lower than the IMU and could be reduced further by a key
framing technique. The computationally expensive feature
detection and matching uses the GPU and rest of steps run on
the CPU. The overall time profiling can be found Figure 13.
4 Overall system architecture
The quadrotor is equipped with a single board computer with
a dual core 1.9GHz Celeron CPU and 16 GPU cores, runs
Ubuntu Linux and ROS1, weighs 314g and consumes 20W.
Two Playstation EyeToy (100Hz RGB at 320×240) are at-
tached: one in the forward direction for pole detection and
one facing downward for the visual compass. Each camera
occupies one quarter of the bandwidth of a USB2.0 port. For
height measurement, a cost effective sonar sensor and an 8-
bit microprocessor is exploited with a moving median filter.
A 5.0Ah 4 cell Li-Po battery provides up to 16 minutes flight
time.
The software is based on ROS and the architecture is shown
in Figure 6 where blue boxes denote the ROS nodes which
are individual processes. The SBC runs the ROS USB cam-
era driver for two high speed cameras. The line tracker pub-
lishes the topic /pose2D to the linear Kalman filter node for
smoothing data. Different sampling rate and type of sensor
data are fused in a complementary filter and publishes 100Hz
horizontal velocity. All these procedures are completed in
less than 10ms and other processes such as the visual com-
pass, sonar height estimator, control and telemetry can also
be accomodated. The ROS serial node communicates with
the MikroKopter flight control board over USB. Every 16ms
it receives a DebugOut packet and the inertial data (con-
verted to SI units and the our coordinate frame) is published
as the /mikoImu topic. These topics can be recorded in a log
file (ROS bag format) and later replayed (using rosbag) to
test the state estimator and controller offline with image and
inertial data. All software ROS packages are available on on-
line2.
5 Velocity estimation
Quadrotors are force actuated vehicles and have very lit-
tle natural damping, though blade flapping does add some
damping[Dinuka et al., 2011]. To ensure stability in flight a
controller requires a high-quality velocity estimate: smooth,
high update rate with low-latency. Differentiation of the po-
sition from the line tracker pose estimator results in velocity
at 100Hz with a latency of 10ms. Raw high update rate posi-
tion data is noisy due to limited resolution of camera. Small
changes in a low resolution image plane introduce significant
changes in distance and bearing measurement. Therefore we
use the MikroKopter acceleration measurements which we
read at 60Hz with low latency and fuse them to create a ve-
locity estimate. We estimate accelaration in the frame {Q}
1http://ros.org
2http://www.ros.org/wiki/MikroKopter/
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Figure 6: Software implementation using ROS platform
where blue boxes represent ROS nodes and the orange box
is a single board computer on a quadrotor. The prefix ’/’ de-
notes a ROS topic. Note that different sampling rate sensors
are fused in the complementary filter.
which is centred on the vehicle but parallel to the inertial
frame
Qx¨ =
ax+gsinθ
cosθ
, Qy¨ =
ay−gsinφ
cosφ
where ax,ay and the measured acceleration from the flight
control board and θ ,φ denote the pitch and roll angles respec-
tively. Accelerometer bias is estimated and corrected in the
MikroKopter flight controller. We fuse asynchronous acceler-
ation and differentiated position (from the pole tracker) using
a discrete-time complementary filter[Jonathan et al., 2002]:
vˆx(t+1) = vˆx(t)+Qx¨(t)+K(v˜x(t)− vˆx(t))∆t (4)
where v˜x is obtained from differentiation of the line tracker
pose estimate. Compared to other sensor fusing filter ap-
proaches the computation is simple and there is only one tun-
ing parameter, K. Considering the estimator in the frequency
domain, K controls the cross-over frequency: below this v˜x
dominates and above it x¨ dominates. Complementary filters
have been used previously for UAV velocity estimation, for
example to fuse velocity from low-rate optical flow with high-
rate inertial data[Corke , 2004].
6 Experiments and results
In this section we compare the performance of the onboard
100Hz state estimator with data recorded by a motion capture
system. The diameter of the pole was assumed to be known
and the camera intrinsic parameters had been estimated by a
calibration process A summary of the RMS error for the state
variables is given in Table 1. All results were obtained while
in manual pilot mode. The video demonstration is available
on online.3
6.1 Estimator accuracy
The performance of the pole tracker is shown in Figure 7
where it is compared with ground truth. Standard deviation
3http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZzfOHky9DYo
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Figure 7: x, camera to a pole, and y, left and right, posi-
tion estimation results from the forward looking high speed
camera. The first and third rows represent x and y position
estimation(red) and ground truth from a motion capture de-
vice(blue). The second and fourth rows are error between
ground truth and estimate. Standard deviation for x and y are
σx = 0.033m and σy =0.0534m.
for x and y, relative pole position, are σx = 0.033m and σy =
0.0534m. The performance of the proposed system is com-
pared with other work reported results in Figure 8.
The performance of the velocity estimator is shown in Fig-
ure 9 where it is compared with ground truth. The comple-
mentary filter gain was K = 0.9. Standard deviation for vx and
vy are σvx = 0.0559m/s and σvy = 0.0413m/s. The perfor-
mance is compared with other state-of-the-art works in Figure
10.
Table 1: Summary of results
State variable RMS units
x 0.033 m
y 0.0534 m
z 0.012 m
ψ 1.425 deg
vx 0.0559 m/s
vy 0.0413 m/s
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Figure 11: (Top) Yaw angle estimation of the proposed visual
compass (red) and ground truth from a motion capture device
(blue). (Bottom) error between ground truth and estimated
angle. Note that there are changes in rotation at 10s and 24s
and these introduce error in yaw angle estimation. Standard
deviation of error is σψ = 1.425◦
The performance of the yaw estimator is shown in Figure
12 and has a standard deviation of σψ = 1.425◦. We placed
objects on the ground (our lab floor is quite textureless) and
the average number of features is ≈ 250.
Altitude estimation is important for a vertical take off and
landing vehicle. Currently we are using ultrasonic ranging,
not vision, for this degree of freedom and the performance
against ground truth is shown in Figure 12. The height mea-
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Figure 12: Altitude estimation results from the sonar sensor.
Top shows ground truth (blue) and estimation (red). Bottom
is error between two measurement. Note that before taking
off the noise on the sonar sensor is due to a minimum reading
range of the sonar sensor, 0.15m. Standard deviation of error
is σz = 0.012m
surement is compensated with roll and pitch angle and has a
standard deviation of σz = 0.012m when the vehicle is above
0.5m. However for outdoor applications at heights over 5m
this sensor will fail and we will replace it with a vertical vi-
sual odometer.
6.2 Time performance
The overall CPU load for our visual state estimator is shown
in Figure 14. The line tracker takes 55% and the visual com-
pass 20%. Although the line tracker is fast, around 3ms per
frame, it runs at a very high frame rate.
We also benchmarked the feature detectors used for the vi-
sual compass in terms of processing speed, CPU and GPU
usage and number of features. [Furgale and Barfoot , 2010]
report 40% faster execution time for a GPU compared to
OpenCV4 but we observe high initial costs of the GPU-based
SURF feature detector, which we are investigating.
Figure 13 shows time profiling of the proposed visual com-
pass. and overall processing time 40ms for one iteration with
a 320×240 image.
7 Conclusions and future work
We have shown the feasibility of high-speed onboard vision-
based state estimation with a frame rate that breaks the 100Hz
barrier and starts to approach that of a motion capture sys-
tem. We have exploited commodity cameras and computers
and while the latter is currently larger and heavier than we
would like the trend continues toward smaller, cheaper and
more powerful computers.
The use of high-speed vision promises some important
benefits. From a vision standpoint the scene change from
frame to frame is small which means that simple vision fea-
tures (with poor invariance properties) should work well.
From a control standpoint a high frame sample rate, well
4http://opencv.willowgarage.com/wiki/
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Figure 13: This graph shows the visual compass timing pro-
filing with different number of features. We use around 200
features for matching with 1 pixel RANSAC threshold and 5
pixel perspective transformation threshold filtering. Note that
GPU based SURF detector shows the similar elapsed time
with different number of features.
above the dynamics of the vehicle, allows us to consider the
plant as a continuous time system — though the latency of
the sensor, USB communications and computing pipeline is
yet to be determined.
The key elements of our system are a line tracker that
uses model information to infer distance and bearing angle,
and a feature-based visual compass based on down looking
imagery. Both vision-based estimators demonstrate ground-
truthed levels of position and velocity accuracy comparable
with other systems reported in the literature.
There are many areas for future work. Our line tracker is
very well suited to parallel execution and could be ported to
the GPU. It could also benefit from the use of IMU data to
better predict the location of the line in the scene and the use
of subpixel techniques to improve the precision of the line
model. Distance sensitivity from apparent width is funda-
mentally limited and could be improved by using short base-
line stereo or structured light. The SURF feature detector,
even on a GPU, is quite expensive and we will investigate
FAST/BRIEF features for this purpose, and also investigate
key framing in the visual compass to reduce drift even fur-
ther. Vision-based altitude estimation, currently ultrasonic,
will be implemented as either vertical visual odometry or fea-
ture contraction in the downward camera, or a fusion of both.
All software ROS packages and comprehensive tutorial are
available on online5.
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Figure 14: (a) The total average time is 3.11ms. We measure
elapsed time by marking time stamps at a starting point and
an end point of algorithms. (b)The line tracker uses 55% due
to the high update rate. The sonar sensor altitude estimator,
the complimentary velocity estimator and the serial interface
driver with the MikroKopter flight control board use 12% of
CPU. We measure this CPU usage with the top command.
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Chapter 6
An IMU aided visual feature
prediction for robust line tracking
As presented in the previous chapter, fast and robust feature tracking is significant for
state estimation and accurate high quality estimates lead to stable control performance.
However aerial robots have faster dynamics which can make the system unstable in a
short time as introduced in the literature review (section 2.2.1). An IMU aided fast and
robust vertical line feature tracker [5] is presented in order to cope with the fast dynam-
ics of aerial robots. We utilize a 100Hz fast camera and a 70Hz IMU to predict the
image feature location at the next time step. A Image Jacobian which describes veloc-
ity of the line features to corresponding camera velocity is exploited for the prediction
model. The main contributions of the presented paper are
• Improvement of the line tracker performance using an IMU.
• Development sub-pixel interpolation for better accuracy.
• Performance comparison with the-state-of-the-art tracking algorithm (ViSP).
• Experiments in indoor and outdoor environments.
During the experiments, the maximum angular rate is 2.8 rad/s ≈ 160◦/s and the
maximum acceleration is 6m/s2. The detail derivation of point and line Image Jaco-
bians are presented in Appendices C.
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Abstract
This paper introduces an improved line tracker us-
ing IMU and vision data for visual servoing tasks.
We utilize an Image Jacobian which describes mo-
tion of a line feature to corresponding camera
movements. These camera motions are estimated
using an IMU. We demonstrate impacts of the pro-
posed method in challenging environments: maxi-
mum angular rate ≈ 160◦/s, acceleration ≈ 6m/s2
and in cluttered outdoor scenes. Simulation and
quantitative tracking performance comparison with
the Visual Servoing Platform (ViSP) are also pre-
sented.
1 INTRODUCTION
This paper presents an inertial measurement unit (IMU) aided
robust vertical line feature tracking for visual servoing tasks.
Robust feature tracking is one of the keys to success of these
tasks. Researchers have demonstrated reliable visual servoing
technique in a variety of camera configurations [Hutchinson
et al., 1996][Chaumette et al., 2006][O’Sullivan et al., 2013]:
observing a workspace by stationary external cameras, cam-
eras mounted on a robot manipulator or on a mobile robot
or an aerial robot. The mathematical visual servoing model
for these cases is similar, camera motion, however, is sig-
nificantly different and this introduces challenges for robust
feature tracking. We are interested in using an aerial robot
for a vertical infrastructure inspection as shown in Fig. 1.
In order to accomplish this task, it is required to obtain high
quality vision data and estimate accurate camera motion. Re-
cent high-speed camera technologies are able to provide this
vision data but there is still a gap for tracking features with ag-
ile camera movements. The yellow line from Fig. 1 denotes
the tracked line with only vision data. When a camera starts
moving fast, the line falls behind due to the motion during the
camera sampling time period, 10ms. This can be compen-
sated by estimating camera velocity using an IMU. We ex-
X-angular vel
X-acceleraion
Figure 1: Top left figure shows a predicted line (red) with the
proposed method and without this prediction (yellow). The
second column and bottom left is the corresponding IMU
measurements and the raw image. The maximum angular
rate is 2.8 rad/s ≈ 160◦/s and acceleration is 6m/s2. Three
gyro sensors, ADXRS610, and tree-axis MEMs accelerome-
ter, LIS344ALH, are utilized for experiments.
ploit a 70Hz IMU1 2 to estimate camera motion and a 100Hz
high-speed camera for vertical line feature extraction. The
tracked lines are fed into an Extended Kalman Filter (EKF)
for pose and velocity estimation. We then compute an Image
Jacobian with respect to the estimated states for line predic-
tion. This paper focuses on line prediction using an IMU to
improve line tracking performance. Major differences to our
previous work [Sa et al., 2012] and contributions of this paper
are:
• Presenting and demonstrating the line prediction model
using IMU for an aerial robot.
1LIS344ALH, STMicroelectrinics, http://www.st.com
2ADXRS610, Analog Devices, http://www.analog.com
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• Improved line tracking accuracy by using sub-pixel in-
terpolation.
• Performance comparison with ViSP in indoor and out-
door environments.
This paper is structured as follows: Section 2 introduces
related work and background. Section 3 and 4 address line
prediction model and sub-pixel interpolation. We present our
experimental results in Section 5 and conclusions in Section
6.
2 Related work and background
The major aim of visual servoing is to move the camera to the
target pose using visual information directly. There are two
different methods to visual servoing: Position based visual
servoing (PBVS) and image based visual servoing (IBVS).
These approaches are similar in using feature tracking but
PBVS needs an additional pose estimator. [Marchand et al.,
2005] demonstrates a feature tracking platform for visual ser-
voing. They implement a wide range of feature tracking: con-
tour, point, line, 3D model-based edge, edge-feature hybrid.
For edge tracking, convolutions are computed along the nor-
mal of a previous edge. M-Estimators then suppress outliers
to estimate an edge. Interestingly, the oriented gradient algo-
rithm determines position of points in the next image frame.
User input and predefined CAD models are required for ini-
tialization. In our approach [Sa et al., 2012], initialization
is automatically performed by a Hough transform [Hough ,
1959] and a Canny edge detector. [Voigt et al., 2011] exploit
an IMU for efficient outlier detection in poorly and repeti-
tively textured environments. They propagate the pose using
IMU data and compute point feature Jacobian for prediction.
They argue this method constrains the search area where the
matching feature is able to be found with high probability and
this also increases the ratio of inliers. The fundamental idea is
similar to the proposed method except we use the line feature
Jacobian for prediction.
Researchers also have presented IBVS for aerial robots.
IBVS has advantages of direct control task in image feature
space and is inherently robust to camera calibration and tar-
get modeling error. [Mahony et al., 2005] present pioneer-
ing achievements for IBVS using an aerial robot. They track
parallel line features and control a vehicle using backstep-
ping control. Similarly [Lee et al., 2012] present an adaptive
IBVS system with a quadrotor. They exploit point features,
adaptive sliding mode control and estimated depth, distance
between a camera image plane to a feature, using known ge-
ometric model of the target. This depth estimation is crucial
for IBVS performance. There are a number of approaches for
this problem [Corke, P. , 2011]: assuming a constant depth,
using multiple view techniques by recovering scale with an
additional sensor and using measurements from an additional
sensor with optical flow.
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Figure 2: (a) Coordinate systems definition. We assume the
transformation between {I} and {C} is constant. CRI rotates
a vector defined with respect to {I} to a vector with respect
to {C}. (b) Image plane representation of line parameters:
slope, α and intercept, β , measured in pixels.
3 IMU aided line prediction
Robust feature tracking plays an important role in vision
based methods. It is difficult to provide high quality track-
ing with agile camera motions and lighting condition change.
We make use of inertial measurements which can provide ac-
celeration and angular velocity in the body coordinate. Prop-
agating the current feature using inertial measurement allows
us to predict the next feature location in the image plane.
3.1 Coordinate systems
We define two right-handed frames: IMU {I} and camera
{C} which are shown in Fig 2(a). The x-axis of the IMU is
forward and the z-axis of the camera is forward. The notation
aRb denotes rotating a vector defined with respect to {b} to
a vector with respect to {a}. The inertial measurements can
thus be expressed in {C} by applying the rotation
CRI = Ry(pi/2)Rz(pi/2) (1)
3.2 2D line representation
A 2D line on the image plane, `, can be represented in ho-
mogenous form such that
`= `1u+ `2v+ `3 (2)
It is also possible to represent a 2D line with a simpler param-
eterization: polar coordinate or standard slope-interception
form. The latter representation is cheap to compute but has
a singularity for vertical lines which we want to track. For
vertical lines `1 ≈ 0 and |`2|  0 so we choose a parameter-
azation represented with α and β .
Lk = [αk,βk]T , where αk =
`1
`2
, βk =
−`3
`2
(3)
where Lk is the measurement at time k. Although there is
singularity for a horizontal line, we do not expect this in our
application, see Fig 2(b).
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3.3 Prediction model
We use a linear feature velocity model for line prediction
Lˆk+1 = Lk+∆L˙k (4)
where Lˆk+1 is the predicted line, L˙k is the feature veloc-
ity, Lk is the previously observed feature and ∆ is the sam-
ple time. In order to calculate feature velocity, we compute
an image Jacobian, Jl, which describes how a line moves
on the image plane as a function of camera spatial velocity,
v = [Cx˙,Cy˙,C z˙,Cωx,Cωy,Cωz].
L˙k = Jlkvk (5)
This image Jacobian is the derivative of 3D line projection
function with respect to a camera pose. We exploit Plu¨cker
line representation for the 3D line and an EKF for pose es-
timator. The line tracker has two phases: bootstrapping and
tracking. The computationally expensive Canny edge detec-
tion and Hough transform are utilized only once for boot-
strapping. After two pole edges are detected we compute
camera horizontal position using a pinhole camera model.
This is used for EKF initialization. Next the tracker is invoked
while the vehicle is flying. There are two steps: line search-
ing and line model fitting. Horizontal gradient (Sobel kernel)
images are computed. We sample uniformly distributed 60
points along the predicted lines. We then compute maxima
along a fixed length of horizontal scan line. This parame-
ter is empirically set to 24 pixel. These maxima are input
to a line fitting algorithm using Random sample consensus
(RANSAC) [Fischler et al., 1981], to update the line model
for the next iteration.
Fig. 3 shows the prediction result. The camera motion
is 1.7m/s2 along its x-axis and rotating 19 ◦/s about its z-
axis. The yellow and the red line from Fig. 3(b) denote with-
out prediction and with prediction respectively. Note that we
draw an image at time k+ 1 with the predicted line for time
k in order to demonstrate prediction. This figure qualitatively
shows that the red line is closer to the edge than the yellow.
Fig. 3(c) shows the statistical result over multiple line seg-
ments. We measure pixel intensities along a fixed length of
horizontal searching line (See a cyan line from Fig 3(b).) and
then plot them against U image coordinate in Fig. 3(c). The
red predicted line is close to the maxima whereas there is an
offset in the yellow line. This offset varies with motion of the
camera.
3.4 Simulation
In order to validate the prediction model, we simulate a cam-
era observing 2 world lines using the simulation framework
of [Corke, P. , 2011]. For IMU measurement, synthetic ac-
celeration and angular rate are created. The camera positions
and orientations vary in sinusoidal motion. The trajectory of
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Figure 3: (a) A raw image in controlled indoor environment.
(b) This figure shows a predicted line (red) and without pre-
diction (yellow). We sample pixel intensities along the pre-
dicted line (cyan). The number of samples is 60 and the hor-
izontal searching size is 24 in pixel. (c) The predicted line is
close to the maxima whereas there is 4.5 pixel offset without
prediction.
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Figure 4: (a) The camera is simulated for 1000 iterations and
these trajectories are downsampled by factor of 10. (b) Accu-
mulated a predicted line (red) and a current line (blue).
the camera and predicted line are shown in Fig. 4. This fig-
ure accumulates 10 samples current line (blue) and predicted
line (red). Blue lines are drawn over the predicted red line.
It implies the model is able to predict an exact next feature
location under ideal condition.
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4 Sub-pixel interpolation
Estimating the position of the maximum intensity along a
scan line is usually performed in discrete pixel space. This in-
tensity signal is a sampled representation of a continuous sig-
nal. There might be errors in discrete position of the maxima
and true position. It is difficult to measure the true position
of the maxima. However we might be able to reduce these
errors by using subpixel interpolation [Corke, P. , 2011]. A
common approach is to fit a quadratic function
y= aδ 2+bδ + c (6)
to the neighboring points, y(−1) and y(1), of a discrete max-
ima, y(0). We compute a closed form when the derivative of
the parabola function is zero.
δ =
1
2
y(−1)− y(1)
y(−1)−2y(0)+ y(1) (7)
This δ is the displacement between the discrete maxima and
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Figure 5: A sub-pixel interpolation example. Red dot at 14
denotes the discrete maxima. We choose 2 adjacent pixels of
it (green box). Red line is a parabola fit from (6) and δ is
0.5 in this example. The interpolated pixel location is 14.5
(triangle).
the peak of the parabola function. Fig. 5 illustrates this. We
have a discrete maxima at 14 (red circle) and δ is 0.5. The
interpolated maxima is 14.5. Again it is challenge to know
the true position of the maxima. Therefore we compare line
tracking quality in two cases: with and without sub-pixel in-
terpolation as shown in Fig. 6. We observe considerable noise
without sub-pixel interpolation in alpha during 0∼ 4 second.
We are investigating the impact of the sub-pixel interpolation
on the smoothness of control in a variety of conditions such
as flying indoor and outdoor.
5 Experiments
We present two sets of experimental results for tracking: in-
door and outdoor. In addition, we compare the performance
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Figure 6: Top and bottom figure show the slope (α) and in-
tercept (β ) respectively. We are able to see the quantization
effect during the period 0∼4 seconds.
of existing line tracking software, ViSP [Marchand et al.,
2005]. There are two key parameters which play significant
role in tracking performance and computational time: hori-
zontal scan line and vertical samples. We initialize these pa-
rameters as 24 and 60 for all methods for experiments. The
performance can be also seen in the associated video clip.
5.1 Experiment system configuration
100Hz vision and 70Hz IMU data are recorded using an
onboard single board computer running Ubuntu Linux and
Groovy Robot Operating System (ROS). The vision sensor
is a low-cost high-speed Playstation EyeToy connected via
USB. This CMOS camera has a rolling shutter which is prob-
lematic on a moving platform. We are able to adjust essen-
tial camera options (such as exposure, frame rate, gain etc.)
through the USB driver.
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Pole trackerCamera drv EKF estimator
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RS232
100Hz
70Hz
α1,β1,α2,β2
[
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]T
IMU
α˙1, β˙1, α˙2, β˙2Camera
Figure 7: Software system diagram. Different colors de-
note corresponding sampling rates. We track two lines, L =
[α,β ]T , for an EKF pose estimator. Then the feature veloci-
ties, L˙= [α˙, β˙ ]T , are computed using an Image Jacobian. All
software is implemented using ROS.
The IMU provides [Φ˙,a] where Φ˙ = [φ˙ , θ˙ , ψ˙] is the roll,
pitch and yaw angle rates and a the 3-axis acceleration, in the
body frame. Fig. 7 shows the system configuration. Differ-
ent colors denote different sampling rates and arrows denote
data flow at a given frequency. Each box is an individual
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Figure 8: Medians of the proposed algorithm and ViSP are
3.5ms and 3.05ms. Our algorithm reports slightly slower
computational time than ViSP. Most calculation time is con-
sumed by RANSAC line fitting. Even though it is also pos-
sible to outperform ViSP by relaxing parameters, we choose
rigorous parameters for robust and precise tracking. 0.3 pixel
threshold and 500 maximum iteration.
ROS node implemented using C++. ViSP 2.6.2 is used for
line tracking performance comparison. The proposed algo-
rithm and ViSP are executed on an Intel Core i5 3.33GHz
quad-core CPU. Fig 8 illustrates execution time and statis-
tics of both algorithm. Our algorithm is slightly slower than
ViSP on average and more variable. This is mainly due to the
RANSAC line fitting procedure [Fischler et al., 1981]. Al-
though, it is possible tune parameters in order to outperform
ViSP, we are unable to guarantee robust tracking.
5.2 Indoor environment
Tracking performance with line prediction is evaluated in a
controlled indoor environment. A platform which mounts
a camera and IMU is hand carried and randomly moved
around the target. We compare line tracking performance
with/without the proposed prediction model. ViSP also is
evaluated with the same dataset and parameters.
Fig. 9(a) shows the results. The tracker without the pre-
diction model performs poorly when the camera moves fast,
whereas the proposed model provides accurate prediction.
Although ViSP is able to track well, around 17 second the
software crashed due to insufficient measured points. Related
video can be seen in 4.ViSP comparison Indoor
experiment.
5.3 Outdoor environment
The tracker is also executed in cluttered outdoor environ-
ments. Fig. 10 shows the tracked α and β values. The
proposed algorithm and ViSP show accurate tracking perfor-
mance in the outdoor environment. Interestingly, the results
from ViSP vary occasionally even for the same dataset. It is
able to track as shown in the corresponding video 5.ViSP
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Figure 9: A line tracking result in indoor environment. A
tracker is unable to track without prediction model (dotted
line) when a camera moves fast. ViSP is crashed around 17
second due to not enough measurement (blue line).
comparison Outdoor experiment. Fig 10 shows
that ViSP lost tracking around 20 second with the same data.
The outdoor dataset was recorded and replayed at 100Hz for
performance comparison. There are several frames drops
while replaying recorded video due to the limitation of the
available hardware capacity. The proposed algorithm is able
to handle this frame drops whereas ViSP randomly loses a
line.
6 Conclusions and future work
We have demonstrated an IMU aided robust and accurate line
prediction. An Image Jacobian for a line is computed and
incorporated with the inertial measurements for prediction of
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Figure 10: A line tracking result in outdoor environment.
ViSP lost tracking around 21 second. The red line denotes
the proposed method and is able to track a line.
the next line on the image plane. Although this approach is
simple and intuitive, there are two significant benefits: robust-
ness and accuracy. Since we are able to predict where the next
line is going to be, it is possible to constrain the line search-
ing area to be as compact as possible. This leads us to reduce
the ratio of outliers and improve accuracy. Sub-pixel interpo-
lation finds the confined maxima and allows us to track a line
accurately as well.
Experimental results demonstrate line tracking perfor-
mance with/without the proposed algorithm in indoor and
outdoor environments. The ViSP comparison gives an insight
into the efficiency and reliability of the proposed algorithm.
In this paper we utilize a 100Hz high-speed camera and the
use of this promises some important other benefits. From a vi-
sion perspective, for example, the scene change from frame to
frame is small which means that simple visual features (with
poor invariance properties) should work well. From a control
viewpoint, a high sample rate is important for rejection of dis-
turbance and for lag compensation using estimated velocity.
We are using the proposed algorithm for aerial robot stabi-
lization with respect to the target at high update rates. This
implies the flying robot is able to tightly lock on to the tar-
get and move up, down and around the target for inspection
purposes.
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Chapter 7
Visual servoing for a VTOL platform
control
This section presents position [6] and image [7] based visual servoing for close-quarters
navigation. This chapter also makes use of the fast line tracker presented in the pre-
vious chapter as the front-end feature tracker. Position based visual servoing (PBVS)
uses measured visual features, a camera calibration, and prior knowledge about the
target in order to determine the pose of camera with respect to the target. We use an
Extended Kalman Filter for a state estimator with Plu¨cker line representation. State
estimation and control are presented in SE(3) space.
On the other hand Image based visual servoing (IBVS) omits the pose estimation
block and only exploits the image features directly for controlling which is performed
in image coordinate (SE(2)). It is challenging in control due to the fact that the image
features are non-linear function of camera pose (i.e. IBVS yields desired velocities
which robotics platform cannot follow in SE(3) space). PBVS (Fig. 7.1(a)) and IBVS
(Fig. 7.1(b)) are shown for a VTOL platform control.
As shown in the previous chapter, a pinhole camera model is used for distance
estimation. The distance, from a camera to a target along the camera’s optical axis
with respect to the target’s coordinate, is a function of projected line features which
are ignored in the previous chapter. This affects the state estimation when the VTOL
platform tilts in the direction it intends to move as two vertical parallel lines become
trapezoidal shaped non-parallel lines. The paper [6] includes 3D line modeling us-
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(b) Image based Visual Servoing for a VTOL platform control
ing Plu¨cker line representation and EKF based camera position state estimation with
respect to a target. The main contributions of the paper [6] are therefore
• Presenting fast sensing with position and image based visual servoing
• Introducing Plu¨cker line in order to represent the geometric relationship between
a camera and a target.
• Demonstrating the impact of fast sensing by comparing its output with different
sampling rate.
• Developing a nested velocity and position controllers and their simulation.
• Onboard and real time processing at 100Hz for line tracking and state estimation.
• Performance evaluation using motion capture ground truth and sharing source
code and technical tutorial to community.
We define there are three coordinate systems as shown Fig. 7.1 and state estimation
are expressed in the world coordinate. Euler angle is utilized for angle representa-
tion and we assume the transformation between the camera coordinate, {C}, and the
body coordinate, {B}, is static. We assume the width of pole is known and a VTOL
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platform flies small angle of attitudes as same as the previous chapter 4. State estima-
tor, measurement modeling and utilizing the fast camera are different to the previous
chapters.
y
x
z
{W}
y
x
z
{B}
{W} =World coordinate
{B} =Body coordinate
{C} =Camera coordinate
ARB =Rotating a vector defined
w.r.t {B}to a vector w.r.t {A}.
tn =Translation
y
x
z
{C}
WRB, t0
BRC , t1
M1
M2M3
M4
(c) (d)
Figure 7.1: Coordinate systems definition.
Image feature errors are caused by under-actuated characteristics of VTOL plat-
forms as introduced in literature review 2.2.3.3. Image Jacobian for line features and
de-rotation techniques are used to eliminate these feature errors. The main contribu-
tions of the paper [7] are
• The development of line feature based IBVS for VTOL platform for close-
quarters flying
• UAV-based pole inspections in outdoor environments, with wind, and at night
• Indoor/outdoor ground truth comparison for performance evaluation.
We demonstrate indoor [6] and outdoor [7] experiments with acceptable ground
truth comparison. The results are comparable to the state-of-the-art achievements.
Note that we use two different flying vehicles in this chapter as shown in Table
7. The position based visual servoing research [6] uses a quadrotor platform from
MikroKopter whereas a research grade hexarotor from Ascending Technology is uti-
lized for the image based visual servoing [7]. Although a front camera and a sonar sen-
sor are identical, the IMU measurements are obtained at a higher rate on the hexarotor.
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Two 60MHz ARM-7 micro-controllers (Low-Level and High-Level Processor) are ex-
ploited for data fusion and attitude control in the Ascending Technology FCU [59].
Payloads are also different due to weight of the onboard processor. Since PBVS and
IBVS were demonstrated on different flying platform, it may be difficult to quantita-
tively compare results between PBVS and IBVS to tell which approach is more suitable
for the pole inspection task. However it is obvious using a high-performance autopilot
for IMU sensing and attitude estimation and carrying less payload yields better results.
Name [6] [7]
Onboard
Processor
SECOnITX-ION, Dual core
1.9GHz Celeron, 4GB RAM
Odroid-U2, Cortex-A9 Quad core
1.7GHz ARM, 2GB RAM
OS Ubuntu Linux 12.04(64bits) Ubuntu Linux 13.04(64bits)
Camera Playstation EyeToy Playstation EyeToy
IMU 70Hz MEMs 1kHz MEMs
Sonar MB1020 MB1020
Autopilot Mikrokoper FC2.0(8bit
16MHz)
Ascending technology FCU, two
32bit 60MHz ARM for LLP and HLP
Battery 4C 5000mAh Lipo 3C 5000mAh Lipo
Duration 16mins 20mins
# props 4 6
Weight 1.9kg 1kg
Control PBVS IBVS
It is possible to directly compare the performance of PBVS and IBVS with the
same flying platform using the hexarotor firefly from Ascending technology. Table 7.1
and 7.2 show hovering performance in different environments such as indoor, outdoor
in daylight, and outdoor at night. For comparison, we computed the standard deviation
of the control performance error for the same length of flight time (50s). PBVS outper-
forms IBVS for indoor, outdoor in daylight and outdoor at night except the state x of
PBVS (but it is very close). This implies that the pose estimation results are accurate
and PBVS may be the preferred solution for pole inspection tasks.
Interestingly, however, IBVS shows similar performance for the circumnavigation
task as shown in Table 7.3. Image scene changes less for the hovering task than for
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the circumnavigation task. This results in increasing measurement noise that is already
determined for the EKF pose estimator. Although the EKF performed well in process
and measurement noise tuned environments, they do over- and underestimate states
when measurement noise are changing. This is well-known issue of all Gaussian based
deterministic filters. IBVS would be the better solution for inspection tasks due to its
simplicity (controlling in the image plane), robustness to error in depth and camera
and target calibration errors and reduced computational complexity, and is suitable for
multiple camera extensions [60]. In addition, the development of pose estimator is
time consuming since it is quite difficult to choose process and measurement noise
parameters and debug a filter framework.
Table 7.1: PBVS hovering performance summary (standard deviation)
Indoor Outdoor (day)
Outdoor 
(night) Indoor
Outdoor 
(day)
Outdoor 
(night)
0.048 0.038 0.047 0.016 0.019 0.019 m
0.024 0.028 0.043 0.01 0.024 0.03 m
0.011 0.022 0.016 0.008 0.015 0.013 m
___ ___ ___ 0.038 0.12 0.152 m/s
___ ___ ___ 0.015 0.053 0.108 m/s
___ ___ ___ 0.042 0.04 0.031 m/s
___ ___ ___ 0.294 ___ ___ deg
___ ___ ___ 1.25 ___ ___ deg
Time interval 15~55 10~50 10~50 15~55 10~50 10~50 s
Control performance State estimator performance
State Unit
!x
!y
!z
φ
θ
x
y
z
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Table 7.2: IBVS hovering control performance summary (standard deviation)
State
w.r.t {W} Indoor Outdoor(day) Outdoor(night) Unit
x 0.084 0.068 0.033 m
y 0.057 0.076 0.050 m
z 0.013 0.013 0.013 m
Duration 15∼55 15∼55 15∼55 s
Wind speed — 1.8∼2.5 less than 1 m/s
The height change during these experiments is due to a box that was placed on the
ground as a takeoff and landing platform. Since the aircraft maintains a fixed height
above the ground beneath it, it climbs when flying over the box.
Note that experimental results presented this chapter are for around one minute
flight time which is a reasonable and acceptable duration to demonstrate the perfor-
mance of a system and gather sufficient performance data. Many well-known pub-
lished papers also demonstrate less than one minute flight time [61][62][63][59][64][65][66][67].
Table 7.3: Circum-navigation performance comparison
PBVS IBVS Unit
Max error margin 0.024 0.017 m
Standard deviation 0.038 0.034 m
Duration 0∼75 0∼75 s
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Close-quarters Quadrotor flying for a pole inspection with Position
Based Visual Servoing and High-Speed Vision
Inkyu Sa and Peter Corke
Abstract— This paper presents a 100Hz monocular position
based visual servoing system to control a quadrotor flying in
close proximity to vertical structures approximating a narrow,
locally linear shape. Assuming the object boundaries are rep-
resented by parallel vertical lines in the image, detection and
tracking is achieved using Plu¨cker line representation and a line
tracker. The visual information is fused with IMU data in an
EKF framework to provide fast and accurate state estimation.
A nested control design provides position and velocity control
with respect to the object. Our approach is aimed at high
performance on-board control for applications allowing only
small error margins and without a motion capture system, as
required for real world infrastructure inspection. Simulated and
ground-truthed experimental results are presented.
I. INTRODUCTION
Our work is motivated by the problem of inspecting
vertical infrastructure such as street light or electrical poles.
There are more than 175 million street lights in the world
which need to be inspected periodically1. The options for
inspecting locations above the ground are quite limited, and
all are currently cumbersome. Ladders can be used up to
a height of 5 ∼ 7 meters but are quite dangerous. Each
year in the United States more than 160 people are killed
in ladder accidents and 242,000 injured2. Cherry pickers can
be used but vehicle access is required and the setup time is
significant. Beyond that height a person either climbs up the
structure or rappels down from the top, both of which are
slow and hazardous.
A variety of climbing robots have been proposed for man-
made vertical infrastructure. Typically, these robots mimic
reptiles [1], insects [2] or mammals [3] and they must phys-
ically contact the surface. This requires complex mechanical
design and detailed dynamic analysis.
Inspection from manned rotorcraft is possible but is expen-
sive and only suitable in non-urban environments. In recent
years we have seen significant technology advances in small
unmanned VTOL platforms, in particular multi-rotors. These
have been made possible by advances in power electronics,
MEMS sensors and micro controllers. These systems are
cost efficient, have sufficient payload and ample endurance
to perform useful tasks, including vertical infrastructure
inspection. In addition they are low-weight, which reduces
the hazard inherent in their operation.
However, controlling such vehicles requires considerable
operation skill which reduces the general applicability of this
The authors are with the CyPhy Laboratory, School of Electrical En-
gineering and Computer Science, Queensland University of Technology,
Australia. i.sa@qut.edu.au, peter.corke@qut.edu.au
12007 Echelon, Monitored Outdoor Lighting
22011 National Electronic Injury Surveillance System Data Highlights
Fig. 1. The Cyphy Lab quadrotor research platform (MikroKopter) visual
servoing with respect to a vertical structure. The vehicle carries a front
facing 100Hz camera and all processing is performed on board.
technology. A skilled operator is continually estimating the
pose of the vehicle with respect to the goal and adjusting
the joystick accordingly. The precision of this falls off
with distance and is impossible for applications that require
measurement beyond line of sight.
In this paper we describe a high performance quadro-
tor visual servoing system that uses a 100 Hz front-facing
monocular camera and 70 Hz inertial data to reliably stabilize
a quadrotor close to a cylinder-shaped vertical structure. We
assume the diameter of the cylindrical structure is given.
Major differences to our previous work [4] and contributions
of this paper are:
• Presenting 100 Hz position based visual servoing which
makes use of Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) framework
as an estimator.
• Introducing Plu¨cker line representation in order to de-
scribe the geometric relationship between a structure
and a camera.
• Design a nested control system and simulation.
• Demonstrating impact of 100 Hz processing by compar-
ing its output with different sampling rates.
• Onboard processing, sharing source code and technical
documents to community.
https://code.google.com/p/cyphy-pole-quad
This paper is structured as follows: Section II introduces
related work and background. Section III describes image
processing and camera system. Section IV and V address
estimation and controller design. We present our experimen-
tal results in Section VI and conclusions in Section VII.
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II. RELATED WORK/BACKGROUND
Autonomous robot platforms require estimation of their
state in order to navigate. GPS guided multi-rotor systems
have been demonstrated for outdoor navigation and shown
stable performance [5]. However, GPS is unavailable in
indoor, underground and in urban environments due to multi-
pathing and signal attenuation. Significant research has thus
been devoted to developing systems that can operate in GPS-
denied environments. For example, Mellinger et al. [6] and
Lupashin et al. [7] have demonstrated impressive control
performance within a motion capture system. This provides
accurate high-speed estimates of vehicle state, but operation
is limited to the coverage area of the capture system.
If flying outside a motion capture system a controller
has to deal with a suite of less accurate sensors, many of
which are subject to drift. Much research has been directed
toward optimal estimation of vehicle state from multiple
sensors; sensor fusion. Bachrach et al. [8] and Weiss et
al. [9] presented systems that estimate state by utilizing
a 40 Hz laser range finder, or a 10 Hz monocular camera
in an EKF framework. Grzonka et al. [10] proposed an
autonomous flying robot system based on Bayesian Simulta-
neous Localization and Mapping (SLAM) techniques. Laser
data was transmitted to a ground station at 10 Hz and the
vehicle was localized with respect to generated maps. We
aim to fly without a motion capture system using fast sensing
techniques (100 Hz) for measurement.
Fast sensing techniques in light-weight aerial robotics are
gaining momentum with considerable growth in sensor and
integrated circuit technology. This fast update rate allows
quick response to disturbances and yields robust smooth
maneuvers. Recent results have demonstrated the advantages
of using these fast sample rate sensors. Curler et al. [11]
presented preliminary results toward multiple flying vehicles
that utilize structured infrared LEDs and a 100 Hz infrared
camera for state estimation and control. This infrared camera
is able to return the sizes and pixel centroid locations of point
features. In our approach, we utilize an ordinary camera and
extract natural salient line features using image processing
techniques.
We use Plu¨cker line representation to describe the target
since it has useful linear projection characteristics. This line
representation has been used previously for SLAM systems
[12] and 3D line reconstruction application [13] for ground
robots in static environments and for image-based visual
servoing on a quadrotor system [14].
III. IMAGE PROCESSING/CAMERA SYSTEM
In this section we define our coordinate systems and
introduce the Plu¨cker line representation of the target object.
Details of the line detection and tracking system are then
presented.
A. Coordinate Systems Definition
We define three right-handed frames: world {W}, body
{B} and camera {C} which are shown in Fig 2. Note that
both {W} and {B} have their z-axis downward while {C}
y
x
z
{W}
y
x
z
{B}
y
x
z
{C}
BRW , t0
CRW , t2
CRB, t1
{W} =World frame
{B} =Body frame
{C} =Camera frame
tn =Translation
Fig. 2. Coordinate systems definition. Transformation between {B} and
{C} is constant whereas {W} and {B} vary as the quadrotor moves. CRB
rotates a vector defined with respect to {B} to a vector with respect to {C}
has its z-axis (camera optical axis) in the horizontal plane
of the propellers. We define the notation aRb which rotates
a vector defined with respect to {b} to a vector with respect
to {a}.
The camera attitude can thus be expressed as a series of
rotation matrix multiplications such that
WRC = WRBBRC ; WRB = Rx(φ)Ry(θ)Rz(ψ) (1)
and φ, θ and ψ denote roll, pitch and yaw angle. They
are defined as rotations about the {W} z, y and x-axes
respectively. The camera is mounted on the vehicle with its
optical axis in the horizontal plane, such that
BRC = Ry(pi/2)Rz(pi/2) (2)
which we combine to write
WRC =Rx(φ)Ry(θ)Rz(ψ)Ry(pi/2)Rz(pi/2) (3)
The angular rates are related to angular velocity by
 φ˙θ˙
ψ˙
 =
 1 sin(φ) tan(θ) cos(φ) tan(θ)0 cos(φ) − sin(φ)
0 sin(φ)cos(θ)
cos(φ)
cos(θ)
 BωxBωy
Bωz

(4)
where Bωx, Bωy and Bωz are the angular velocity compo-
nents about the x,y and z axes of {B}.
B. Line Representation
A quadrotor must tilt into the direction it wants to move,
and this causes line features to move in the image. In order
to describe this relationship, it is required to use a 3D line
representation. A 3D line can be described using various
parameterizations including two 3D points, intersection of
two 3D planes, closest point with direction or two projec-
tions. These representations vary in terms of their properties
including completeness, reprojection characteristics with a
perspective camera and the number of internal constraints
[15]. Plu¨cker coordinates [16] have been widely used in
the computer vision and the robotic community for 3D
line reconstruction [13], line based visual servoing [14] and
SLAM [12]. Plu¨cker coordinates describe a line joining the
two 3D points WA and WB ∈ R3 in the world frame
according to
WL = WA˜WB˜T −WB˜WA˜T (5)
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(a) Raw image (320×240) of the
pole using front high speed camera.
(b) Hough transform yields 140 can-
didate lines. (green)
(c) Detected pole edges (green)
chosen from line candidates based
on slope, intercept, line length and
edge strength.
(d) The line tracker detects inliers
(red and magenta dots) and creates
the best line model for each vertical
line then updates the next searching
line model (cyan and green).
Fig. 3. Stages in the line tracking process [4]: (a) Raw image. (b) Hough
transform. Computational time of this step varies depending on number of
line features in the scene. (c) Select best candidates based on target geometry
priors. Boot strapping is completed at this step. (d) Line tracking.
where WL is a Plu¨cker matrix ∈ R4×4. The tilde denotes
the homogeneous form of the point (∈ P3). A camera matrix
(intrinsic and extrinsic) C(ξC) ∈ R3×4, is given by
C(ξC) =
 fx 0 u00 fy v0
0 0 1
 1 0 0 00 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
 ξ−1C (6)
= KP0ξ
−1
C
where ξC is the camera pose ∈ SE(3) with respect to the
world coordinate, fx and fy are focal length, u0 and v0 are
principal point. The projection of WL onto the camera image
plane is given by
[`]× =C(ξC) WL C(ξC)T (7)
where [`]× is a skew-symmetric matrix and ` = (`1, `2, `3)
is the homogeneous line equation on the image plane.
`1u+ `2v + `3 = 0 (8)
u and v denote a horizontal and vertical axis of image plane
respectively (see Fig 4).
C. Line Detection and Tracking
We make use of our previous fast line tracker [4] which
we briefly summarize here. The computationally expensive
Canny edge detection and Hough transform are utilized only
for boot strapping. Once two pole edges are detected we
compute camera horizontal position using a pinhole camera
model. This is used for EKF initialization.
Next the tracker is invoked while the vehicle is flying.
There are two steps: line searching and line model fitting.
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Fig. 4. (a) Perspective image of a line WL in 3D space. a and b are
projections of the world point and ` is a line on the image plane. (b) Image
plane representation of slope (α) and intercept (β), measured in rad and
pixels respectively.
Horizontal gradient (Sobel kernel) images are computed. We
sample uniformly distributed points along previous detected
lines. Afterward, we compute maxima along a fixed length
of horizontal searching line. These maxima are input to a
line fitting algorithm using RANSAC [17], to update the line
model for the next iteration. The total number of samples,
searching line and RANSAC parameters affect tracking per-
formance. Since this tracking procedure must be completed
in 10 ms, we empirically choose parameters within this
constraint. 60 samples/line, 24 pixels for searching line, 0.3
pixel and 500 for RANSAC threshold and the maximum
iteration respectively. Fig 3 illustrates these phases and more
details on boot strapping and algorithm are presented [4].
Each line is represented in homogeneous form (8), but to
simplify the state estimator we use a simpler parameteriza-
tion such that
[αk, βk]
T , where αk =
`1
`2
, βk =
−`3
`2
(9)
and n denotes line number at sample k. Note that this
parameterization is pi2 rotated form of a 2D line in order
to avoid the singular case for a vertical line. This is non-
singular for all cases except a horizontal line (`2 = 0) which
we do not expect in our application, see Fig 4(b).
IV. ESTIMATION
A. Horizontal plane EKF
The position and velocity of the vehicle in the horizontal
plane is estimated using a 100 Hz vision and 70 Hz inertial
data. These sensor modalities are complementary in that the
IMU outputs are subject to drift over time, whereas the
visually acquired pole edge measurements are drift free and
absolute with respect to the world coordinate.
1) Process model: The process model for a flying body
assumes constant acceleration as used by [18].
WXˆ〈k + 1|k〉 = AWXˆ〈k|k〉+Bbk + v (10)
where WXk =
[Wxk,Wyk,W x˙k,W y˙k, φk, θk]T .
Xˆ〈k + 1|k〉 is the estimate of X at time k + 1 given
observations up to time k. bk =
[
W x¨k,W y¨k, φ˙k, θ˙k
]T
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Fig. 5. Projection model for a cylindrical object. WA,WB,WC,WD ∈
R3 denote points in the world frame with ak, bk, ck, dk ∈ R2 denoting
their corresponding projection onto a planar imaging surface at a sample
k. Although we actually measure different world points between frames,
they are considered to be the same point due to the cylindrical nature of
the object and the choice of line representation.
represents the sensor observed motion of the vehicle. A and
B describe the evolution of a state vector and are given by
A =

1 0 ∆t 0 0 0
0 1 0 ∆t 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 1
B =

1
2∆t
2 0 0 0
0 12∆t
2 0 0
∆t 0 0 0
0 ∆t 0 0
0 0 ∆t 0
0 0 0 ∆t

(11)
It is worth mentioning accelerometers measure the differ-
ence between the actual acceleration of a robot and the
gravity vector in {B}. Therefore, accelerations in {W},[W x¨,W y¨,W z¨]T are
Wa = WRBBam − g (12)
where g is a downward gravity vector, [0, 0, g]T and Bam is
the accelerometer measurement. Process noise v is given as
v ∼ N (0,Q) (13)
Q = diag [σ2Wx σ2Wy σ2W x˙ σ2W y˙ σ2φ σ2θ ]
where Q is the covariance matrix of the process noise.
N (0,Q) denotes a zero-mean Gaussian noise. σ is standard
deviation of the corresponding states. The covariance prop-
agation step follows the standard Kalman Filter procedure.
There is an ambiguity for Wy and yaw angle (ψ), as both
result in the target appearing to move horizontally in the
image and it is a challenge to decouple them without using
additional sensors. Therefore, we omit yaw (heading) angle
estimation in the EKF states and assume it is controlled
independently.
2) Measurement model: Four points ∈ R3 that lie on the
two side edges of a pole are defined in {W}. Two Plu¨cker
lines, WL1 and WL2, are formed and projected onto the
image plane. This is shown in Fig. 5.
We partition the measurement into two components: visual
zcam and inertial zIMU. The measurement vector is
Zk =

`1k
`2k
φk
θk
 = [ zcamzIMU
]
(14)
where `ik ∈ R2 are the 2D line from the tracker (See (9)). The
projected line observation is given by the nonlinear function
with (7)
zcam =
[
hcam(
WL1,W xˆk,W yˆk, φˆk, θˆk,w)
hcam(
WL2,W xˆk,W yˆk, φˆk, θˆk,w)
]
(15)
=

C(W xˆk,W yˆk, φˆk, θˆk)WL1
C(W xˆk,W yˆk, φˆk, θˆk)T
C(W xˆk,W yˆk, φˆk, θˆk)WL2
C(W xˆk,W yˆk, φˆk, θˆk)T
 (16)
Note unobservable states, Wzk and ψ, are omitted. w is
measurement noise with measurement covariance matrix, R
w ∼ N (0,R) (17)
R = diag [σ2α1 σ2β1 σ2α2 σ2β2 σ2φ σ2θ]
Again, we manually tune these parameters by comparing
filter output with Vicon ground truth. We generated the run-
time code for (16) using the MATLAB symbolic toolbox
and then exporting the C++ code. This model is 19K lines
of code but computation time is just 6µs.
The update step for the filter requires linearization of this
line model and evaluation of the two Jacobians
Hx =
∂hcam
∂x
|Xˆ(k), Hw =
∂hcam
∂w
(18)
Hx is a function of state that includes the camera projection
model. We also use the MATLAB symbolic toolbox and
automatic code generation (58K lines of code) for Hx. It
takes 30µs to compute in the C++ implementation.
The remaining observations are the vehicle attitude, di-
rectly measured by the onboard IMU (zIMU) and reported at
70Hz over a serial link. The linear observation model for the
attitude is
zIMU =
[
φk
θk
]
= HIMU
WXˆ (19)
HIMU =
[
0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0
]
(20)
The measurements zcam and zIMU are available at 100 Hz
and 70 Hz respectively. The EKF is synchronous with the
100 Hz vision data and the most recent zIMU measurement is
used for the filter update. Inputs-outputs of horizontal plane
EKF is presented in Fig 7.
3) Simulation: In order to validate the EKF line model
and Jacobian, we create a virtual camera observing four
points, Pi ∈ R3 and move the camera with sinusoidal motion
in 4 DOF (Wx,Wy, φ, θ) using the simulation framework
of [19]. Note that z and ψ are omitted here since they
are difficult to determine using a front facing monocular
camera. z is almost unobservable from two vertical lines
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of the pole and there is an ambiguity between ψ and y axis
translation. To emulate the errors in line measurements we
set the measurement uncertainties to be σα = 1◦ and σβ = 4
pixels in line parameters, α and β, from (9). Estimation
results, their confidence boundary and noise parameters are
shown in Fig. 6. We see good quality estimates of position
and velocity in the horizontal plane, whilst decoupling the
effects of attitude on the projected line parameters. We see
that the x-axis estimation is noisier than the y-axis. A closer
object moves more in the image plane than one further out.
camera
Position,velocity
controller
Attitude 
controller
Line 
tracker
Horizontal 
plane EKF
-
+WX⇤
WXˆ
IMU
u , u✓
Bam,  ˙, ✓˙, , ✓
Reference 	
  states
Fig. 7. Input-output of horizontal plane EKF. uφ and uθ denote control
inputs for roll and pitch commands. `1 and `2 are tracked 2D lines andBam is onboard acceleration measurement from IMU. Position and velocity
controllers are addressed in Section V.
B. Vertical state estimation using KF
We observe altitude directly using a down-facing ultra-
sonic sensor at 20 Hz, but the update rate is too low for
control purposes and any derived velocity signal has too
much lag. Therefore we use another Kalman Filter to fuse
this with the 70 Hz inertial data which includes vertical
acceleration in {B}. The sonar sensor is calibrated by least
square fitting to ground truth state estimates. The altitude
and z-axis acceleration measurement in {B} are transformed
to {W} using φˆ and θˆ angles and (12). WXalt is the vertical
state,
[Wz,W z˙]T and the process model is given by
WXˆalt〈k+1|k〉 =A
alt
[ W zˆ〈k|k〉
W ˆ˙z〈k|k〉
]
+BaltW z¨ + valt (21)
where Aalt =
[
1 ∆t
0 1
]
, Balt =
[
1
2∆t
2
∆t
]
(22)
valt is process noise vector of Wz and W z˙. The covariance
matrices of process and measurement noise, Qalt and Ralt,
are defined in the same way as discussed in IV-A. The
observation matrix is Halt =
[
1 0
]
.
V. CONTROLLER DESIGN
A quadrotor platform is an under-actuated dynamic sys-
tem that is force actuated and undamped. This makes it
challenging to control as high-quality velocity signals are
required. The hardware platform we use in this paper has a
mass of 1.85 kg and is about 3 times heavier than the one
reported in our previous work [20], due to improved onboard
image processing capability. This requires more thrust and
higher average rotor speeds to lift the platform which leads
us to revisit system modeling. The system dynamics are
identified by recording command inputs and attitude outputs
during manual flight. The position and velocity controllers
are designed using these dynamic models in MATLAB and
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(a) SimulatedW xˆ andW yˆ position estimation results with 3σ confidence
boundary.
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(b) Simulated W ˆ˙x and W ˆ˙y velocity estimation simulation results with
3σ confidence boundary.
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(c) Simulated φˆ and θˆ angle simulation results with 3σ confidence
boundary.
Fig. 6. Simulated results for horizontal plane state estimation using vision
only. We add the line measurement uncertainties, σα = 1◦ and σβ = 4
pixels to simulate the error. Most of the states are within 3σ confidence
level. Total simulation time is 10 sec, with sampling rate of 100Hz.
Simulink. This allows us to determine appropriate controller
gains before flying, and to fine tune them with ROS online
parameter reconfiguration while flying. For forward motion
we are interested in the pitch response where the input is
pitch command θ∗ (an arbitrary “stick input” in the range
-700 to 700) and the output is the IMU pitch angle mea-
surement θˆ (radians). Actual flight data and the response of
our second-order discrete time model which has 0.0135 sec
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Fig. 8. Actual response, y and simulated model output, Model, for
quadrotor pitch axis. This discrete-time model has 2 poles and 0 zeros with
0.0135 sec sample time. Fitting score to the output is 86.93%.
sample time
G(z) =
8.75× 10−5z
z2 − 1.784z + 0.804 (23)
is compared in Fig. 8. The model exhibits a rise time of
0.461 sec and a settling time of 0.8 sec and is a function of
the attitude controller embedded in the MikroKopter flight
controller. The roll axis model is similar due to the vehicle’s
symmetry.
A. xy-horizontal control
Fig. 9 shows the control structure for translational motion.
An inner proportional velocity controller and an outer PI
position controller run at 100 Hz, synchronized with the
camera and the horizontal EKF. By making a small angle
assumption, the force acting on the quadrotor along the x-
axis of {W} can be modeled as Wfx = g sinθ [20] [21].
A large acceleration noise, Nx¨ ∼ (0, 0.5 m/ s2), is added to
the system.
We model communications delay inherent in the RS232
telemetry data transmission between the onboard PC and
the MikroKopter flight controller. This is estimated based on
packet size and baud rate. We also model processing delay
which lumps together: image acquisition time (exposure
time and image transport), line feature extraction and EKF
execution. Image transport time over the USB bus is difficult
to determine and we choose a reasonable maximum delay
based on the camera sampling rate, 2 samples ∼ 20 ms. Fig.
10 shows simulation results for horizontal position, x, and
velocity, x˙, with the above-mentioned time delay models and
horizontal dynamics model.
B. Vertical control
We use altitude, Wz, and altitude rate, W ˆ˙z, from the ver-
tical axis Kalman Filter as feedback for the thrust command
uhk such that
uhk = Kp(
Wz∗ −W zˆ) +Kieh +KdW ˆ˙z〈k|k〉 + uoffk (24)
where W ˆ˙z〈k|k〉 is vertical axis velocity estimate at time
k and eh is the integral error over time. The steady state
thrust uoffk required for hover is a function of battery voltage.
We use a cubic polynomial model driven by the measured
Lithium-Polymer terminal voltage [20].
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Fig. 10. Simulation results for position and velocity controller. x, x∗ and x˙
denote the position (with respect to world coordinate along x axis), desired
x position and velocity states. Rise time for this position controller is around
5 s and standard deviation is 0.031m during 5 s∼30 s interval.
VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We present two sets of experimental results for state
estimation and controller performance while hovering. Three
different visual sampling rates were tested including 30 Hz,
60 Hz and 100 Hz while the controller gains remain fixed.
The performance can be seen in the associated video clip
with additional details available online1.
A. Hardware and software system set up
All processing is performed by an onboard single board
computer (SBC) with a dual core 1.9 GHz Celeron CPU
running Ubuntu Linux and Robot Operating System (ROS).
Weight, including additional 4 GB RAM and compact flash,
is 314 g and consumes 20 W. With this configuration, the
quadrotor is able to fly up to 16 mins. The camera is a low-
cost high-speed Playstation EyeToy connected via USB. This
CMOS camera has a rolling shutter which is problematic on
a moving platform. We are able to adjust essential camera
options (such as exposure, frame rate, gain etc.) through
the USB driver. The IMU provides [Φ, Φ˙,a] where Φ is
the roll-pitch-yaw angles [φ, θ, ψ], Φ˙ the RPY angle rates
and a the 3-axis acceleration. This rate is limited to 70 Hz
due to the RS232 protocol bandwidth. Fig. 11 shows the
hardware, software configuration and timing profiling for the
corresponding ROS node. Different colors denote different
sampling rates and arrows denote data flow at a given
frequency. Each box is an individual ROS node implemented
using C++. Precision Time Protocol (PTP) is utilized for
time synchronization between the onboard computer and the
Vicon data logger.
B. State estimation
State estimation is evaluated by computing the root mean
square (RMS) error between filter estimation and ground
truth as measured by the Vicon system. Table I summarizes
the RMS error for state estimation, at all sample rates. For
the 60 Hz and 100 Hz cases, we consider a flight period from
10 –70 sec. For the 30 Hz case we consider only a very short
period of flight from 5 – 9 sec after which the tracker lost the
target (see video). The performance of the horizontal 100 Hz
and the vertical 70 Hz estimators are shown in Fig. 12.
1https://code.google.com/p/cyphy-pole-quad
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Fig. 9. x-axis position controller with outer PI position loop and inner proportional velocity loop. Communication (8.3ms) and computation (20ms)
delays are included along with acceleration noise, σx¨ ∼ 0.5m/ s2.
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Fig. 11. Software system diagram. Different colors denote corresponding
sampling rates. The software is implemented using ROS and all processing
is finished within 3.5ms on average. The tracker utilizes 55% of the CPU.
EKF includes line model and Jacobian calculation. Each step takes 6µs and
30µs respectively.
TABLE I
RMS ERROR FOR ESTIMATOR ACCURACY
State variable 30Hz 60Hz 70Hz 100Hz units
W xˆ 0.4544 0.0465 — 0.0284 m
W yˆ 0.2256 0.0480 — 0.0071 m
W zˆ — — 0.0089 — m
W ˆ˙x 1.0610 0.0747 — 0.0941 m/s
W ˆ˙y 1.5214 0.0529 — 0.0335 m/s
W ˆ˙z — — 0.0586 — m/s
φˆ 7.37 1.72 — 1.44 Deg
θˆ 5.44 1.46 — 1.38 Deg
Interval 5∼9 10∼70 10∼70 10∼70 sec
C. Controller performance
Control performance is evaluated by computing the RMS
error between the goal position (x, y and z) and ground truth
as measured by the Vicon system. The performance of the
controller is shown in Fig. 12. Interestingly, although the x-
axis velocity estimation is noisy, the control performance for
this axis is not significantly worse than for the y-axis. This
implies that the quadrotor plant acts like a low-pass filter.
Table II summarizes the RMS error for position control, at
all sample rates, and over the same flight time intervals as
above.
TABLE II
RMS ERROR FOR CONTROL PERFORMANCE
State variable 30Hz 60Hz 70Hz 100Hz units
W xˆ 0.7538 0.0658 — 0.0444 m
W yˆ 0.1505 0.0603 — 0.0232 m
W zˆ — — 0.0613 — m
W ˆ˙x 0.5185 0.0559 — 0.0522 m/s
W ˆ˙y 0.3916 0.0630 — 0.0180 m/s
W ˆ˙z — — 0.0278 — m/s
Interval 5∼9 10∼70 10∼70 10∼70 sec
VII. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORKS
We have demonstrated a high-speed monocular visual
servoing system that comprises onboard vision and inertial
measurements. We like to think of this as a small step toward
replicating the performance of a motion capture system but
onboard. While we have made progress on the sample rate,
there remains a large gap in terms of camera resolution
(QVGA versus 4 million pixels), camera quality (rolling
versus global shutter) and the advantages of having the
cameras fixed in the world, not vibrating in 6 DoF. Of
course you get what you pay for and we are comparing
position estimators that cost USD 40 with one that costs four
orders of magnitude more. The result is a larger measurement
variance in our system compared to a motion capture system,
but that is sufficient for this application.
Experimental results demonstrate comparable performance
for our proposed estimator and a motion capture system.
We see that control performance improves significantly with
visual sampling rate. We note that the use of high-speed
vision promises some important other benefits. From a vision
perspective, for example, the scene change from frame to
frame is small which means that simple visual features (with
poor invariance properties) should work well. From a control
viewpoint, a high sample rate is important for rejection
disturbance and lag compensation in velocity estimation.
We have a large program of ongoing work. Firstly, in
order to disambiguate between lateral translation and yaw
motion as perceived by the front camera, we are integrating
a visual compass with a down facing camera into the
estimator framework. The sonar works to only 2 m, so we
are looking at integrating visual odometry along the vertical
axis of the structure to estimate height. We are working to
improve the sub-pixel accuracy of the line tracker to improve
distance sensitivity along the camera optical axis, and also
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(a) Experimental results for position estimation and control with 3σ con-
fidence boundary. -1.2m, 0m and 0.6m are the desired position for W xˆ,
W yˆ and W zˆ. Note that z-axis is inverted for visualization.
(b) Experimental results for velocity estimation,W ˆ˙x,W ˆ˙y andW ˆ˙z, with 3σ
confidence boundary. Desired velocity is taken as the output of the position
controller as shown Fig. 9.
(c) Experimental results for roll φˆ and pitch θˆ attitude estimation with 3σ
confidence boundary.
Fig. 12. Experimental results while hovering. Horizontal states and attitude
are 100Hz whereas vertical states are 70Hz. Each state is shown in different
scale for better visualization.
to improve the robustness with respect to background clutter
[22]. Currently our tracker relies on control performance to
keep the lines at the same location from frame to frame.
Using information from the estimated state would improve
tracking robustness. We will integrate this into a teleopera-
tion framework so that a remote pilot can specify the position
loop set-points which will allow a non-skilled person to fly
a quadrotor close to a structure beyond line of sight. Finally
we need to move to outdoor field testing and an example
real world vertical infrastructure inspection task.
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Inspection of Pole-Like Structures Using a Vision-Controlled VTOL
UAV and Shared Autonomy
Inkyu Sa∗, Stefan Hrabar∗∗ and Peter Corke∗
Abstract— We present an approach for the inspection of
vertical pole-like infrastructure using a vertical take-off and
landing (VTOL) unmanned aerial vehicle and shared autonomy.
Inspecting vertical structures, such as light and power distri-
bution poles, is a time consuming, dangerous and expensive
task with high operator workload. To address these issues, we
propose a VTOL platform that can operate at close-quarters,
whilst maintaining a safe stand-off distance and rejecting
environmental disturbances. We adopt an Image based Visual
Servoing (IBVS) technique using only two line features to
stabilise the vehicle with respect to a pole. Visual, inertial and
sonar data are used, making the approach suitable for indoor or
GPS-denied environments. Results from simulation and outdoor
flight experiments demonstrate the system is able to successfully
inspect and circumnavigate a pole.
I. INTRODUCTION
Small vertical take-off and landing (VTOL) Unmanned
Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) have been very popular research
platforms for a number of years, and the variety of
commercially-available platforms today is testament to the
fact that they are leaving the research labs and being used for
real-world aerial work. These platforms are very capable in
terms of their autonomous or attitude stabilised flight modes
and the payloads they can carry. Arguably the most common
use is for the collection of aerial imagery, for applications
such as mapping, surveys, conservation and infrastructure
inspection. Applications such as infrastructure inspection
require flying at close-quarters to vertical structures in order
to obtain the required images. Current regulations require the
UAV operator to maintain visual line-of-sight contact with
the aircraft, but even so it is an extremely challenging task
for the operator to maintain a safe, fixed distance from the
infrastructure being inspected. From the vantage point on
the ground it is hard to judge the stand-off distance, and
impossible to do so once the aircraft is obscured by the
structure. The problem is exacerbated in windy conditions
as the structures cause turbulence. The use of First-Person
View (FPV) video streamed live from the platform can help
with situational awareness, but flying close to structures
still requires great skill and experience by the operator and
requires a reliable high-bandwidth communication channel. It
has been found that flight operations near vertical structures
is best performed by a team of three people: a skilled pilot, a
mission specialists, and a flight director [1]. For small VTOL
UAVs to truly become ubiquitous aerial imaging tools that
* Science and Engineering Faculty, Queensland University of Tech-
nology, Brisbane, Australia. **Autonomous Systems Laboratory, Compu-
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Fig. 1. A VTOL platform used for a pole inspection. It has a front facing
camera and a down facing ultrasonic sensor and onboard IMU for attitude
control. All software packages are running on an onboard processor, quad-
core ARM Cortex-A9.
can be used by domain experts rather than skilled pilots, their
level of autonomy must be increased.
One avenue to increased autonomy of a platform is
through shared autonomy, where the majority of control is
accomplished by the platform, but operator input is still
required. Typically the operator is relieved from the low-level
control task which is better performed by a computer, but still
provides supervisory high-level control commands such as a
goal position. We employ this shared autonomy approach for
the problem of UAV-based vertical infrastructure inspections.
It is useful for an operator to be able to ‘guide’ the UAV in
order to obtain the required inspection viewpoints without the
cognitive workload of ‘piloting’ it. We provide the additional
autonomy needed by implementing visual plus inertial-based
pole-relative hovering. By tracking the two edges of the pole
in the image and employing Image-based Visual Servoing
(IBVS), the platform is able to maintain a fixed distance
from the pole and keep the camera oriented towards the
pole. The operator is able to control the height and yaw of
the platform. Since the pole is kept centred in the image, a
yaw rate control command results in a translation about the
pole. A cylindrical workspace around the pole is therefore
available to the operator for manoeuvring.
The contributions of this paper are therefore:
• The development of line feature based IBVS for VTOL
UAV close quarters manoeuvring.
• The use of shared autonomy to permit an un-skilled
operator to easily and safely perform UAV-based pole
inspections in outdoor environments, with wind, and at
night.
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows:
Section II introduces related work and background. Section
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III describes coordinate systems and Image based Visual
Servoing system. Section IV presents the use of shared
autonomy and we present our experimental results in Section
V. Conclusions are drawn in Section VI.
II. RELATED WORK/BACKGROUND
Numerous inspection tasks require capturing images or
other inspection data in hard-to-reach places. A variety of
climbing robots for the inspection task have been presented,
and many of these robots have been inspired by reptiles [2],
mammals [3] and insects. They utilise number of locomotion
modes, including climbing and sliding. Since these robots are
in contact with the surface they can perform contact-based
sensing and also do work on the surface in situ. They do
however require complex mechanical designs and compli-
cated dynamics analysis. Their applications are also limited
to structures with specific shapes and surface materials. They
require setup time and climb slowly, so the inspection task
can require significant time.
Multi-rotor VTOL UAVs on the other hand offer a number
of advantages when used for infrastructure inspection. They
have relatively simple mechanical designs which require a
simple dynamic analysis and controller. VTOL platforms can
ascend quickly to the required height and can obtain images
from many angles regardless of the shape of the structure.
The robotics community has demonstrated a number of
UAV-based inspection systems. Voigt et al. [4] demonstrated
an embedded stereo camera based motion estimation for
inspecting structures such as boilers and for general indoor
scenarios. Based on this work, Burri et al. [5] and Kikolic
et al. [6] show visual inspection of a thermal power plant
boiler system using a quadrotor. They develop an FPGA
based visual-inertial stereo Simultaneous Localization and
Mapping (SLAM) sensor and a model predictive controller
is used for closed-loop sensing and control in industrial boiler
environments. Ortiz et al. [7] introduces an autonomous
vessel inspection quadrotor platform. A laser scanner is
utilised for horizontal SLAM and a downward-facing camera
holds the vehicle in its vertical axis.
Our proposed system differs from the aforementioned
in that we are aiming for close-quarters flying in outdoor
environments where disturbances such as wind gusts are
abundant. The system needs to be immune to these distur-
bances so high update rate observations are required. GPS
errors, especially near structures, preclude its use for close-
quarters flying. Instead we use a monocular camera and
simple image processing techniques (Sobel operation) while
tracking a minimal feature set (only two vertical lines). This
allows IBVS velocity estimates to be computed onboard
within 1ms.
IBVS has been developed for decades [8]–[10] and has
been exploited in a wide range of robotic applications includ-
ing industrial manufacturing, road vehicle guidance, camera
control for an object tracking and fruit picking [11]. The
popularity of IBVS may stem from its simplicity (controlling
in the image plane) and robustness to control errors.
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Fig. 2. Coordinate systems definition. {W}, {T } and {C} are the world,
the target and the camera coordinate respectively. The pixel coordinate are
(u,v) of non-negative integers for horizontal and vertical axes. `1 and `2
are lines on the image plane.
Numerous IBVS approaches have been used to control
VTOL platforms. Mahony et al. [12] presented dynamic
simulations of a VTOL platform using an IBVS control
design which tracks parallel line features. Lee et al. [13] inte-
grated IBVS and adaptive sliding mode control for a VTOL
platform and Mcfadyen et al. [14] demonstrated collision
avoidance approach using IBVS. They often, however, utilise
off-board processing and motion capture devices to provide
velocity feedback or to control some degree of freedom.
Accessing accurate state estimation can improve control
performance and decouple unobservable states however we
are interested in deploying VTOL platforms in outdoor en-
vironments where external navigation aids are not available.
We rely solely on visual feedback, inertial information and
a sonar altimeter to control the VTOL platform.
III. COORDINATE SYSTEMS/IMAGE BASED VISUAL
SERVOING SYSTEM
In this section we define our coordinate systems, line fea-
ture representation and Image based visual servoing system.
A. Coordinate Systems Definition
We define 3 right-handed frames: world {W}, camera {C}
and target {T } which are shown in Fig 2. {W} and {T } have
their z-axis upward while {C} has its z-axis (camera optical
axis) in the horizontal plane. We define {W} to be equal
to the pose of the camera at the instant when the two lines
are initialised (bootstrapping). This can be done by manually
(picking lines on a screen) or automatically (using a prior
knowledge of the target dimension and the depth). `1 and
`2 denote the projected lines on the image plane and will be
presented in Section III-B.
B. Line Feature Representation
The homogeneous equation of a 2D line is au+ bv+ c =
0 where the coefficients (a, b, c) are parameters in image
coordinates. Although any line can be represented in this
form it does not have a minimum number of parameters. The
standard slope-intercept form v = mu+ c where m is slope
and c is intercept is problematic for the case of vertical lines
where m =∞. We therefore choose (ρ, θ) parameterization
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_
Fig. 3. The origin of the pixel coordinate is at the top-left of the image
plane by convention. ρ-θ representation for two line segments, `. Signs are
shown for the corresponding positive or negative quantities. {u0, v0} is the
principle point and {W,H} denotes the width and the height of the image
plane.
as the 2D line representation [15] as shown in Fig. 3.
v = −u tan θ + ρ
cos θ
(1)
where θ ∈ [−pi2 , pi2 ) is the angle from the u-axis to v-axis in
radians, and ρ ∈ [−ρmin, ρmax] is the perpendicular distance
from the origin, {0, 0} to the line in pixels. This form can
represent a horizontal line (θ = 0) and a vertical line (θ =
−pi2 ).
C. Camera and Image Motion
In this section, we describe Image-Based Visual Servoing
(IBVS) using line features. As mentioned in Section II, IBVS
has been exploited in a wide range of robotic applications
mainly due to its simplicity and robustness to control er-
ror [8], [9]. Point feature based IBVS systems are used
commonly because point features are fundamental, general
and visually distinct in the image. The-state-of-the-art scale
and rotation invariant feature tracking techniques have been
used to demonstrate robust and accurate IBVS. Line feature
based IBVS implementations are relatively rare. Lines are
distinct visual features in man-made environments such as
road edges, buildings and power distribution poles, so do
offer a valid alternative feature to track in such environments.
1) Image Jacobian for Line Features: The Image Jaco-
bian of a line feature which describes how the line param-
eters changes as a function of camera velocity is given by:
˙` =
[
θ˙
ρ˙
]
= J lν (2)
where θ˙ and ρ˙ are the velocity of a line feature and Jl
is Image Jacobian or Interaction matrix and given by (9)
[16]. ν is the camera spatial velocity in the world coordinate
system as expressed in camera coordinate:
ν =
[
vx, vy, vz | ωx, ωy, ωz
]T
(3)
=
[
νt | ω
]T
where νt and ω are the translational and angular velocity
components respectively. Equation (2) is the motion of one
line feature and we can expand this for 2 line features by
stacking line feature and Jacobian
θ˙1
ρ˙1
θ˙2
ρ˙2
 = [ J l1J l2
]
ν (4)
where the left-hand side is an optical flow component which
is a 4× 1 matrix and the stacked Jacobian is a 4× 6 matrix
on the right-hand side. For the case of N line features, the
optical flow is 2N × 1 and 2N × 6 for the Jacobian. In this
paper, we consider N = 2 which are two vertical lines on
the edge of a pole. We can pseudo-invert the Image Jacobian
of (2) to solve for the camera motion required in order to
move the image features to the desired value.
ν = J+l
˙` (5)
J l is a 2×6 non-square matrix and J+l denotes the pseudo-
inverse of J l. Given the desired feature, `∗, the desired
feature velocity can be expressed as:
˙`∗ = λ(`∗ − `) (6)
where λ is a positive value for a simple linear controller.
Substituting (6) into (5) yields the desired camera velocity:
ν∗ = λJ+l (`
∗ − `) (7)
It is important to note that we do require a priori knowledge:
the distance from the camera origin to the plane on which the
vertical lines lie. This is required for the computation of the
desired camera velocity. The right-hand side of (7) consists
of a scalar, a feature error and Image Jacobian which requires
the equation of the plane AX + BY + CZ + D = 0 that
the lines lie on. (A,B,C) is the plane normal vector and
D is the distance between the plane and the camera. Since
we are interested in flying closely to the target, we choose a
reasonable value for D. We will discuss this more in Section
III-D.
2) Ambiguous States from Line Features: There is an
ambiguity in the states that can be derived from tracking
line features on the edges of a cylinder shape in different
views. In order to identify all the states, we need at least 3
line features which are not parallel. Alternatively, accurate
yaw angle measurements from additional sensors can be
used for disambiguation. In practice, drift-prone gyros and
magnetometers can not provide sufficient estimates due to
vibration and electromagnetic interferences. Visual SLAM or
a ‘visual compass’ from a downwards-facing camera could
provide a solution.
With the two vertical line feature configuration, there is
ambiguity in the measured states. For example, translations
in the camera y-axis (up/down) do not result in changes
in vertical lines in the image. Another manifestation is the
case where a change in more than one state causes the same
feature motions in the image. For example a sideways motion
(camera x-axis) and a rotation about camera y-axis. It is
possible to determine which states will be ambiguous by
computing the null-space of a Jacobian and its dimensions
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J l =
[
λθ sin θ λθ cos θ −λθρ −ρ sin θ −ρ cos θ −1
λρ sin θ λρ cos θ −λρρ −(1 + ρ2) cos θ (1 + ρ2) sin θ 0
]
(9)
where λρ =
Aρ sin θ +Bρ cos θ + C
D
, λθ =
A cos θ −B sin θ
D
TABLE I
RANK AND AMBIGUOUS STATES DEPENDING ON LINES
# of lines Rank Ambiguous states Condition
1 2 vy , vz , ωy , ωz Not on the optical axis
2 4 vy , ωy —
3 5 vy All lines are parallel
3 6 (Full) — Lines are not parallel
give the number of ambiguous states, NJ [15] [17]. For
instance, NJ is 2 and the rank is 4 with two lines.
rank(
[
J l1
J l2
]
) = 6−NJ (8)
These states are given in Table I as expressed in {C}, and
from the table we see our configuration of two parallel lines
leads to ambiguity in vy .
3) De-rotataion using an IMU: VTOL platforms such as
a quadrotor or a hexarotor cannot translate without tilting
toward the direction of travel. This rotation causes the image
features to move without a camera translation and increases
the image feature error. An IMU measures these rotations
which are then subtracted from the observed feature motions,
i.e. de-rotation is applied [15] [18]. The displacements of line
features in θ and ρ are a function of a camera rotation about
the x, y and z axes in the world coordinate: roll, pitch and
yaw. We rewrite (4) in partitioned form [8] as
˙` =
[
1
DJ t | Jω
] [ νxz
ω
]
=
1
D
J tνxz + Jωω (10)
where ˙` is a 4 × 1 optical flow component, 1DJ t and Jω
are 4 × 2 translational and 4 × 3 rotational components.
They are respectively columns {1, 3} and {4, 5, 6} of the
stacked Jacobian,
[
J l1 ,J l2
]T
. Note we omit the column
{2} which corresponds the ambiguous state, vy , for a more
stable and faster computation of J+t . The reduced Jacobian
is slightly better conditioned (smaller condition number) and
the mean computation time is measured at 30µs which is
20µs faster than for the full size Jacobian. Thus νxz contains
only two elements,
[
vx, vz
]T
as expressed in camera
coordinates (i.e. side, forward and backward movements).
The common denominator, D, denotes a depth and ω is
obtained from an IMU. We rearrange (10) as
νxz = DJ
+
t ( ˙`− Jωω) (11)
and we substitute (6) into (11) to write
ν∗xz = DJ
+
t (λ(`
∗ − `)− Jωω) (12)
The right-hand side shows the de-rotation term which
subtracts the effect of camera rotation from the observed fea-
tures. After subtraction, only the desired translation velocity
remains.
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Fig. 4. IBVS simulation diagram. We model an ordinary camera which
has 3mm focal length, 320 × 240 image resolution. ν∗xz is the computed
desired translational velocity and ω is used for de-rotation in the IBVS
control block.
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Fig. 5. IBVS simulation results including de-rotation. (left): vehicle
position (in x and y) vs time showing the vehicle reaches the goal at around
60 s, and (right) the normalized root mean squared feature error (`∗ − `)
for the same period.
D. Simulation
In order to validate the IBVS system and de-rotation,
we use a simulation framework from [15] for a quadrotor
dynamic model and model a front-facing perspective camera.
The main differences between a quadrotor and hexarotor
dynamics models are the number of rotors which introduce
two more terms for the computation of the total thrust force
and torque. The number of output signals of the control
mixer is 6 which corresponds to each rotor. Fig. 4 shows
the overall simulation diagram. We implement the mentioned
IBVS system with two vertical lines and the de-rotation
block in the IBVS control block which yields the required
translational velocity, ν∗xz. ` is the two tracked line features
and `∗ is the desired feature position in the image plane.
The vehicle is initially located at (x, y) = (-1.0, 0.5)m
and the goal position is (-2.5, 0)m in the world coordinate
frame. Fig. 5 shows the results of the position changes in x
and y and the normalized feature error over time. There are
two parameters, λ = 0.3 and D = 1 which are respectively
a positive gain and a depth for this simulation.
We also ran simulations with and without the de-rotation
block for comparison. Although the vehicle converges to the
goal position slower with de-rotation enabled (≈ 38 s vs ≈
60 s) as shown in Fig. 6, the de-rotation yields smoother
velocity commands and less oscillation of the y velocity. This
is because the rotational components are subtracted when the
vehicle tilts towards the goal (compare the left and right plots
of Fig. 6 for the period 0 ∼ 5 s).
Computing (9) requires knowledge of the plane normal
vector and D, the distance from the camera image plane to
the plane on which the line lies [19]. In the literature, many
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Fig. 7. Evolution of distance error between the current position and the
goal with different constant depths.
approaches have been demonstrated for depth estimation, e.g.
3D reconstruction of a scene using vision techniques [20],
a Jacobian matrix estimator using the kinematics of an arm-
type robot and image motion [21] or an Unscented Kalman
Filter based estimator using point features and inertial sensor
data [22]. These approaches are applicable to our technique
however unfortunately there is insufficient computational
margin on our onboard computer to implement them in
real time. Instead we assume the depth is constant. Fig. 7
shows the evolution of camera Euclidean distance error in
SE(3) between the goal and the current camera position with
varying values of D. The plot shows that the depth D acts
as a proportional gain and that IBVS is robust to errors in
D within a reasonable range of D.
IV. SHARED AUTONOMY
A typical attitude-stabilised multi-rotor has four user-
controllable degrees of freedom (DOF), namely horizontal
position (x,y), height (z), and heading (ψ). These are usually
controlled indirectly with joysticks where the stick positions
are mapped to rates (e.g. the ‘throttle’ stick position is
mapped to climb rate), or to angular velocity in the case
of yaw. These commands are in the body coordinate frame,
making it hard for an operator to control position in the 3-
dimensional Cartesian world coordinate frame. We propose
reducing the operator’s cognitive load and level of skill
required by reducing the controllable DOFs and letting the
system control the remaining DOFs automatically. Addition-
ally, some of the DOFs are controlled in a more direct,
intuitive manner rather than indirectly via rate or velocity
commands.
Since the proposed system can self-regulate the stand-
off distance and keep the camera pointed at the target, the
Fig. 8. Experimental setup. The VTOL platform is flown pointing to the
pole (right on the image) and the vehicle carries a corner reflector which is
tracked by a surveying laser on the left of the image.
operator is left with only two DOFs to control, namely height
and yaw rate. Height control is simplified: from the operator
providing rate control commands to providing height set-
points. Yaw rate commands are used to induce a translation
around the pole, allowing the operator to inspect it from
different angles. When a yaw rate command is given, an error
in vy with respect to {W} results. The platform therefore
moves in the camera x-axis in order to keep the camera
oriented towards the target. This results in circumnavigation
of the pole as can be seen in the accompanying video clip
in “User-controlled pole circumnavigation”.
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section the experimental setup, results for hovering
and user-controlled pole circumnavigation are presented.
A. System Hardware and Software
Our research hexarotor platform is fitted with a front-
facing camera and a quad-core 1.7GHz ARM Cortex-A9
computer which performs all the processing onboard. It runs
Ubuntu Linux and the Robot Operating System (ROS) [23]
is used as the underlying software framework. The front
facing camera is a low-cost high-speed Playstation EyeToy
connected via USB. This CMOS camera has a rolling shutter
which is problematic on a moving platform [24]. We thus set
essential camera options (such as selecting low-resolution
320×240 images, using fixed exposure and gain and the
fastest frame rate available) in order to minimize rolling
shutter effects. The IMU provides ω and orientation (roll,
pitch, yaw) and the 3-axis acceleration through the High-
Level-Processor (HLP) and Low-Level-Processor (LLP) of
the hexarotor platform [25]. The desired velocities are also
mapped to the HLP. Altitude measurements are obtained
from a downward-facing ultrasonic sensor. For the night
time flights a high-powered LED is mounted to the front
to illuminate the scene for the onboard camera.
Fig. 9 shows the data flow from the sensors to the software
components where processing occurs. Different colors denote
different sampling rates and arrows denote data flow at
a given frequency. Each box is an individual ROS node
implemented using C++. Precision Time Protocol (PTP)
is utilised for time synchronization between the onboard
computer and the ground station data logger.
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Fig. 9. System software components implemented using ROS. Different
colors denote different sampling rates. A VICON system replaces the laser
tracker for indoor flights.
TABLE II
HOVERING STANDARD DEVIATION PERFORMANCE SUMMARY OF FIG. 11
State
w.r.t {W} Indoor Outdoor(day) Outdoor(night) Unit
x 0.084 0.068 0.033 m
y 0.057 0.076 0.050 m
z 0.013 0.013 0.013 m
Duration 15∼55 15∼55 15∼55 s
Wind speed — 1.8∼2.5 less than 1 m/s
1) Line Tracker: The line tracker software package tracks
two vertical lines and these are fed into the IBVS block.
We use our previously developed line tracker [26] [27].
There are two steps for line tracking: line searching and line
model fitting. A horizontal gradient (Sobel kernel) image is
computed and then we sample uniformly distributed points
along the previously detected lines. Next we search for the
intensity maxima along a fixed length of a horizontal search
window. These maxima are input to a line fitting algorithm
which uses RANSAC [28] to update the line model for the
next iteration. We consider this front-end line tracker as a
black-box which can easily be replaced by other line trackers
such as the Visual Servoing Platform (ViSP) [29].
2) Position Ground Truth: The principle idea of IBVS is
to control a vehicle based on images. Image feature errors
can be used as a performance metric but they are computed
in pixel coordinates. Since IBVS does not produce a metric
position estimate for comparison with the desired position,
we utilise external ground truth measurements. A VICON
system provides sub-millimetre pose estimation at 100Hz for
the indoor environments, while an actuated surveying laser
(Leica TS12) provides millimetre position estimates at 5Hz
for the outdoor experiments (see Fig. 8). System performance
is evaluated by the standard deviations in position error
(using the recorded ground truth). The performance can also
be seen in the accompanying video clip.
B. Hovering
We performed pole-relative hovering in 3 environments
as shown in Fig. 10: indoor (controlled lighting), daytime
outdoor and night-time outdoor. For each flight test the
platform was flown for approximately a minute and no
human interventions were provided during the flight. We set
λ and D to 1.1 and 0.8m respectively for all experiments
presented in this and the following section. A summary of
the results is presented in the Table II, while Fig. 11 shows
the position results with respect to {W}.
Fig. 10. Sample onboard images from the three hovering test environments:
indoor (left), day-outdoor (mid), night-outdoor (right) respectively. The
top row contains the raw images while the bottom row contains the
corresponding gradient images. Green vertical lines correspond to the goal
line positions and the red lines correspond to the tracked pole edges.
As shown in the Table II, the hovering performance
indoors is similar to that for outdoors despite the fact
that there are no wind disturbances indoors. The research
hexarotor platform uses estimated yaw angle from a gyro and
magnetometer. Gyros are subject to drift due to biases and
vibration noise, while magnetometers are strongly influenced
by magnetic perturbations produced by man-made structures
indoors. Poor yaw estimates indoors therefore yields a yaw
rotation of the vehicle, which in turn causes a y-axis con-
troller error in {W}. The platform moves in the body y-
axis in order to keep the camera oriented towards the target,
and this maneuver also causes a x-axis controller error in
practice. Furthermore, salient vertical edges in the man-made
indoor environment affect hovering performance as well.
For the day time outdoor hovering test the average wind
speed was 1.8m/s with gusts of up to 2.5m/s (See the
demonstration video). The yaw estimation is better outdoors
but there are wind disturbances. Also, the line features are
noisier due to varying light conditions, shadows, and strong
gradients from the background which makes the edge of the
pole weak. This leads to noisy velocity estimations from
IBVS as shown in Fig. 12.
The best performance was achieved for the outdoor night-
time flights. At night there was less wind (average wind
speed is less than 1m/s) and the pole edges were well
defined in the image since only the pole in the foreground
was illuminated by the onboard light.
C. User-Controlled Pole Circumnavigation
The pole circumnavigation experiment is performed by
placing the VTOL platform on the ground with the camera
facing the pole to be inspected and at the desired stand-
off distance. The line-tracking algorithm is initialised and
the pole edge features that are found become the desired
feature positions for the flight. The operator then commands
only goal height and yaw rate to move the VTOL platform
around the pole at different heights. The system keeps the
camera oriented towards the pole and maintains the stand-off
distance. Fig 13 displays the top-view of the trajectory for
a flight where the pole was circumnavigated twice. A circle
with the goal radius is shown with a dashed line, and we see
the system tracks the desired stand-off distance well. At the
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Fig. 11. Ground truth position results with respect to {W} in indoor, day
outdoor and night outdoor. The red denotes the goal.
time the average wind speed was 1.8m/s ∼ 2.5m/s (See
the demonstration video).
D. Discussion of Limitations
The proposed system has a number of limitations which
we plan to address. For example, the line tracker failed on
occasion when the user commanded a large yaw rate causing
the pole to leave the camera field of view (FOV). This can
be addressed by either using a wider FOV lens (currently
75◦) or by limiting the yaw rate.
Another limitation is the susceptibility of the line tracker to
the effects of sun lens flare, direct sunlight, shadows found
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Fig. 12. Normalized root mean squared (RMS) image feature errors (top)
and IBVS-based velocity estimates v∗x (middle) and v∗y (bottom) compared
to ground truth. The left column is for the indoor hovering experiment,
while the right column is for daytime outdoor hovering.
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Fig. 13. Top-view of ground truth trajectory with respect to {T } for a
pole inspection flight. An operator only commands yaw rate using the RC
transmitter during the experiment. The constant height, 0.7m is maintained.
in outdoor environments and the lack of contrast between
the pole and background for the indoor scenes (see Fig. 14).
With the pole illuminated from the side, the transition from
light to dark creates an intensity gradient on the surface of
the pole and this may be falsely detected and tracked as the
pole edge. To avoid these challenges our experiments were
conducted in the absence of direct sunlight (early morning,
late afternoon or cloudy), and we will improve the robustness
to these effects in the future.
The sonar only works reliably up to 2m and very noisy
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Fig. 14. Challenging images for indoor (left) and outdoor (mid and right)
scenes.
on grass or gravel outdoors. We therefore plan to develop a
height estimator which combines a barometer, an IMU and
the sonar.
VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORKS
We have presented a VTOL platform-based pole-relative
navigation system using image-based visual servoing and
shared autonomy. The target application is aerial inspection
of vertical structures such as poles. The pole-relative navi-
gation increases the autonomy of the system and facilitates
the use of shared autonomy where the operator is relieved of
the cognitive load of controlling all degrees of freedom. By
self-regulating its stand-off distance from the pole, height,
and keeping the camera facing the pole the system only
requires height set points and yaw rate commands (which
induce translation around the pole). IBVS is performed
by tracking only two vertical lines (the pole edges). We
explored ambiguous states produced by certain line feature
configurations and demonstrated the impact of de-rotation
using IMU data. System performance is evaluated through
indoor and outdoor flight tests with accurate ground truth
data. Experiments show the system can perform pole-relative
hovering, maintaining its position to within 20 cm of the goal
position even in the presence of light wind. The best results
were in fact obtained for night-time flights since the pole
edges are well defined in the image and there is little wind.
A pole circumnavigation experiment showed the system is
able to remain within 20 cm of the target stand-off distance,
and can easily be controlled by a user to perform this task.
Future work includes addressing the limitations discussed,
including improving the line tracking robustness and using a
visual compass from a downward-facing camera to improve
yaw angle estimates.
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Chapter 8
Outdoor flight testing for a vertical
structure inspection using a UAVs and
a fast vision
This chapter introduces an integrated system for a pole inspection using PBVS. Dy-
namic modeling, high-speed sensing and tracking, state estimation have been presented
in previous chapters. They are integrated into one system and tested in outdoor envi-
ronments as shown Fig. 8.1 and present a 3D model of the object being inspected.
There are challenges for outdoor flight tests: disturbances such as wind gusts, commu-
nication limitations between the ground station and the vehicle, direct sun light which
introduces shadow and intensity change.
Figure 8.1: Operating the pole inspection task.
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The published paper [8] in this chapter addresses real world challenges for percep-
tion and control. The primary contributions of the paper are
• Camera pixel transport latency estimation.
• Performance evaluation for outdoor flight tests using a laser tracker for ground
truth.
• Demonstration of a pole inspection scenario with shared control.
• Indicating the possibility of a 3D model reconstruction for offline inspection
purposes.
In the paper, we estimate a pixel transport latency, the time delay between an ac-
tual event and the time when a digitized image is available in a frame buffer. This
latency estimation is incorporated in controller design. Controllers are simulated with
identified pitch dynamics model as shown in Fig. 8.2 and Fig. 8.3.
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d
Measured and simulated model output
 
 
y
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Figure 8.2: The thick line is the estimated model and the thin line denotes measured pitch angle
in rad. Fitting score to the output is 86.93%.
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Figure 8.3: With the pitch dynamics model in Fig. 8.2, we design a nested velocity and position
PID controller and simulate it. x and x∗ are the position of a VTOL platform and the desired
position respectively. x˙ represents a velocity. A VTOL platform tilts much in the first 2s – 3s,
to the goal position then it hovers.
Note that the flying vehicle used in this chapter is different from that used in the
previous chapter as shown in Table 8. This chapter uses the quadrotor platform from
MikroKopter which was also used in chapter 3. It may be difficult to quantitatively
compare results between this and the previous chapters but it is obvious that the use
of a high-performance platform carrying a less payload can explain the more accurate
results. (see Fig. 12 from this chapter and Fig. 13 from the previous chapter).
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Name Chapter 8 Chapter 7
Onboard
Processor
SECOnITX-ION, Dual core
1.9GHz Celeron, 4GB RAM
Odroid-U2, Cortex-A9 Quad core
1.7GHz ARM, 2GB RAM
OS Ubuntu Linux 12.04(64bits) Ubuntu Linux 13.04(64bits)
Camera Playstation EyeToy Playstation EyeToy
IMU 70Hz MEMs 1kHz MEMs
Sonar MB1020 MB1020
Autopilot Mikrokoper FC2.0(8bit
16MHz)
Ascending technology FCU, two
32bit 60MHz ARM for LLP and HLP
Battery 4C 5000mAh Lipo 3C 5000mAh Lipo
Duration 16mins 20mins
# props 4 6
Weight 1.9kg 1kg
Control PBVS IBVS
Experiments conducted in this chapter exploited a sonar sensor. A sonar sensor
only works reliably up to 2m and is very noisy over grass or gravel outdoors. In future
work, we plan to develop a height estimator which combines a barometer, an IMU and
the sonar.
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Outdoor Flight Testing of a Pole Inspection UAV
Incorporating High-Speed Vision
Inkyu Sa, Stefan Hrabar and Peter Corke
Abstract We present a pole inspection system for outdoor environments comprising
a high-speed camera on a vertical take-off and landing (VTOL) aerial platform. The
pole inspection task requires a vehicle to fly close to a structure while maintaining
a fixed stand-off distance from it. Typical GPS errors make GPS-based navigation
unsuitable for this task however. When flying outdoors a vehicle is also affected by
aerodynamics disturbances such as wind gusts, so the onboard controller must be ro-
bust to these disturbances in order to maintain the stand-off distance. Two problems
must therefor be addressed: fast and accurate state estimation without GPS, and the
design of a robust controller. We resolve these problems by a) performing visual
+ inertial relative state estimation and b) using a robust line tracker and a nested
controller design. Our state estimation exploits high-speed camera images (100Hz )
and 70Hz IMU data fused in an Extended Kalman Filter (EKF). We demonstrate
results from outdoor experiments for pole-relative hovering, and pole circumnavi-
gation where the operator provides only yaw commands. Lastly, we show results for
image-based 3D reconstruction and texture mapping of a pole to demonstrate the
usefulness for inspection tasks.
1 Introduction
Our work is motivated by the problem of inspecting vertical infrastructure such as
street lights or electrical distribution poles. There are more than 175 million street
lights in the world which need to be inspected periodically1. The options for in-
specting these are limited. Ladders can be used up to a height of 10∼15m however
are quite dangerous: each year in the United States more than 160 people are killed
in ladder accidents and 242,000 are injured2. A ‘cherry picker’ can be used for taller
structures (Fig. 1(b)) however vehicle access is required and the setup time is sig-
nificant. In recent years we have seen significant advances in small vertical take-off
Inkyu Sa
Queensland University of Technology, Brisbane, Australia, e-mail: i.sa@qut.edu.au
Stefan Hrabar
CSIRO Computational Informatics, Brisbane, Australia, e-mail: Stefan.Hrabar@csiro.au
Peter Corke
Queensland University of Technology, Brisbane, Australia e-mail: peter.corke@qut.edu.au
1 2007 Echelon, Monitored Outdoor Lighting, http://www.echelon.com
2 2011 National Electronic Injury Surveillance System Data Highlights.
http://www.cpsc.gov
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(a) (b)
Fig. 1 (a) Our MikroKopter platform hovering relative to a pole in the foreground. (b) Traditional
pole inspections can require lengthly setups and road blockages for vehicle access which disrupts
traffic.
and landing (VTOL) platforms, in particular multirotors, driven by advances in inte-
grated circuit techniques and MEMS sensors. These systems are low-cost and have
sufficient payload and endurance for useful inspection missions of individual poles.
They are also low-weight which reduces the hazard due to their deployment. Such
platforms are however not trivial to fly, especially close to solid, unforgiving struc-
tures and beyond line-of-sight. It is particularly hard for an operator to judge the
stand-off distance to vertical infrastructure from his viewpoint on the ground.
To address the pole inspection task in outdoor environments we present the sys-
tem shown in Fig. 1(a) comprising a VTOL platform carrying a 100Hz front-facing
camera and a 70Hz inertial measurement unit (IMU). This builds on our previous
work [1][2] and makes the following new contributions:
• Estimation of the camera latency and inclusion of the latency in the control loop.
• Evaluation of state estimation and control for outdoor flight tests, using a laser
tracker for ground truth.
• Demonstration of a pole inspection scenario where the system maintains its pole-
relative pose leaving the operator free to control only yaw and height.
• Demonstration of the feasibility of image-based 3D reconstruction and surface
texturing of a pole using images captured during flight.
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows: Section 2 presents state-of-
the-art inspection systems using a VTOL platform and bio-inspired robots. Section
3 defines the coordinate systems used while Sections 4 and 5 describe the estimation
and controller design respectively. Section 6 describes how the user’s controllable
degrees of freedom (DOFs) are reduced. Experimental results are presented in Sec-
tion 7 and 3D pole reconstruction is discussed in Section 8. Conclusions are drawn
in Section 9.
2 Related Work
Considerable growth in sensor and integrated circuit technology has accelerated
small and light-weight flying robot development for inspections. Voigt et al.[3]
present an embedded stereo camera based egomotion estimation approach and
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demonstrate its applicability to boiler inspections. Based on this work, Burri et al.[4]
and Kikolic et al.[8] show visual inspection of a thermal power plant boiler system
using a quadrotor. They develop an FPGA-based visual-inertial stereo Simultaneous
Localization and Mapping (SLAM) sensor and state updates at 10Hz. A Model Pre-
dictive Controller (MPC) is used for closed-loop flights in industrial boiler environ-
ments. Ortiz et al.[9] demonstrate autonomous vessel inspection using a quadrotor
platform. A laser scanner is utilized for horizontal SLAM and a downward-facing
camera holds the vehicle in its vertical axis. Vision-based relative state estimation
offers a weight and power consumption advantage over laser-based estimation, and
the image data is often more useful for inspection purposes.
High-update rate image sensing techniques in light-weight aerial robotics are
gaining momentum. These sensors allow quick response to disturbances and yield
robust, smooth maneuvers. Recent research has demonstrated the advantages of us-
ing these fast rate sensors [10][12]. Barry demonstrates a bird-inspired high-speed
(7m/s) aircraft system. The vehicle is able to fly through a vertical gap which is nar-
rower than its wingspan by rolling to vertical. He argues that high precision roll-rate
and velocity estimation are required and these are obtained by using a high-speed
camera and an IMU. In [2] we discuss the impact of high-update rate sensing by
demonstrating state estimation accuracy with different sample rates. Although high
measurement rates may improve overall quality [5], there is a trade-off between
computational power and flight time for aerial robots. To the best of our knowl-
edge, the ability to process QVGA images above 100Hz including Sobel masking,
RANSAC and line tracking onboard a small multi rotor is still a challenge given
state-of-the-art technology.
Climbing robots [6] [7] offer an alternative for pole inspections. They can po-
tentially carry larger payloads and allow for contact-based inspection techniques
however they are unable to offer vantage points of protruding hardware such as the
cross-arms of power distribution poles. They are also unable to bypass hardware
mounted part-way up the poles such as transformers.
3 Coordinate System Definition
Four right-handed coordinate frames are defined for this work as shown in Fig. 2:
the World {W}, Body {B}, Camera {C} and Laser Tracker {L} frames. Note that
both {W} and {B} have downward-pointing z-axes while {C} has its z-axis (camera
optical axis) in the horizontal plane. We define the notation aRb which rotates a
vector defined with respect to {b} to a vector with respect to {a}. All measurements
and state estimation are transformed to {W}.
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Fig. 2 Illustration of the coordinate systems used. We assume the transformation between {B} and
{C} is constant.
4 Vision and Inertial-based State Estimation
This section summarizes the vision-based feature tracking [11] and state estimation
[2] used in this work. A camera tracks the two vertical edges of a pole and there
are two phases: bootstrapping and tracking. Initially the two edges are extracted
from a horizontal gradient (Sobel kernel) image using Canny edge detection and
Hough transforms. A line tracker performs line searching and line model fitting
using Random Sample Consensus (RANSAC) [19]. We implement an IMU-aided
line tracker to improve tracking performance (e.g., during aggressive motions). The
projection of the 3D pole edge into 2D image coordinates is predicted between
frames using a linear feature velocity model and the IMU data. In order to calculate
feature velocity, we compute an image Jacobian which describes how a line moves
on the image plane as a function of camera spatial velocity. These tracked lines are
fused in a 100Hz Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) together with IMU data to estimate
pole-relative vehicle horizontal states such as stand-off distance, lateral offset and
angular and linear rates (the Horizontal EKF). We assume the diameter of the pole
is known and use this to establish the unknown scale factor. This Horizontal EKF is
validated by using a MATLAB camera simulation framework [20].
Note there is an ambiguity for sideway motions (e.g., left and right) and yaw
motions as both result in the target appearing to move horizontally in the image.
It is a challenge to decouple these motions without using additional sensors hence
we omit heading angle estimation in the EKF states and assume it is controlled
independently.
Height (above ground) is estimated by a Kalman Filter (KF) which fuses data
from a downward-facing sonar with accelerometer rate estimates at 70Hz (the Ver-
tical KF) . Fig. 3 illustrates an input/output system diagram of the Vertical KF and
Horizontal EKF. We use two separate filters since the front camera line measure-
ment is nonlinear and needs to be linearized whereas the height measurement is
linear and observable. 70Hz is sufficient for height control considering its slower
dynamics compared to pitch/roll. Although pitch/roll/thrust dynamics are coupled,
we can treat them independently when assuming small attitude angles.
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Fig. 3 Input/output diagram for the Vertical KF and Horizontal EKF. L1 and L2 denote two ob-
served lines in the image plane. An IMU provides angular rates, θ˙ and φ˙ , angles, θ and φ , and
acceleration measurements, Bam, in {B}. Bzm is a height measurement. The estimated filter outputs
and the desired goals are denoted with a hat and a star superscription respectively. uφ , uθ and uT
are control outputs for pitch, roll and thrust. We fuse different sample rates of data: the 100Hz line
tracker (vision), a 70Hz IMU and a 20Hz sonar. The latest-updated measurement is used for slow
update rate sensors.
x∗
x¨
x˙ x
Fig. 4 x-axis position controller with outer proportional-integral position loop and inner propor-
tional velocity loop. Communication (8.3ms) and pixel transport delay (12ms) are included along
with zero-mean Gaussian, Nx¨ ∼ (0,0.5m/s2) representing acceleration noise.
5 Vision-based Control With Camera Latency Estimates
A quadrotor platform is an under-actuated dynamic system that is force actuated
and undamped. This makes it challenging to control as high-quality velocity signals
are required. Latencies in a system are a crucial dynamic characteristic and signif-
icantly effect control performance. For a machine vision camera-computer system
there is a pixel transport delay which accounts for the latency between an image
being exposed on the camera sensor and it being available in an image buffer on the
computer for processing (See Fig. 5). Our quadrotor controller design is presented in
[2] however this previous work did not account for the camera latency. We augment
the controller by estimating the latency as described in Section 5.1 and including it
in the control loop as shown in Figure 4.
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5.1 Camera Latency Estimation
We estimate the pixel transport delay of our system by using an LED and an onboard
microprocessor (setup shown in Fig. 6). A command is sent from a computer to the
microprocessor which turns on/off an LED with micro-second latency and records
the timestamp at that moment. At the same time a high-speed camera captures im-
ages of this event at 100Hz together with timestamps. The images and timestamps
are analysed to measure the pixel transport delay for each event. The mean latency
for 24 trigger events was measured at 8.4ms with standard deviation 4.23ms. We
incorporated this latency in the control loop shown in Fig. 4.
kt+1
Camera sample time
kt kt+2
Time
An event in the world.
(Turn on/off a LED)
Pixels exposed
Pixels transport
A frame is available 
in a framebuffer
kt kt+1
Camera sample time
Best case Worst case
tbest tworst
Fig. 5 The left and right figure illustrate the best and the worst scenarios. tbest and tworst denote the
corresponding latency between the time when an actual event happens and an image is stored in a
framebuffer. It is practically difficult to measure pixel transport delay, however we can guarantee
the delay has to be within tbest ∼ tworst . The measurement shows that it lies within this range. We
assume the pixel transport latency is shorter than the camera sample time.
Fig. 6 Experiment setup for measurement of pixel transport latency. The interface latency between
the computer and microprocessor is negligible compared to the pixel transport time. We assume an
actual event occurs at the same time as the microprocessor event.
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Pole center
dx
(a)
dy
(b)
dx
time = t
(c) (d)
Fig. 7 Changing yaw angle makes the quadcopter circle around the pole (red bar indicates the
front rotor). References for x,y position controllers are dx and 0 respectively. The robot hovers
by keeping dx distance at time = t. (b) An operator sends a yaw command and it introduces dy
distance at time = t + 1. (c) The robot moves to the right to eliminate dy and keeps dx distance
at time = t+ 2. (d) Reduced controllable DOFs. The operator is only allowed to move along the
arrow directions which are sufficient for inspection purposes.
6 Reduction of User-Controllable DOFs
Our proposed system is modelled on Sheridan’s “Supervisory Control” architecture
[23], specifically system 4, in which the control loop is closed through a computer
but there are still human interventions. This approach allows the robot to close the
high-bandwidth control loops while the on-demand “high level” commands from
the human are treated as requested goal states.
A typical attitude-stabilised quadrotor has four user-controllable degrees of free-
dom (DOF), namely horizontal position (x,y), height (z), and heading (ψ). These are
usually controlled indirectly with joysticks where the stick positions are mapped to
rates (e.g. ‘throttle’ stick position is mapped to climb rate). Significant operator skill
is therefor required to control position in 3-dimensional Cartesian space. Even more
skill is required when flying close to structures as it is hard to judge the position
of the vehicle relative to the structure, and there is little room for error when cor-
recting for wind and turbulence. We propose reducing the operator’s cognitive load
and level of skill required by reducing the controllable DOFs and letting the system
control the remaining DOFs automatically. Additionally, some of the DOFs are con-
trolled in a more direct, intuitive manner rather than indirectly via rate commands.
The proposed concept is shown in Fig. 7(d) for a pole inspection task, where the
operator controls only 2 DOF: altitude of the vehicle and angle around the pole.
Given a position controller that keeps the pole centred in the field of view, and at
a constant stand-off distance, then Fig. 7(a) ∼ Fig. 7(c) illustrates how the vehicle
moves around the pole when a yaw command is given. This is sufficient for inspec-
tion of the entire pole area and easy to control.
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7 Flight Experiments
In this section the experimental setup is described and we present results for pole-
relative hovering and user-controlled pole circumnavigation.
Reflector
Prism
Front
Camera
Onboard
Computer
Flight
Controller
Ultrasonic
Sensor
Fig. 8 Experimental setup showing the Leica laser tracker in the foreground and the UAV and pole
in the background (left) and a close-up view of the UAV (right).
7.1 Experimental Setup
Our MikroKopter quadrotor platform carries a forward-facing camera for line de-
tection (75◦ field of view (FOV), 320×240 images at 100Hz). An ultrasonic sensor
provides height measurements at 20Hz. All processing is performed by an onboard
single board computer (SBC). Further details are provided in [2]. An actuated sur-
veying laser (Leica TS12) is used to track a reflective prism on the vehicle providing
ground truth position with millimeter accuracy at 5Hz.
Fig. 8 shows the vehicle and the experimental environment while Fig. 9 shows
the system diagram. Different colors in the figure denote different sampling rates
and arrows denote data flow at a given frequency. Each box is an individual Robot
Operating System (ROS) [26] node implemented using C++. Precision Time Pro-
tocol (PTP) is utilized for time synchronization between the onboard computer and
the ground station. The IMU on a flight control board provides [Φ ,Φ˙ ,a] where Φ is
the roll-pitch-yaw angles [φ ,θ ,ψ], Φ˙ the RPY angle rates and a the 3-axis accelera-
tion at 70Hz. u denotes computed pitch, roll and thrust commands from controllers,
[up,ur,uh] .
7.2 State Estimation Results
We performed 32 pole-relative hovering flights using the experimental setup de-
scribed in Section 7.1 and observed a success rate of 78% (25/32) where the system
was able to track the pole and maintain a hover position relative to it. An altitude
controller maintained a constant height allowing us to evaluate the horizontal con-
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Fig. 9 Software system diagram. Different colors denote corresponding sampling rates. All soft-
ware is implemented using ROS.
troller performance independently. The results for the period 10 ∼ 60s of a 70 sec-
ond flight are summarised in Table 1. The performance of the 100Hz horizontal
EKF and 70Hz vertical KF estimators for the flight are shown in Fig. 10. The es-
timated position and velocity are evaluated by down-sampling the filter estimation
result to 5Hz and computing the standard deviation of errors between this and the
laser tracker ground truth.
State variable Vertical KF Horizontal EKF units
xˆ — 0.055 m
yˆ — 0.05 m
zˆ 0.011 — m
ˆ˙x — 0.197 m/s
ˆ˙y — 0.092 m/s
ˆ˙z 0.065 — m/s
Interval 10∼60 10∼60 sec
Table 1 Standard deviations of state estimation errors for the 100Hz horizontal EKF and 70Hz
vertical KF.
The estimation results track the ground truth but appear noisier since the sample
rate of the estimators is up to 20 times higher than the ground truth measurement
and the quadrotor plant effectively behaves as a low-pass filter. We see a similar
effect on velocities as shown in Fig. 11.
The spikes in the ground truth velocity data (e.g. at around 6, 18 and 29 seconds)
correspond to occasions where the laser tracker momentarily lost a fix on the reflec-
tive prism so did not produce data at a consistent rate (usually when the vehicle was
moving too fast for the tracker). The corresponding video demonstration is available
on our YouTube channel3.
3 YouTube channel, http://youtu.be/Bv55g6wTw0c
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Fig. 10 Experimental results for position estimation while hovering. The first and second rows
show the 100Hz horizontal EKF estimation with the 5Hz ground truth whereas the third is the
70Hz vertical KF estimation with the ground truth. -1m, 0m and 0.6m are the desired position for
Wxˆ, Wyˆ and W zˆ. Note that z-axis is inverted for visualization.
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Fig. 11 Experimental results for velocity estimation, 100Hz W ˆ˙x, W ˆ˙y and 70Hz W ˆ˙z, with the 5Hz
ground truth while hovering. The desired velocity is taken as the output of the position controller
as shown Fig. 4.
7.3 Pole Inspection Task
The envisioned mode of operation for a pole inspection is for the operator to place
the UAV on the ground with the camera facing the pole to be inspected and at the de-
sired stand-off distance for inspection. The operator will then command only height
and yaw to move the UAV around the pole at different heights while capturing in-
spection images. The system will keep the camera oriented towards the pole and
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Fig. 12 Ground truth trajectory for a pole inspection flight. An operator only sends yaw commands
using the RC transmitter and the UAV keeps the desired distance, dx, dy, dz =[1, 0, 0.6] (m), from
the pole. Black denotes the reference. Note that only the ground truth trajectory is presented due
to difficulty in estimating yaw angle with a low performance gyroscope.
maintain the stand-off distance. We emulated this task with the experimental setup
described in Section 7.1 however the stand-off distance (dx) was pre-set to 1m. We
performed 12 flights and for five of these the vehicle was able to circumnavigate the
pole successfully. Failures occurred when the pole left the camera FOV and track-
ing was lost. Fig 12 displays different viewpoints of the trajectory for one of these
flights. At the time the average wind speed was 1.5m/s with gusts of up to 2.4m/s
(See the demonstration video). Note that the pole was successfully circumnavigated
for this experiment however ground truth is only available for part of the flight as
the laser tracker could not track the vehicle when it was occluded by the pole.
7.4 Discussion of Results and Limitations
Figs 10 and 11 show that vision + imu-based state estimation allows for pole-relative
hovering and Fig. 12 shows that a user can command the UAV to circumnavigate a
pole by providing only yaw commands. Failures did occur however and these were
primarily when the pole left the camera FOV and could no longer be tracked. The
top view of Fig. 12 shows that the initial stand-off distance was roughly maintained,
with the vehicle deviating up to approximately 70cm from the desired radius around
the pole.
A current limitation of the system is due to the poor yaw estimates produced by
the onboard IMU. Yaw control is based on this estimate so a drift in yaw estimation
causes a yaw rotation of the vehicle, which in turn yields a y-axis controller error (as
shown in Fig. 7). The vehicle therefore keeps rotating about the pole even without
operator input. Improving the yaw angle estimates by means of a magnetometer or
a visual compass is an area of future work.
Another limitation of the system is its susceptibility to the effects of direct sun-
light and shadows found in outdoor environments. Edges are weak under strong
sunlight due to the small intensity difference between the pole edges and the back-
ground. Shadows on the other hand can create an intensity gradient on the surface of
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the pole and this may be falsely detected and tracked as the pole edge. To avoid these
challenges our experiments were conducted in the absence of direct sunlight (early
morning or late afternoon), and we will improve the robustness to these effects in
the future.
8 3D Pole Reconstruction
For inspection purposes it is important to record the quality of an asset over its
life-time. This is typically done with high resolution images however individual
images only offer discrete viewing angles. Computer vision techniques allow 3D
reconstruction of an object from multiple images, after which it can be viewed from
a variety of angles. To demonstrate the feasibility of reconstructing a pole in 3D and
the utility of having a texture-mapped 3D pole for inspection purposes, we utilised
two software tools on an image sequence in the workflow shown in Fig. 13. A GoPro
camera (170◦ FOV) was mounted to the vehicle and used to capture images at 240
FPS while flying around the pole. The high capture rate was used to reduce motion
blur, but the sequence was subsampled to 10Hz for processing. The undistorted
image sequence was first fed into a Structure from Motion (SfM) software tool to
obtain camera poses [24]. A texturisation software tool was then used to produce a
dense point cloud and a textured mesh of the scene [25]. The reconstruction results
are shown in Fig. 14. The software tools rely on point features and since the pole
surface is relatively textureless, the surface reconstruction is rather coarse. Once
texture-mapped it still however provides the user with a 3D view of the pole from
a variety of angles with sufficient clarity for inspection purposes. More views are
shown in the demonstration video4.
!"#$%&'()*+,-./0123456789:;<=>?@ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ[\]^_`abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz{|}~
Structure from Motion
Software
Camera pose Textualization
Software Texturedmesh
Point cloud
Image sequences
Fig. 13 Pole reconstruction workflow. Input for reconstruction is an undistorted image sequence
which are recorded at 240Hz and sub-sampled to 10Hz. Full pairwise matching is performed.
9 Conclusion and Future work
We have presented a UAV-based pole inspection system using an onboard high-
speed camera and IMU for pole-relative navigation in outdoor environments. Pixel
transport latency for the system is measured and incorporated in the control loop.
Translational position and velocity estimation are evaluated through outdoor flight
tests with accurate ground truth data. By reducing the user-controllable DOFs we
4 YouTube channel, http://youtu.be/Bv55g6wTw0c
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Fig. 14 3D pole reconstruction results. An original image (top left) and various views of the
texture-mapped surface (top row). SfM-based camera trajectory estimation (bottom row). The scale
of the trajectory is arbitrary, up-to-scale, since we use a monocular camera.
show a user is easily able to fly the UAV around a pole at a fixed stand-off distance by
only giving yaw commands. We also demonstrate the feasibility of reconstructing a
3D texture-mapped model of the pole and the utility of this for inspection purposes.
Our system has a number of limitations that will be addressed in the future. These
include using a visual compass from a downward-facing camera to improve yaw
estimates, and making the line tracking algorithm more robust in direct sunlight
conditions. Since the sonar only works reliably up to 2m, we plan to integrate visual
odometry along the vertical axis of the structure to estimate height.
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Chapter 9
Depth and scale estimation
Previous chapters (4, 6 and 8) assume we already know the geometry of structures (e.g.
width of the pole). It is also possible to estimate metric geometry by using a monocular
camera with an additional sensor to provide metric measurements.
In this chapter, we demonstrate recovery of the scale of a scene by making use of
an ultrasonic sensor for which we do not require any prior information. This chapter
differs from the previous chapters in that we use point features rather line features but
it is straightforward to adopt this approach for pole inspection tasks. We also discuss
this in the future work (Section 10.2).
There are a number of published studies on the inherent scale-ambiguity of a
monocular camera. The problem stems from an observation that a large object in
the far distance looks the same as a small object that is close. Recovering a scale is a
crucial problem in many robotic applications since robots must know how far or close
they are to obstacles or environments during operations. A number of approaches have
been proposed to cope with this problem. One approaches is to estimate the scale using
additional sensors which measure the different states in metric. As presented in the lit-
erature review, Weiss et al. utilize an IMU measurement and a monocular camera with
an EKF framework for scale estimation [68]. The scale estimation is quite sensitive
and prone to noise as shown in Fig. 9.1(a). In this example, we estimate a depth using
image flow measurements and camera motion, velocities [16]. The depth is estimated
by solving a linear equation. Although the scale is correctly recovered without noise, it
is underestimated with small amount of measurement noises, (see Fig. 9.1(b)). There-
fore accurate sensor noise modeling and robust estimator design plays a significant
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role in scale estimation. Shen et al. also demonstrate the scale recovery system using
stereo cameras and an UKF framework [67] (See the literature chapter).
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Figure 9.1: Depth estimation example using two line features. (a) The figure shows the depth
estimation without noise and (b) shows the depth estimation results with different amount of
noise in line features measurements.
The paper presented in this chapter uses a monocular camera and a down-facing
sonar sensor for scale estimation [9]. As shown in Fig. 9.2, two sensors, a sonar
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and a camera, measure the same state changes ∆zsonark and ∆z
camera
k . Since they are
attached a rigid body, the scale can be recovered by minimizing their error. We apply a
threshold filter for the sample selection. Although this could be improved by replacing
it to algorithms such as RANSAC, the results are competitive with the-state-of-the-art
achievements.
Figure 9.2: The illustration of a scale estimation. Levenberg-Marquardt is utilized for solving
the quadratic cost function. Gray denotes a position at time= k−1 and black is at time= k.
The contributions of the paper are
• Demonstrating online scale estimation and full state estimation with a simple
Kalman Filter.
• Evaluation of the scale estimation with motion capture ground truthed data.
• Testing in a variety of environments including indoor and outdoor.
• Sharing tutorial documents and source code to community for further improve-
ments and collaborations.
We use a low-cost consumers grade VTOL platform, AR.Drone. One can thus equip
the same platform and apply our algorithm to replicate the same results.
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Chapter 10
Conclusion
This thesis has presented shared autonomy based close proximity navigation for verti-
cal infrastructure inspection using a VTOL platform. To achieve this goal, dynamic
modeling, system identification, controller design, state estimation were presented
through nine published papers. This chapter summaries the contributions presented
in this thesis, discusses the significance of the research outcomes and proposes possi-
ble future work.
10.1 Summary of contributions
As addressed in the introduction chapter (Chapter 1), this thesis presents research ques-
tions for human and machine perspectives. Each chapter resolves the corresponding
research questions and points out its contributions.
• A VTOL platform dynamic modeling by using system identification (Chapter
3). In this chapter, we develop a useful and simple way for dynamic model-
ing. Input, control commands from a joystick, and output, attitudes estimation
from a flight controller were logged at the same time and a second order dy-
namics model is estimated using a system identification approach. This model
contains not only dynamics properties of a platform but a telemetry latency. We
designed nested velocity and position controllers with this model and described
simulation and experiment results. These results are competitive with the-state-
of-the-art achievements, σvx = 0.051m/s,σvy = 0.052m/s,σx = 0.082m,σx =
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0.092m,σx = 0.055m.
• Demonstration of an approach for a vertical infrastructure inspection using a
VTOL platform (Chapter 4). A laser based pole inspection system built upon the
system developed in the previous chapter is introduced. A novel and a simple
pole tracker was developed and its performance evaluated with motion capture
ground truth. A human operator can easily control such a vehicle even beyond
line of sight with shared autonomy. The machine is capable of hovering with
respect to a target and this allows an operator inspect a pole only with two DOFs.
• For disturbance rejection, a high-speed vision (100Hz) system is introduced in
Chapter 5. To the author’s best knowledge, this system was a pioneer work
toward fast-sensing at the time of development. The system ran on an onboard
computer in real-time at 100Hz for feature tracking and state estimation. Full
states were estimated using multi sensors at different sample rates and evaluated
with motion capture ground truth.
• An improved fast line tracker is presented in Chapter 6. Line features were pre-
dicted by using an IMU information and Image Jacobian. The tracker was tested
in challenging conditions: the maximum angular rate ≈ 160◦/s and the maxi-
mum acceleration ≈ 6m/s2 in indoor and outdoor environments. The tracker
outperformed the-state-of-the-art tracking algorithm, (ViSP).
• An improved line measurement model, controller design presented and the im-
pact of fast sensing addressed in Chapter 7. Plu¨cker line representation was
adopted and an EKF estimator fused input from visual and inertial sensors. The
impact of the high-speed sensing by comparing its output with different sampling
rate was demonstrated.
• An integrated flying system for a pole inspection with high-speed camera is de-
scribed in Chapter 8. We took the system outdoors, where wind gust acts on
the vehicle and the situation is natural for emulating a pole inspection task. The
VTOL platform was able to maintain the stand-off distance while hovering and
circumnavigating a pole with only two DOFs commands from a human oper-
ator. Visual and attitude information were sent to the ground station and were
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efficiently visualized for monitoring. Off-line 3D model reconstruction is also
demonstrated in order to indicate feasibility toward a real-time online 3D map-
ping.
• Scale estimation problems are discussed in Chapter 9. A novel and simple scale
estimation approach was introduced and developed with a toy class VTOL plat-
form. A scale was recovered by minimizing a quadratic cost function which
consists of height changes from two different sensors. The results were evalu-
ated with the ground truth and we shared all tutorial documents and source code
to the public. It is hoped that this research will be easily replicated and improved
by others.
10.2 Future work
Suggestions and possible improvements for the work presented in this thesis follow.
• VTOL platform dynamic improvements with the blade-flapping model.
This thesis presented dynamics models using system identification in Chapter 4.
As discussed in the case studies D.1, there is a room for improvement in dynamic
modeling including aerodynamics effects. With this model, more agile and ac-
curate maneuvers will be possible. To achieve this, blades properties such as a
thrust coefficient and accurate rotor speeds must be given and these are usually
difficult to measure because it requires an encoder that a ordinary BLDC motor
lacks. The alternative is flying a vehicle at a constant height in motion capture
space and logging IMU data from an onboard flight controller and the linear
velocity from the motion capture device at the same time. Then system identifi-
cation tools can estimate drag coefficients caused by blade-flapping effects from
these logged data.
• Vertical height control and scale estimation.
In this thesis, the pole radius is given and we use this information for state esti-
mation. It is also possible to estimate the pole width online by using multi sensor
fusion such as point features from a monocular camera and metric information
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from an IMU. However there are two main challenges: extraction of point fea-
tures only on the pole and high computational cost for feature extraction. If a
whole image is used for camera pose estimation as Weiss has done, the algo-
rithm can easily fail as background features dominate. Applying line tracker
first for pole segmentation then extracting point features in only segmented ar-
eas is a possible approach. The segmented area can also be utilized for height
visual odometry together with estimated scale. Using point features is expensive
in extraction and matching. This might slow processing speed down and cancel
out the benefits of a high-speed camera. However the system can be used with
any types of vertical structures or even trees.
• Full autonomous inspection mode
Once an operator commands it, a flyer circumnavigates the pole by gradually
increasing height every turn autonomously. Since the vehicle knows where it is
with respect to the target, it can navigate by itself (SLAM on the pole). This
function indicates that multiple pole inspection or multiple vehicles for large
scale structure inspection may be possible. User choose a pole location in GPS
coordinate and this location is inaccurate. The VTOL platform can approach to
a target based on GPS and looks for a pole nearby. Once it detects the target,
performing inspection task.
• User interface improvement
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Figure 10.1: Defect inspection assistant software detects cracks or coated area based on an
image taken from a VTOL platform [40].
The user interface presented in this thesis shows only significant information
such as current machine view, its attitude, distance to an object and the position
desired by the human operator. More sophisticated functionalities could be de-
veloped in the future, e.g. detecting defects, analyzing deformation or keeping
track of them for future references. Although this requires software engineering
development, it is, in the author’s opinion as important as much research since it
will produce further practical and realistic results.
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Appendices
A History of VTOL vehicle
What is the first helicopter prototype? The first thoughts of vertical flight with heli-
copters were much more advanced than the first airplanes. In 1493, a helical airscrew
was designed by Leonardo da Vinci. Even though his design was ideal and never put
to any practical use, it was clearly far ahead of its time and it might have flown if there
was adequate technology. Fig. 10.2 illustrates a helical airscrew1.
Figure 10.2: Leonardo da Vinci’s airscrew [1]
In the late summer of 1907, Luois and Jacques Brequet made the first helicopter
which could fly the No.1 Gyroplane. This machine consisted of a rectangular central
1http://www.leonardo-da-vinci.110mb.com
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steel tubing supporting the power plant and the pilot. Like today’s VTOL platform sys-
tem, it had one pair of diagonally opposed rotors rotating in a clockwise and counter-
clockwise direction respectively. According to historical records in September 1907,
the aircraft rose to about 0.60m but was unable to move in a horizontal plane. It only
was able to remain in the air for one minute. Fig. 10.3 shows a photograph of the No.1
Gyroplane1.
In 1908 the No.2 Gyroplane was built and it was powered by a 55hp engine with 2
forward-tilting 2-blade rotors. The diameter of each rotor was 7.85m and fixed wings
provided an extra 50m2of lifting surface. Witnesses said that they saw the airplane rise
up to 4.5m and fly for a short period of time. Fig. 10.4 shows a photograph of a No.2
Gyroplane.
Figure 10.3: No.1 Gyroplane, 1907
Etienn Oemichen, another researcher, started experiments with rotating-wing de-
signs in 1920 and he designed six different VTOL vehicles. Although his first attempt
failed due to insufficient thrust with a 25hp engine, he attached a hydrogen-filled ballon
to lift the aircraft.
1http://www.aviastar.org/helicopters_eng/breguet_gyro.php
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(a) K.Munson “Helicopters And Other Rotorcraft
Since 1907 ”
(b) C.Gablehous “Helicopters and Autogiros
1969 ”
Figure 10.4: No. 2 Gyroplane, 1908
His second aircraft, Oemichen No.2, was equipped with a 180hp Gnome engine
and consisted of steel-tube framework with a cruciform layout. It had eight propellers,
four of them generated lift force. Another propeller mounted at the end of arm was
for steering of the aircraft and the remaining functioned as a pusher to create forward
propulsion. Oemichen No.2 could fly more than a mile and achieved the first 1km
closed-circuit flight by a helicopter in 7 min. 40 sec. Fig. 10.5 shows a photograph of
the Oemichen1.
The de Bothezat helicopter or Jerome-de Bothezat Flying Octopus was built for
the United States Army Air Service in December 1922. Despite its massive six-bladed
rotors and complexity of mechanical structure, it was said at the time to be the first
successful VTOL platform (quadrotor). It weighed 1678kg with 9m arms and four
8.1m rotors. Sadly it was scrapped in 1924 because it could not meet the requirement
of the US army which was to hover at 100m height. Fig. 10.6 shows a photograph of
a de Bothezat helicopter2.
In 1956, the Convertawings was developed both for military and civilian purposes.
The design and control mechanism of the aircraft was relatively simple. While this
1http://www.aviastar.org/helicopters_eng/oemichen.php
2http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:De_Bothezat_Quadrotor.jpg
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(a) Oemichen “Oemichen No2 Helicopter ”,
1922
(b) Oemichen “Design of Oemichen No2 Heli-
copter”, 1922
Figure 10.5: No. 2 Gyroplane, 1908
Figure 10.6: de Bothezat helicopter, 1923
aircraft demonstrated successful flight including hovering and moving forward, the
project was ended due to lack of demand for the aircraft. Fig. 10.7 shows a photograph
of a Convertawings helicopter1.
Recently there has been rising interest in VTOL platforms for military and com-
mercial purposes. Companies and the army have researched this particular platform.
The Bell Boeing Quad TiltRotor (QTR) developed by Bell Helicopter and Boeing is
a model design based on the V-22 Osprey tiltrotor. QTR has four rotors and aims for
1http://www.aviastar.org/helicopters_eng/convertawings.php
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Figure 10.7: Convertawings Model A in 1956
(a) Bell-Boeing V-22 Ospray (b) Bell Boeing Quad TiltRotor
Figure 10.8: VTOL platforms from the companies
a cargo capacity equivalent to the C-130 Hercules, flying at 250 knots and VTOL on
rough terrain. Fig. 10.8 shows V-22 Ospray and QTR1.
The MOLLER company have researched VTOL vehicles since 1965. One of the
their products, Skycar has four ducted fans encasing the propellers. Not only do these
ducted fans prevent people from being exposed to moving blades, but they improve
aerodynamic efficiency at low speeds. This machine can carry up to 340kg net payload
and gross weight is 1088kg. It can be flown by a driver or a computer, but safety
problems must be addressed before it is an alternative to the car. Fig. 10.9 shows a
1http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bell_Boeing_Quad_TiltRotor
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photograph of products of the MOLLER company1.
(a) XM-2 (b) XM-3
(c) M200X (d) M400X
Figure 10.9: Products of MOLLER company
Unlike airplanes, VTOL vehicles do not need large spaces in which to take off or
land. The Fire Scout air vehicle, the US Navy’s UAV, is a good example of this. It is
able to take off and land on a small area of the USS John F. Kennedy aircraft carrier.
This allows the aircraft carrier to have more combat planes and perform with high
efficiency. Fig. 10.10 shows the Fire Scout of the US Navy2.
Many companies are also producing low price mini size VTOL platforms, less than
1m diameter, for hobbysts and avionic and robotic researchers. Mikrokopter is one of
the major companies in the quadcopter industry and they use a custom-designed flight
control system. Traditional PD controllers run on an ATMEL 1284P 20MHz micro
1http://www.moller.com
2http://sayf.files.wordpress.com
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Figure 10.10: The Fire Scout air vehicle
controller and the servo rate on each axis is 500Hz. Both ground-station and the VTOL
platform software are provided as open-source. The software, however, is limited by
licence for use on their products only. Fig. 10.11 shows a photograph of products of
Mikrokopter1.
(a) L4 Quadrotor (b) Hexarotor (c) Octarotor
Figure 10.11: Products from Mikrokopter
Ascending Technology is another company with a stable and well-structured plat-
form. They have demonstrated 1kHz PD controller [69] on a VTOL platform and
provide simple user serial input command APIs. For research purposes, an Intel Atom
processor board (1.6GHz, 1GB RAM) and other laser range finders are available. Fig.
10.12 shows products of Ascending Technology2.
1http://www.mikrokopter.de
2http://www.asctec.de
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(a) HummingBird (b) Pelican (c) Firefly
Figure 10.12: Products from AscTec
The PIXHAWK project at ETHZ is developing autonomous micro air vehicles.
Even though the project is aimed at competitions and research, they began to sell their
platforms due to huge interest from the research community. Currently only the IMU
board is available and the software is open-source. An LPC2148 processor (60MHz
ARM7) is used for altitude control and main control loop operates at 500Hz. Fig.
10.13 illustrates control loops and frequency and Fig. 10.14 shows a photograph of the
PIXHAWK quadroters1 .
Figure 10.13: Mainloop of PIXHAWK IMU
Skybotix2 is a company that manufactures both professional and educational flying
robots. Their coaxial helicopter, CoaX runs open-source software and uses Robot
Operating System (ROS). ROS is an open-source, meta-operating system which not
only provides implementation of high-level robot functionality but also enables low
level control and hardware abstraction.
1http://pixhawk.ethz.ch
2http://www.skybotix.com
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(a) PIXHAWK Quadrotor (b) Coax Helicopter
Figure 10.14: Products from the PIXHAWK
Moreover a lot of open-source packages are available from the ROS wiki page1.
Because this software package enables flying robots or ground robots to be simpler
and more expandable, many robotic researchers have been using this middleware with
their robots[70][71]. Two 16-bit micro controllers (dsPIC, 40MIPS DSP function) are
used for IMU, sonar and pressure sensor. GAUI2 and DraganFly3 are corporations
that sell VTOL platform kits at a reasonable price. In order to use these platforms for
research purposes like autonomous navigation, they need custom modifications and
extra sensors. However they have demonstrated a precise IMU and it is possible to get
the vehicle state for control purposes.
1http://www.ros.org
2http://eng.gaui.com.tw/d981119/html/index.asp
3http://www.draganfly.com/uav-helicopter/draganflyer-x4/
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(a) GAUI 330X-S Quadrotor (b) Draganflyer X4 (c) Microdrone
Figure 10.15: Multirotor products of hobby and amateur class
Recently a paper is published by Lim et al. [72], “Build Your Own Quadrotor:
Open-Source Projects on Unmanned Aerial Vehicles”. The paper describes surveys on
quadrotor open-source projects and provides an idea of how to build.
Micro-size VTOL platform projects are also gaining interests recently. These plat-
forms are usually a palm size or even less and are suitable for operation in tightly
constrained environments. Academic and commercial projects have demonstrated as
shown in Fig. 10.16. Note Fig. 10.16(a) and Fig. 10.16(c) platforms equip an onboard
ARM processor, a autopilot, an IMU and a camera rather others only have an autopilot,
an IMU and telemetry. The former can fly by themselves but the latter are full remote
control.
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(a) (b) (c)
(d) (e) (f)
Figure 10.16: Micro-size research and commercial quadrotors. (a) uAV from QUT [73] (b),(c)
NanoQuad and Nano+ from KMel Robotics (d) Crazyflie Nano by Bitcraze (e) QR Ladybird
by Walkera (f) Pocket Quad by HobbyKing
B Matlab VTOL dynamic model simulation
Simulation and robust and flexible hardware and software architectures will be dis-
cussed. Using Matlab we can simulate the nonlinear dynamics of the quadcopter sys-
tem [16]. The VTOL platform takes off and makes a turn in the simulation.
x?,y?,z? and yaw? refer to reference inputs and the control mixer plays a role in
mapping movements and thrust to desired rotor speeds as illustrated in Fig. 2.3. Be-
cause this simulation model describes the real model precisely, it can save time and
costs by employing the virtual model for experiments. Fig. 10.18 shows running the
simulator.
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Figure 10.17: Rotations in roll, pitch and yaw.
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 10.18: Take-off and flight in a circle, a-b-c-d
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C Image Jacobian derivation
This section presents derivations of 2D visual feature, a point or a line, Image Jacobian
[16], [74] and [75].
C.1 2D point Image Jacobian
A perspective projection of a point at the world coordinate P = (X ,Y,Z) is p = (x,y):
x = f
X
Z
,y = f
Y
Z
. (C.1)
where f is a focal length of a camera. Without loss of generality, the focal length is
assumed to be equal to f = 1. This means any point in the world coordinate is projected
on the image plane as a point with
x =
X
Z
. (C.2)
Apply Quotient Rule for differentiating (C.1) and it yields a relation between a
point on the image coordinate and a point in the world coordinate.
x˙ =
[
1
Z 0− XZ2
0 1Z− YZ2
]
X˙ (C.3)
The body velocity of a camera with respect to (w.r.t) the world coordinate and observ-
ing a world point, X , has a relation
X˙ =−ω×X− v (C.4)
where ω = [ωxωy,ωz]T is an angular velocity and v = [vx,vy,vz]T is a translation ve-
locity.
x˙ =−ω×X− v =−v+[X ]×w =
[
−I3[X ]×
][
vω
]T
(C.5)
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where I3 is a 3×3 identity matrix, [X ]× is a skew-symmetric matrix. We simplify (C.3)
using (C.1)
x˙ =
[
− 1Z 0 − xZ xy −(1+ x2) y
0 − 1Z− yZ 1+ y2 −xy −x
]
v (C.6)
v = [v ω]T is a 6×1 velocity vector and make a matrix form
x˙ = Lx(x,Z)v (C.7)
This Lx(x,Z)matrix often called Interaction matrix or Image Jacobian which describes
how features on the image plane change as a function of camera velocity.
C.2 2D line Image Jacobian
A straight line can be represented as the intersection of two planes
A1X +B1Y +C1Z+D1 = 0
A2X +B2Y +C2Z+D2 = 0
where Ai, Bi and Ci denote a normal vector of a plane and Di is a depth, a distance
between a plane and its coordinate. The homogenous representation of the projected
line in the image plane is:
ax+by+ c = 0 (C.8)
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Figure 10.19: A θ -ρ line representation in pixel coordinate [16]. Blue and red denote plus and
minus respectively.
where a,b and c are line parameters with
a = A1D2−A2D1 (C.9)
b = B1D2−B2D1 (C.10)
c =C1D2−C2D1 (C.11)
and it may be represented in polar coordinates which use minimal numbers of
parameters:
ρ = xsinθ + ycosθ (C.12)
The relation between the depth Z of a point belonging to the line in the image plane
is given by
1
Z
=
−(A1x+B1y+C1)
D1
(C.13)
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Differentiating (C.12), we get
ρ˙+(xsinθ − ycosθ)θ˙ = x˙cosθ + y˙sinθ (C.14)
Based on (C.12), x can be expressed according to y when cosθ 6= 0 and (C.21) can
be rewritten using (C.7) and (C.13) as
(ρ˙+ρ tanθθ˙)− y( θ˙
cosθ
) = K1v+ yK2v (C.15)
where K1 and K2 are
K1 =
[
λ1 cosθλ1 sinθ−λ1ρsinθ −cosθ−ρ
2
cosθ −ρ tanθ
]
(C.16)
K2 =
[
λ2 cosθλ2 sinθ−λ2ρρρ tanθ 1cosθ
]
(C.17)
with λ1 =
A1
ρ
cosθ+C1
D1
and λ2 = −A1 tanθ+B1D1 .
Writing equations according to ρ˙ and θ˙ yields
ρ˙ =(K1+ρ sinθK2)v (C.18)
θ˙ =− cosθK2v (C.19)
Hence
Lρ =
[
λρ cosθλρ sinθ−λρρ(1+ρ2)sinθ−(1+ρ2)cosθ0
]
(C.20)
Lθ =
[
λθ cosθλθ sinθ−λθρρ−ρ sinθ−1
]
(C.21)
where λρ = Aiρ cosθ+B1ρ sinθ+C1D1 and λθ =
A1 sinθ−B1 cosθ
D1
.
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We can say
[
θ˙
ρ˙
]
= Jlv (C.22)
with
Jl =
[
λθ cosθλθ sinθ−λθρ ρ −ρ sinθ −1
λρ cosθλρ sinθ−λρρ(1+ρ2)sinθ−(1+ρ2)cosθ 0
]
(C.23)
(C.23) shows camera velocity to feature velocity in normalized image coordinate.
Since we measure lines on the pixel coordinate, we need to map the normalized image-
plane coordinate to pixel coordinate as
u =
f
ρu
x+u0,v =
f
ρv
y+ v0 (C.24)
where µu and µv are the size of a pixel in metre and u0 and v0 are a principal point in
pixel. Rearrange these yields
x =
ρu
f
u¯,y =
ρv
f
v¯ (C.25)
where u¯ = u−u0 and v¯ = v− v0. The temporal derivative is
x˙ =
ρu
f
˙¯u, y˙ =
ρv
f
˙¯v (C.26)
and substituting (C.25) and (C.26) into (C.21) and (C.12) leads to
[
Pθ˙
Pρ˙
]
= PJlv (C.27)
where Pθ˙ and Pρ˙ are line velocity in pixel coordinate and PJl is Image Jacobian in
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pixel coordinate:
PJl =
[
Pλθ sinθPλθ cosθ−Pλθρ −ρ sinθ −ρ cosθ −1
Pλρ sinθPλρ cosθ−Pλρρ−(1+ρ2)cosθ (1+ρ2)sinθ 0
]
(C.28)
where Pλρ = Aiρ sinθ+B1ρ cosθ+C1D1 and
Pλθ = A1 cosθ−B1 sinθD1 .
C.3 Image based Visual servoing with line features
We might compute camera velocity inverting (C.28)
v = PJl−1
[
Pθ˙
Pρ˙
]
(C.29)
Our measurements are two lines on the image plane so (C.29) can be written
v =
[
PJl1
PJl2
]−1
Pθ˙1
Pρ˙1
Pθ˙2
Pρ˙2
 (C.30)
v is 6×1 velocity vector and
[
PJl1
PJl2
]−1
is 6×4 Moore-Penrose pseudo-inverse of matrix
and

Pθ˙1
Pρ˙1
Pθ˙2
Pρ˙2
 is 4×1 measurements. We compute these feature velocity,
˙` =
[
Pθ˙
Pρ˙
]
= `∗− `m (C.31)
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Table 10.1: Case studies summary table. Notes: DM=Dynamics modeling, SE=State estima-
tion
Case Number Institute Citation Main contributions
1 ANU [76] DM, Control
2 Mines Paris ParisTech [77] DM
3 MIT [78][34] SE
4 University of Pennsylvania [43][67] SE
5 ETHZ [79][80] SE
6 ETHZ [68] SE
7 University of Freiburg [81] SE
8 The City College of New York [82][83] SE
9 University of Pennsylvania [84][85] Control
10 ETHZ [86][87] Control
where `∗ is a desired feature position in the pixel coordinate and `m is line measure-
ment. We define two 3D lines, L, in the world coordinate and desired camera pose,
ξC.
`∗ = L(L,K,ξC) (C.32)
where L(·) is a 3D to 2D line projection function and K denotes a camera intrinsic
matrix.
D A survey of state-of-the-art VTOL platform research
A number of different approaches to solve some or all of the problems have been
described in the research literature. In this subsection, 10 landmark state-of-the-art
VTOL platform studies (2008–2013) are discussed and classified in dynamics model-
ing, state estimation and control category as shown in Table 10.1.
D.1 Dynamic modeling
Accurate dynamic modeling plays an important role in control design. For example,
the VTOL platform dynamic model in Section 2.2.2 only takes into account of the
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moment of inertia, force and drag moments. In reality however, a VTOL platform
experiences more complicated aerodynamics which are important for control design
[88]. The full discussion of aerodynamics is beyond the scope of this thesis, but one
of main aerodynamics effects (blade flapping) is addressed through two landmark case
studies.
Case study 1 Pounds et al. introduced a large VTOL platform (X-4 Flyer), 4kg,
which can carry up to 1kg payload [76]. Simple VTOL platform dynamics models,
consisting only of rigid body mass, torque actuators and no aerodynamics, cannot rep-
resent behavior of a large VTOL platform. The key design issues considered for a
heavy lifting platform include such as aerodynamics and blade flapping.
mx¨ =−mga1s−mgθ
IYY θ¨ =4dCTρAR2ω0δω+mga1sh−
a
2
σρARωod2θ˙
(D.1)
where m is the mass of a VTOL platform (see Fig. 10.20), g is gravity, a1s is the lon-
gitudinal flapping angle, θ is the pitch angle, IYY is pitch rotational inertia, d is rotor
offset from the centre of gravity, CT is the rotor thrust coefficient, ρ is air density, A is
rotor area, R is rotor radius, ω0 is rotor angular velocity, h is the height from the centre
of gravity, a is the airfoil polar lift slope and σ is the rotor solidity. Some parame-
ters were directly taken from measurements such as mass, derived from experiments
or calculated using other identified parameters. For instance, a VTOL platform was
mounted on a gimbal for measuring IYY and IXX (only rotational testing). With these
sophisticated dynamic model, Pounds et al. demonstrated stable pitch and roll angle
stabilization of a large VTOL platform hovering, ±1◦ [76].
Case study 2 One of the most important technologies accelerating a multi-rotor re-
search is the development of small, lightweight, cheap MEMs IMU sensor. This sen-
sors measure tri-axis accelerations, angular rates at high update rates ∼ 1kHz. More
importantly this allows control attitudes and estimate angles. Martin et al. revisit
VTOL platform dynamics model including rotor drag [77]. This model contains extra
aerodynamics terms, for example air drag, proportional to the propeller angular ve-
locity times the VTOL platform linear or angular velocity and it is important to com-
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(a) X-4 Flyer CAD drawing (b) Component masses and offsets
Figure 10.20: X-4 Flyer CAD drawing and its properties measurements showing individual
components [76]. The mass and centre of gravity (COG) of the VTOL platform is tabulated in
(b). Measured component masses and offsets.
Figure 10.21: Rotor flapping illustration showing that the advancing blade is tilted up when it
horizontally translates [20].
pensate this effect for the accelerometer measurements. Researchers have reported the
impact of the improved VTOL platform dynamics model [89][90][20]. Fig. 10.21
illustrates the blade flapping effect. When a VTOL platform translates horizontally,
the advancing blade is tilted up as β because of apparent wind. This tilted angle is
named flapping angle and results in inclined lift force as noted as TiAflapRT v where Ti
is the thrust force, Aflap a matrix which describes the sensitivities of the β to the appar-
ent wind in the body-fixed frame and RT v is the linear velocity of the VTOL platform
expressed in the body-fixed coordinate. This blade flapping consequences a natural
stability of the horizontal dynamics of VTOL platforms [77] and permit to estimate
the horizontal translational velocity with acceleration measurements [91].
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Figure 10.22: Horizontal velocity estimation of AR.Drone VTOL platform. It is possible to
estimate biased horizontal velocity thanks to aerodynamics modeling of VTOL platform only
using acceleration (green). Optical flow approach with depth estimation yields de-bias noisy
estimation (blue). These two signals are tightly integrated in a vision and inertial navigation
filter (red) [92].
AR.Drone, a successful consumer-level VTOL platform product, also adopts this
dynamics model for lateral velocity estimation together with vision algorithm, optical
flow from a down facing camera [92]. The horizontal translational velocity is able to
be calculated only using acceleration measurements with aerodynamics model (green
from Fig. 10.22). This estimation has an offset caused by inaccurate dynamics, aero-
dynamics modeling, noisy and bias in IMU measurements. A vision sensor can also
be utilized for velocity estimation using point feature based optical flow. It yields the
horizontal velocity estimation with the known depth estimation,a down facing sonar,
(blue from Fig. 10.22). This approach is noisy and the performance varies depending
on environments but it can be used for the bias removal in acceleration based velocity
estimation (red from Fig. 10.22).
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D.2 State estimation
High-update rate and accurate state estimation is crucial for high-performance VTOL
platforms and is very closely related to dynamic modeling and control. Good dynamic
models can be used for prediction/evolution of states with integrators. An estima-
tor/observer corrects errors, residuals between measurements and the predicted states,
through a measurement/update step. The updated states then are exploited for control
feedback and the next prediction using dynamic models. This scenario describes quite
rough procedures but fundamental steps (prediction and update) are similar through
numerous estimators such as a Kalman Filter or particle filter. In this section, impres-
sive achievements in VTOL platform state estimation research are presented through
case studies 3–8. We will then draw on these case studies to discuss recent research
trends and issues. The summary table of state estimation is presented in table D.4.
Case study 3 Bachrach et. al. demonstrated a fully autonomous VTOL platform sys-
tem as shown in Fig. 10.23. It comprises sensing, control and planning systems. The
green box represents an onboard IMU and a low level attitude controller to stabilize
the VTOL platform. The yellow box represents local position estimation and real-time
sensing functions. The red boxes represent the high level simultaneous localization
and mapping (SLAM) planning system.
The platform from Ascending Technology1 equipped with onboard IMU sensors
creates a tight feedback loop at 1kHz. An autoPilot which controls three independent
axes at a control loop frequency of 1kHz is used to maintain attitude and heading of
the vehicle [69]. Acceleration data from IMU and relative position estimation from
a laser scan-matcher are fused to improve overall estimation in an Extended Kalman
Filter (EKF) framework.
To minimize drift in prediction, IMU reading was exploited data over a short period
of time. Measurement updates asynchronously whenever data arrives in the EKF pipe
line. Motion model prediction performed given fixed time period. EKF is used to
estimate states of positions, velocities and acceleration.
sˆ = [xG,yG,zG,θ ,φ ,ψ, x˙B, y˙B, z˙B, θ˙ , φ˙ , ψ˙, x¨B, y¨B, z¨B, x¨bias, y¨bias, z¨bias,φbias,θbias,ψbias] (D.2)
1http://www.asctec.de
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Figure 10.23: Software architecture of RANGE (Robust autonomous navigation in GPS-denied
environments) system [34]
where [xG,yG,zG,θ ,φ ,ψ] denote position and orientation in the world coordinate and
[x˙B, y˙B, z˙B, θ˙ , φ˙ , ψ˙, x¨B, y¨B, z¨B] represent velocities and accelerations in body coordinate.
Therefore an overall process model of positions, velocity and acceleration is given as
follows.
xGt = x
G
t−1+δ (x˙
B
t−1 cosψt−1− y˙Bt−1 sinψt−1)+ωx, ωx ∼ N(0,σx)
yGt = y
G
t−1+δ (x˙
B
t−1 sinψt−1+ y˙
B
t−1 cosψt−1)+ωy, ωy ∼ N(0,σy)
(D.3)
where δ is the filter update period and ωx and ωy are zero mean Gaussian noise. The
linear velocity and acceleration states are updated as the following equation.
vt = vt−1+δvt−1+ωv, ωv ∼ N(0,σv)
at = at−1+ωa, ωa ∼ N(0,σa)
(D.4)
where v is a sub-vector of state and a is angular velocities, linear accelerations and bias
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terms. The observation models are
zIMUt =

x¨Bt + x¨t bias
y¨Bt + y¨t bias
z¨Bt + z¨t bias
θt +θt bias
φt +φt bias
 ,z
POS
t =
[
xGt , y
G
t , z
G
t , ψt
]T
zVELt =
[
x˙Bt , y˙
B
t , z˙
B
t , ψ˙t , θ˙t , φ˙t
]T
(D.5)
With these process and observation models, EKF performs prediction and update steps.
The prediction step is computed as follows:
µ¯t = g(µ¯t−1,ut),
Σ¯t = GtΣt−1GTt +VtWtV
T
t
(D.6)
where Gt is the Jacobian of g with respect to s and Vt is the Jacobian of g with respect
to w. µ¯t and Σ¯t refer to predicted mean and covariance estimation respectively. Update
steps are calculated by the following procedures.
µt = µ¯+Kt(Ht µ¯t− zt),
Σt = (I−KtHt)Σ¯t ,
Kt = Σ¯tHTt (Ht Σ¯tH
T
t +Qt)
−1
(D.7)
where Ht is the Jacobian of h with respect to s and Kt is a Kalman gain.
To resolve indirect relative position constraint, a map based probabilistic scan-
matching approach is adopted to obtain the position estimation. Occupancy grid map
M can be generated from previous scans and then correspondences between M and the
new scan found. Each 2D cell in the M has the likelihood of the ith laser point xi, (D.8)
and by calculating the likelihood of all laser readings against M the likelihood for an
entire scan can be computed, (D.9).
P(xi|M) (D.8)
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Figure 10.24: Comparison of EKF velocity estimation and ground truth. Blue is the ground
truth from the motion capture system (VICON) and red is EKF estimation. Green is EKF
estimation with optimized variance parameters using stochastic gradient descent method.
P(S|M) =
N
∏
i=1
P(xi|M) (D.9)
Then the maximum likelihood can be computed by searching over hypotheses and this
implies the best alignment of incoming scan.
∆∗ = argmax(P(∆⊗S|M)) (D.10)
where ∆⊗S refers to transformed laser points S by ∆. Extracting contours from a scan
method is used to score likelihood of a new scan. Fig. 10.25 shows extracted contours
and the likelihood map.
Bachrach et. al. also demonstrated a stereo visual odometry. As we discussed
in Section 2.2.3 fast changes in motion and intensive computation lead to inaccurate
position estimation as shown in Fig. 10.26.
For altitude control, a modified laser scanner is employed as shown in Fig. 10.28.
Compared to sonar sensors or air pressure sensors laser scanners accurately measure
distance and height. The laser scans the horizontal plane but 20 laser beams are re-
flected and used for altitude control.
Interestingly, a 2D SLAM solution such as GMapping performs adequately to cor-
rect position drifting with the VTOL platform. This implies solutions used for ground
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Figure 10.25: In left figure contours(blue) are extracted from raw laser scan data. Red color
indicates higher likelihood than blue in left figure.
Figure 10.26: Left figure shows relative position estimation(red) using a laser scanner and
ground truth(blue). Right figure denotes similar trajectory plot from visual odometry(red) and
ground truth from VICON system(blue)
mobile robots can be exploited with VTOL platforms that can carry sufficient payload
and have an attitude stabilized flight controller.
Moreover it is possible to build a 3D map by accumulation of a 2D scan map (2.5D
mapping). Fig. 10.27 shows a point cloud logged with the laser scanner and the map
created by the SLAM algorithm.
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(a) Laser point cloud (b) The map created by iSAM
Figure 10.27: Perspective view of a point cloud and top view of the map
Figure 10.28: MIT VTOL platform equipped with ATOM 1.6GHz processor, Hokuyo UTM-
30LX laser scanner which has 40Hz sampling rate and 40 metre maximum measurement dis-
tance, and two light-weight uEye LE WVGA monochrome USB cameras.
Case study 4 Similar research has been carried out by S.Shen et. al. [43]. They
developed the platform for surveilling and exploring indoor and outdoor environments.
MAVs have a capable of mapping multiple floors and autonomous navigation given
environments. Fig. 10.29 shows the system architecture of MAVs.
A grid based ICP neighborhood searching pose estimation is used with a laser
scanner. An EKF plays a role in fusing IMU data with laser scan to provide altitude
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Figure 10.29: System architecture of software module including pose estimator, SLAM, plan-
ner and fusion module at different sample rates.
estimation. The process update equation is the following
x = f (x,u) = x⊕u (D.11)
where x is the pose estimate,u is the incremental motion from the pose estimator with
pose update function⊕. z, height measurement is observed by reflection mirrors to the
ground while pitch and roll (φ ,θ) are estimated onboard the IMU sensor.
To refine drifting odometry from a laser scan matcher, the SLAM technique is
required. An occupancy grid SLAM algorithm and vision-based feature matching
method are used for a loop closure and a localizer. Visual vocabularies are pre-built
offline and then surf features are clustered using them.
They also present a vision-based state estimation system [67]. The flyer carries
two cameras, fish-eye lens and ordinary lends, an IMU and Intel Core 2 Duo 1.86 GHz
processor board as shown in Fig. 10.31. The primary fish-eye lens camera estimates
its position and structures (3D points in the camera coordinate) up-to-a-scale. Then the
narrow field-of-view perspective camera runs at lower frequency than the primary for
metric scale initialization and failure recovery. An Unscented Kalman Filter (UKF) is
exploited for data fusion at 100Hz with IMU measurements, see Fig. 10.31.
Another impressive study of VTOL platforms has been presented by Daniel et al..
They have suggested designing dynamically feasible trajectories to drive VTOL plat-
forms. Controller parameterized fragments of trajectories are generated and then in-
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Figure 10.30: The hardware configuration is very similar to case study 3. The Pelican quadrotor
from Ascending Technology provides quite speedy and stable state estimation. An ATOM
1.6GHz processor functions as main coordinator and manages all data coming from different
sensors. A Hokuyo UTM-30LX laser scanner is exploited to perform scan matching. uEye
1220SE with a Kowa 3.5mm f1.4 lens provides video stream.
(a) (b)
Figure 10.31: (a) The vision-based state estimation system design with update rate. (b) The
experimental platform with the onboard computer. For sensing, there are two forward looking
cameras with different types of lens, right: fisheye, left: ordinary.
crementally refined it through successive experimental trials to compensate for noise
in the actuators and IMU sensors. These experiments are performed in VICON bound-
ary and Ascending Technology research VTOL platforms are used. Fig. 10.34 shows
assembly and cooperative control using VTOL platforms swarm.
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Figure 10.32: This graph shows how loop closure optimization functions. Each node has
pose(x,y,z,ψ) and information about neighborhood nodes. If loop closure detects between
node P1 and P5, then SLAM module optimises the number of nodes by merging together.
Figure 10.33: Maps while flying in indoor and outdoor environments. Although ground truth
is not presented in this map, the authors say the error observed is about a couple of centimetres.
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(a) A VTOL platform is assembling
blocks, which has magnetic compo-
nents at the end of it to build a struc-
ture.
(b) VTOL platforms swarm are cooperating
to move a heavy payload object.
Figure 10.34: Assembly and cooperation tasks by VTOL platforms
Case study 5 The work of Gim, H, Lee et al. [79] on vision-based VTOL platform
has been researched. The Bundle Adjustment (BA) with plane constraint is exploited
to optimize complexity of its computation. BA is a method used to minimize a given
cost function with a least square method such as Levenberg-Marquardt, as described
the following equation.
argmax
C,X
n
∑
i
m
∑
j
d(Q(Ci,X j)− xi j) (D.12)
where Ci is the estimation of the camera pose, X j refers to 3D map points in the world
coordinate. xi j is 2D features in the camera image plane. Q(.) and d(.) functions are
camera reprojection and the Euclidean distances between the image points and their
reprojection. The primary aim of BA is to find optimal value of camera pose and 3D
map points by minimizing given the cost function, d(.). Although LM is a effective
least squares approach in finding an optimal solution, it requires inversion of Jacobians
which have O(N3) complexity. Even worse, the more computation cost required, the
more the camera position and features get. This implies that BA is not suitable for
MAVs which has computation constraints. Therefore the pre-estimated plane with BA
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Figure 10.35: A possible distribution of 3D points in plane. di denotes a distance between the
estimated plane, pi and points from triangulation.
Figure 10.36: Top figure plots simulated planar and middle is estimated camera pose(red) and
3D points(blue) from local BA. Bottom is their method.
has been developed:
argmax
Cn,Xnew
m
′′
∑
j=1
{
n
∑
i=n−1
d(Q(Ci,X
′
j)− xi j′)+d⊥(pi,X
′
j)} (D.13)
To estimate the plane, they process the very first pair of frames with 5 point algo-
rithm to estimate camera pose. RANSAC determines inliers and outliers to make the
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Figure 10.37: Parameters which are needed to be opmizied for their BA. They argue that the
cost function in (D.13) is only minimized with respect to Cn and Xnew
Figure 10.38: PIXHAWK VTOL platform and experiment set-up. It is quite impressive that
they create own platform carrying an IMU, CPU modules and communication systems from
scratch [80].
initialization step. After estimation of camera pose, 2D feature points are projected
into 3D map. Given 3D points from previous step, 4 initial plane parameters are ob-
tained from a RANSAC plane fitting process. Equation D.14 is adopted to improve a
plane estimation.
argmax
C1,C2,X ,pi
m
∑
j
{
2
∑
i=1
d(Q(Ci,X j)− xi j)+d⊥(pi,X j)} (D.14)
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Figure 10.39: Top figure presents camera trajectory and 3D point cloud map which are gener-
ated by 5-point and linear 4-point algorithm. Bottom figure shows camera pose trajectory and
3D points estimation from proposed visual SLAM algorithm
Figure 10.40: Left figure shows feature tracking with FAST corner detector. Right shows 3D
map built by mapper and camera pose estimation.
Case study 6 Achtelik et al. developed monocular vision-based MAVs in unknown
indoor and outdoor environments [59]. The absolute position of a camera was esti-
mated by using a PTAM solution that was developed by Klein and Murray [93][94].
This visual simultaneous localization and mapping (vSLAM) was running at 10Hz
onboard computer.
Since fast dynamics of a VTOL platform require high update rate of control feed-
back, they fused 10Hz vision data and 1kHz IMU with Luenberger observer. The
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following method is used to take into account fast updates of a position controller.
x =[px p˙x bx]T
u =[p¨x]T
y =[px,vλ ]T
(D.15)
where x is states consists of the position px, velocity p˙x and acceleration sensor bias bx.
u is input acceleration vectors in the world coordinate. y denotes observation vector,
for instance, pvλ =
pv
λ . λ is a estimated scale factor. Linear motion model is exploited
to describe the system.
˙ˆx =A · xˆ+L(y− yˆ)+B ·u
yˆ =H · xˆ (D.16)
where
A =
010001
000
 , B =
01
0
 , H = [100] , L = [L1L2L3]T
To deal with the inherent scale issue of monocular camera, they make use of EKF
to use pressure sensor and linear acceleration measurement. Overall architecture and
data flow are shown in Fig. 10.41.
Another impressive VTOL research have recently demonstrated from the same
group (Weiss et al.[68]). Weiss et al. has demonstrated a vehicle state estimation
and sensor self-calibration framework which can be used for navigating a MAVs in
large and unknown environments. The filter estimates 31 states:
X =[piw
T
viw
T
qiw
T
bwT baT λ pci q
c
i p
w
v q
w
v ] (D.17)
piw is the position, [3×1], of an IMU in the world coordinate,W, viw is the velocity,
[3×1] of an IMU in the world coordinate. qiw ∈ R3 is attitude quaternion, [4×1],
describing a rotation from the world coordinate to the IMU coordinate, I. bw and ba
are the gyro and acceleration biases, [3×1], respectively. λ is the visual scale factor,
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Figure 10.41: HLP, LLP and FCU are acronyms of High Level Processor, Low Level Processor
and Flight Control Unit respectively. FCU is implemented on two 32bit, 60MHz ARM-7
micro-controllers and they are used for data fusion and attitude controller. Onboard Computer
features a 1.6GHz Intel Atom board.
(a) (b)
Figure 10.42: (a) Trajectories of the GPS ground truth(red) and filter estimation(blue), The
total length of the trajectory is about 360m. (b) A hexacopter carries sensors, a down looking
camera, an IMU, a pressure sensor, GPS, and an ATOM 1.6 GHz processor board.
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scalar. pci and q
c
i are the IMU-camera calibration states, [3×1] and [4×1] respectively,
which describes the transformation from the IMU coordinate to the camera coordinate,
C. The last two vector states, pwv and q
w
v , [3×1] and [4×1] respectively, are the drifts
between the visual coordinate, V, and the fixed world coordinate. The differential
equations of states are
p˙iw =v
i
w
v˙iw =C
T
(qiw)
(am−ba−na)−g
q˙iw =
1
2
Ω(ωm−bω −nω)qiw
b˙ω =nbω b˙a = nba λ˙ = 0
p˙ci =0 p˙
w
c = 0 q˙
w
v = 0
(D.18)
C(qiw) is the rotational matrix corresponding to the quaternion q
i
w. g is the gravity
vector in the world coordinate. Ω(ω) is the quaternion-multiplication matrix of ω .
Taking the expectations of the above model in order to represent states in error state
form.
ˆ˙piw =vˆ
i
w
ˆ˙viw =C
T
(qˆiw)
(am− bˆa)−g
ˆ˙qiw =
1
2
Ω(ωm− bˆω)qˆiw
ˆ˙bω =0 ˆ˙ba = 0
ˆ˙λ = 0
ˆ˙pci =0 ˆ˙p
w
c = 0 ˆ˙q
w
v = 0
(D.19)
Note all noise terms disappear after taking expectations. There are two benefits for this
error state representation: increasing numerical stability and handling the quaternion
in its minimal representation, 3 states, [95]. Therefore 31 states reduces 28 states as
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follows
X˜ =[∆piw
T ∆viw
T δθ iw
T ∆bwT ∆baT ∆λ ∆pci δθ
c
i ∆p
w
v δθ
w
v ] (D.20)
Where X˜ = X− Xˆ except the error quaternions. They are approximated as follows
δqiw =q
i
w⊗ qˆiw−1 ≈ [
1
2
δθ iw
T
1]T
δqci =q
c
i ⊗ qˆci−1 ≈ [
1
2
δθ ci
T 1]T
δqwv =q
w
v ⊗ qˆwv −1 ≈ [
1
2
δθwv
T 1]T
(D.21)
The rest error states are
∆ p˙iw =∆v
i
w
∆v˙iw =−CT(qˆiw)aˆ×δθ −C
T
(qˆiw)
∆ba−CT(qˆiw)na
δ θ˙ iw =− ωˆ×δθ −∆bω −nω
∆b˙ω =nbω ∆b˙a = nba ∆λ˙ = 0
∆p˙ci =0 δ q˙
c
i = 0 ∆p˙
w
v = 0 δ q˙
w
v = 0
(D.22)
Then this can be summarized to the linearized continuous-time error state equation.
˙˜X = FcX˜+Gcn (D.23)
where Fc and Gc are the state evolution matrix and the noise vector. Assuming Fc
and Gc to be constant over the integration time, the discretization form of them using
Taylor series can be
Fd = exp(Fc∆t) = Id+Fc∆t+
1
2!
Fc2∆t2+ ... (D.24)
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The measurement for filter update is camera pose measurement from a down-
looking camera. The visual algorithm provides the camera position measurement, pcv
in the visual coordinate as follows
zp = pcv =C
T
(qwv )
(piw+C
T
(qiw)
pci )λ +np (D.25)
where C(qwv ) is the rotation matrix from the visual coordinate to the world coordinate
and C(qiw) is the IMU attitude in the world coordinate. Again the camera position error
in the visual coordinate can be written
z˜p =zp− zˆp
=CT(qwv )(p
i
w+C
T
(qiw)
pci )λ +np−CT(qˆwv )(pˆ
i
w+C
T
(qiw)
pˆci )λˆ
=HpX˜
(D.26)
For the rotation measurement, zq can be derived
zq = qcv = q
c
i ⊗qiw⊗qwv (D.27)
This work demonstrates the visual scale estimation, λ , by making use of the vSLAM
algorithm as a black-box providing up-to-scaled pose of a camera with an IMU mea-
surement. This scale estimation with a monocular camera problem gains momentum
in visual-inertial aided navigation system (VINS) due to its relatively low-computation
requirement and high performance. There are two types of VINS: tightly-coupled and
loosely-coupled system. The former utilizes a visual algorithm which estimates for
up-to-a-scale position independent of the inertial measurements. These measurements
are then fused together with the estimated camera position in a separate filter such as
EKF. This thesis also presents a loosely-coupled visual-inertial aided system in Chap-
ter 8. The latter makes use of both the direct visual measurement, i.e. point features in
an image, and inertial measurement in a single estimator [96].
Case study 7 Grzonka et al. [81] demonstrated 2D position estimates with Monte-
Carlo Localization [97]. A pre-created global map from a ground vehicle with a laser
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Figure 10.43: Monte-Carlo localization with a flying vehicle. The figure shows pose estimation
updates over time. Particles are converged into the true vehicle position.
range finder was exploited for localization of a VTOL platform. Even though the
VTOL platform moves in 3D space, their approach allowed accurate position estima-
tion.
As shown in Fig. 10.43, 5,000 particles converged to the robot position over time
[98]. To estimate position of a VTOL platform they made use of grid-map based
Monte-Carlo Localization method. Initially particles which have position information
and its probabilistic are distributed and updated with the following equation.
x[i]t ∼ p(xt |x[i]t−1,vt ,∆x) (D.28)
where x[i]t and x
[i]
t−1 are the generated sample and previous sample. vt and ∆x are ve-
locities and relative movement estimation. Acceleration measurements from IMU are
integrated to calculate velocities and a scan matcher is used for movement estimation
in a 2D plane. They obtain indirect odometry from a laser scan matcher. This algo-
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Figure 10.44: An entire system diagram of pose estimation and 3D mapper.
rithm estimates the optimal position of a VTOL platform xˆt given the previous position
information xˆt−1 and projected laser scan measurement b
′
.
xˆt = argmax
x:=(x,y,θ)
p(xt |xt−1,b′t−1,b
′
t) (D.29)
Case study 8 Morris et al. proposed a 3D map data structure [82][83]. A ROS scan
matcher package [99] estimated the position of a VTOL platform and a Swiss Ranger
4000 depth-camera generated 3D points cloud and was integrated into 3D map: Multi-
Volume Occupancy Grids (MVOGs). Unfortunately the VTOL platform couldn’t fly
with the heavy Swiss Ranger, but MVOGs could generate the 3D map. They used
ROS open-source software, both on board micro-computer attached the VTOL plat-
form and the ground system and all project source code is available from the CCNY
ROS repository.
D.3 Control
VTOL platforms in GPS-denied indoor environments are equipped with functionalities
such as dead reckoning, localization and mapping in order to locate their position. A
motion capture system (VICON from Fig. 10.46) is a good solution used to obtain
accurate position estimation in a limited space. It provides sub-millimetre accuracy
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(a) 3D Multi-Volume Occupancy Grids
map
(b) The VTOL platform with Laser scanner and
Swiss Ranger 4000
Figure 10.45: 3D map and the VTOL platform from CCNY
(50µm and up to 375Hz update rates. Because these specifications are more than suf-
ficient for VTOL platform control, many researchers have developed and demonstrated
control methods and acrobatic maneuvers inside this system.
Case study 9 Daniel M. et al. demonstrated aggressive VTOL platforms maneuvers
such as flying through narrow, vertical gaps (see Fig. 10.47) by designing trajectories
in state space (position, orientation, translation and angular velocity) [84]. These tra-
jectories comprise a sequence of segments that contain a controller parameterized by
desired states such as goal states or region. The dynamic model of VTOL platforms
are utilized for development of this controller and then this controller is optimized,
(i.e. minimizing errors in the dynamic model and noise in the motors and an IMU), by
several flying trials inside VICON area.
Case study 10 Sergei L. et al. demonstrated similar acrobatic VTOL platforms ma-
neuver with optimal control scheme [86][87]. They formulated a multi-flip behavior
with five parameters and used a multi-flips 2D plane (yaw is omitted) VTOL platform
dynamic model which only considers vertical motions. The maneuver inside VICON
area was then repeatedly performed while the five parameters are optimized (updated)
by minimizing the error in state. The results and system configuration are presented in
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(a) (b)
Figure 10.46: (a) A VICON IR camera uses far IR (850nm), near IR (780nm) and visible red
(623nm) of light. Camera resolution varies depending on the camera model (0.3 Megapixels
– 4 Megapixels). (b) An illustration of an experimental cage [87]. Cameras are attached on
high-places such as a ceiling or wall in order to cover large area.
(a) (b)
Figure 10.47: (a) GRASP Lab, VICON experiment environment. Bright red points are VICON
cameras. The VTOL platforms pass through the predefined window [100]. (b) A swarm of
nano VTOL platforms [85]. Small VTOL platforms are grouped and labeled for centralized
control and planning.
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(a) (b)
Figure 10.48: (a) The trajectory of a VTOL platform triple flips. The left is a simulation with a
model-optimized 5 parameters and the middle and the right are real experiments with the initial
parameters (w/o optimization) and 69 trials optimization respectively [86]. (b) Experiments
setup for a multi-flip acrobatic maneuver.
Fig. 10.48.
As shown in the case studies 9 and 10, using VICON motion capture devices can
eliminate the state estimation problem and permit only focusing on control problems.
Although their VTOL platforms are able to perform very dynamic aggressive maneu-
vers, they only can achieve such high precision flights within a VICON boundary. It
is impractical to use it for in/outdoor large scale environments. For VTOL platforms
operation in such large scale environments, they are required to estimate precise states,
good dynamic model and high-performance controllers for disturbance rejection. The
next subsection will introduce advantages and disadvantages of exteroceptive sensors
which are essential for good state estimation.
D.4 Summary
The following table is the summary of case studies in Section D with contents of in-
direction odometry, state estimation filters, adapted SLAM method perception sensors
and hardware platforms. Note that in the map row 2.5D implies that the 3D map is
generated by accumulating 2D horizontal maps with respect to altitude. In the SLAM
row 2D denotes output type of a SLAM approach. For instance GMapping estimates
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only x and y positions in the world coordinate.
As shown in the table, a laser scanner and a wide field-of-view (≈ 100◦) perspec-
tive monocular camera are commonly utilized with a high-update rate IMU. Iterative
Closest Point (ICP) or visual odometry (VO) approaches are then used for indirect
odometry. Kalman Filters such as EKF and UKF fuse low-, high-update rate measure-
ments which yields accurate and high-update estimates. 3D maps containing visual
features or aggregated 2D maps represent maps and lightweight computers (1.6GHz–
1.86GHz) are chosen for main processors. Research VTOL platforms from Ascending
Technology dominate hardware platforms and Robot Operating System (ROS) is often
utilized for software framework.
On keeping with the VTOL research trends identified, in this research project,
we use a laser scanner, an IMU, a monocular camera, EKF, a 1.9GHz computer,
Mikrokopter and Ascending Technology VTOL platforms. This research project, how-
ever, differs from the aforementioned case studies in that we are aiming for close-
quarters flying in outdoor environments where disturbances such as wind gusts are
abundant. The system needs to be immune to these disturbances so high update rate
observations are required. GPS errors, especially near structures, preclude its use for
close-quarters flying. Instead we use a monocular camera and simple image process-
ing techniques (Sobel operation) while tracking a minimal feature set (only two vertical
lines). The high-update rate line tracker is presented in Chapter 5 and 6 and we will
discuss high-update rate sensor in the next section (Section 2.2.5).
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E Hardware configuration
Hardware configuration is very important for aerial robots due to their limited pay-
load and flying time. Payload, computation power and total flight time conflict with
each other and must be sacrificed one to ensure another. The main computers used
in this thesis are SECO Intel 1.9GHz dual-core Celeron processors and Odroid ARM
1.92GHz quad-core A9 CORTEX processors as shown in Fig. 10.49. These state-of-
the-art computers are lightweight and high-performance among the same single board
computer class. The weight for each computer is 322g for the SECO board and 45.6g
for the Odroid. The power consumption is 25W and 4W respectively. The detail con-
figurations are shown in Fig. 10.50(a). All processes are running on the computer
except plotting and visualization functions.
E.1 CPU performance evaluation
Fig. 10.50(b) shows the overall performances normalized with SECOnITX of 4 dif-
ferent types of processors: Intel i7 2.2GHz quad-core, Intel i5 3.33GHz quad-core,
Intel Celeron 1.9GHz dual-core and ARM 1.92GHz quad-core. Phoronix Test Suite is
utilized for this benchmarking including floating-point calculation (C-Ray from Fig.
10.50(b)), multi-core processing, networking speed, en/decoding speed, etc. This
benchmarking tool can be executed on all different hardware architectures and operat-
ing systems such as Intel, ARM, Windows, Mac and Linux. Some benchmarking tests
are unavailable for all processors but the benchmarking shows sufficient information
to gauge the performance of a processor. The C-Ray test is floating-point calculation
using a single core and the SECO board reports the twice faster performance than
Odroid-U2. For multi-core tests such as GraphicMagick and Himeno Benchmarking,
the quad-core Odroid outperforms the dual-core SECO board as expected.
E.2 WiFi performance evaluation
WiFi throughput tests are performed with different settings in the real world using
Iperf 2.0.4 to measure WiFi module performance. Test 1 comprised a high perfor-
mance desktop computer which has wired Ethernet connection, Gumstix board and
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(a) SECOnITX-ION, Intel 1.9GHz
Celeron dual-core single board computer
(b) Odroid-U2, ARM Cortex A9 1.92GHz
quad-core computer
Figure 10.49: Main computers utilized in this thesis. SECOnITX-ION has more computation
power than Odroid-U2 as shown in Fig. 10.50(b) but it consumes more power reducing the
total flight time. Odroid-U2 is 50% slower than the Celeron for a single core floating-point
calculation but shows similar performance in multi-core processing and has the advantages of
light weight and low price.
QUT wireless AP. It showed around 13Mbit/sec throughput. Test 2 was performed
using a wired desktop computer, Gumsitx board and local AP. It also showed up to
15.4Mbit/sec throughput. The 1Mbit gap comes from different network setting. This
means that Overo Fire is able to send 640×480 pixels of grayscale image at 6.45
frames/sec and a 320×280 pixel image at 25.83 frames/sec. Table 10.2 shows a
variety of WiFi settings.
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i5_linux_desktop
Test Systems:
i5_linux
Processor: Intel Core i5 650 @ 3.33GHz (4 Cores), Motherboard: HP 304Bh, Chipset: Intel Core DRAM,
Memory: 16384MB, Disk: 250GB Western Digital WD2500AAJS-6 + 1500GB Ext HDD 1021, Graphics:
NVIDIA GeForce 210/PCIe/SSE2 1024MB (650/400MHz), Audio: Realtek ALC662 rev1, Network: Intel
82578DM Gigabit Connection
OS: Ubuntu 12.04, Kernel: 3.2.0-33-generic (x86_64), Desktop: Unity 2D 5.16.0, Display Server: X Server
1.11.3, Display Driver: NVIDIA 304.54, OpenGL: 3.3.0 NVIDIA 304.54, Compiler: GCC 4.6, File-System: ext4,
Screen Resolution: 1680x1050
i7_Macbook_Pro
Processor: Intel Core i7 @ 2.20GHz (4 Cores), Motherboard: Apple MacBook Pro, Chipset: Intel 6, Memory:
x 0 DDR3-1333MHz, Disk: 750GB TOSHIBA MK7559GSXF, Graphics: Intel HD 3000 + AMD Radeon HD
6750M 512MB, Monitor: Color LCD
OS: OS X 10.8.3 (12D78), Kernel: 12.3.0 (x86_64), Display Server: X Server 1.13.0, OpenGL: 2.1, Compiler:
Apple LLVM 4.2 (clang-425.0.28) (based on LLVM 3.2svn)Target: x86_64-apple-darwin12.3.0Thread model:
posix + GCC 4.2.1 + Xcode 4.6.2 + CUDA 3.1, File-System: Journaled HFS+, Screen Resolution: 1440x900
SECOnITX-ION_T3100
Processor: Celeron T3100 @ 1.90GHz (2 Cores), Motherboard: NVIDIA MMP9-ION, Chipset: NVIDIA
MCP79, Memory: 4096MB, Disk: 26GB, Graphics: NVIDIA ION VGA 256MB, Audio: Realtek ALC888,
Monitor: HP L1910, Network: NVIDIA MCP79
OS: Ubuntu 12.04, Kernel: 3.2.0-40-generic (x86_64), Display Server: X Server 1.11.3, Display Driver: vesa
2.3.0, Compiler: GCC 4.6, File-System: ext4, Screen Resolution: 1680x1050
odriod-u2_1.92GHz
Processor: ARMv7 rev 0 @ 1.92GHz (4 Cores), Motherboard: ODROIDU2, Memory: 2048MB, Disk: 16GB
016G92, Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce 210/PCIe/SSE2
OS: Ubuntu 12.11, Kernel: 3.0.75 (armv7l), Desktop: Unity 2D, Display Server: X Server 1.11.3, Display
Driver: mali_drm, OpenGL: 1.4, Compiler: GCC 4.6, File-System: ext4, Screen Resolution: 1680x1050
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Visit the OpenBenchmarking.org Performance Classification area to see how these results
compare to the OpenBenchmarking.org community as a whole. With the OPC's capabilities you can
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(b) Overall bench marking results
normalized with the SECO SBC.
Figure 10.50: Main processors which are used for experiments are evaluated in various bench-
marking tests using Phoronix Test Suite. Intel i5 and i7 quad-core CPUs are also included
in order to show limited computation power of an onboard computer. SEConITX-ION and
Odroid-U2 are utilized for the experiments.
Settings
Test 1 The Gumstix and the desktop through the QUT AP
Test 2 The Gumstix and the desktop through the local AP
Test 3 The Gumstix and the laptop through the QUT AP
Test 4 The Gumstix and the laptop through the local AP
Test 5 The Laptop and the desktop through the QUT AP
Test 6 The Laptop and the desktop through the local AP
Table 10.2: WiFi throughput measurement settings.
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Figure 10.51: Benchmarking test results for multi-core (PostgreSQL), a single core (C-RAY)
and networking speed (Stream).
and Fig. 10.52 presents WiFi throughputs and shows multiple trials of the six
settings. The conclusion presented in Fig. 10.52 is around 16Mbit/sec throughput
with the Gumstix and the desktop computer.
F Health and Safety Statement
The general risk assessment process is followed1:
1. Identify the hazards.
2. Identify all affected by the hazard and how they are affected.
3. Evaluate the risk.
4. Identify and prioritize appropriate control measures.
1http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Occupational_safety_and_health
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Figure 10.52: Gumstix WiFi Performance test
In order to test the VTOL platform in indoor environments, the experimental procedure
is followed2:
1. Every experiment has a pilot in charge of the remote control, and an observer.
2. The VTOL platform will be inside S1113 and the pilot and observer outside.
3. The internal back door will be locked to prevent access to the room.
4. Standard VTOL platform startup procedure will be followed. At startup one per-
son enters the room and connects the battery, the other person holds the handset.
The flight control activation is only done once both people are outside. Nobody
is to reenter the room until both have verified the machine is in a safe state.
5. A LiPo battery involved in a serious crash will be sidelined.
The project will require testings in larger-scale and more complex environments. The
VTOL platform will be demonstrated in a series of trials to health and safety offices,
2https://wiki.qut.edu.au/display/cyphy/Safety
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and their feedback incorporated into experimental procedures. To ensure safety for
these future experiments, we propose the following hazard reductions:
1. Building a protection ring to prevent injuries due to the blade strike.
2. Experiment in controlled situations at night with an observer.
3. Experiment in the larger or the Australian Research Centre for Aerospace Au-
tomation (ARCAA) buildings.
4. Provision of an emergency stop button.
5. Cruising at maximum height of 1m.
The calculation of risk is based on the likelihood or probability of the harm being
realized and the severity of the consequences. Fig. 10.53 shows the risk calculator.
With the actions described in the above, the risk will reduce from high (indicated by
yellow) to low (indicated by green).
Figure 10.53: Risk calculator
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